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I

PREFACE

THE EIGHTH EDITION.

WHEN I penned the first edition of this little

work, I must confess that I was not very sanguine
as to its favourable reception ; but, to my agree-

able surprise, I found myself a successful author,

and have now an eighth edition called for by a

generous public. I have, therefore, in the follow-

ing pages, endeavoured to evince my gratitude by

making my book not an empty echo to its title,

but a true guide ; consequently, many varieties of

roses described in former editions, on account

only of their novelty or other characteristics

rather than for their beauty, are now omitted,

and those only that are really beautiful and strictly

worthy the attention of the Eose Amateur are di-

lated upon : I have, in fact, profited by time and

experience. A multitude of new roses have been

introduced since the publication of the first edition ;

and various modes of culture have suggested them-
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VI PREFACE.

selves. From the former I have culled the choicest

and the sweetest, bidding adieu to many old

varieties, on account of their being surpassed by
some that are new, but retaining those old roses

not to be surpassed, i. e. those that are absolutely

perfect in their form and colouring, which will all

be found in their places : for it would indeed be

unjust to neglect a good old friend with sterling

qualities.

In cultivation much improvement has taken

place ; and rapid progress has been made in the

culture of roses in pots : under this head I have

given fully the results of my experience. In the

articles on propagation, the fruits of more than

thirty pleasant years' unceasing attention are given
with candour. I have nothing withheld, nor, I

trust, aught forgotten.

A practical cultivator, in writing on cultivation,

labours under a disadvantage ; he almost obsti-

nately supposes that everyone must know some-

thing relative to these, with him, every-day opera-
tions : he is apt, therefore, not to go sufficiently

into detail. I have strenuously combated this

feeling, and humbly trust that what I have written

on that subject will be found sufficiently explicit.

HOSE HILL, SAWBRIDGBWOBTH, HERTS :

May 1863.
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THE

KOSE-AMATEUR'S GUIDE,

PART I.

THE SUMMEE TWSE GARDEN.

Erratum.

P. 103, lines 17 and 18, omit Madame Clemence Joigneaux.

^
j^v,..., wm6 v/i i-.iv/ ivroj tingvio v/i Aiui'i-or, inn rusy arms 01

the Nymphs, the cheeks of Venus tinted with roses.

The rose is useful to the sick
; she braves the duration of

years ; agreeable even in decay, she preserves the perfume of her

youth.
What shall I say of her origin ? When the Sea formed

from her froth, and displayed on her waves, the beautiful Venus,
brilliant with dew, when Pallas sprang armed from the brain
of Jupiter, the earth brought forth this admirable plant, a new
masterpiece of nature. Eager to hasten her blooming, the gods
watered her with nectar, and then this immortal flower derated
herself majestically on her thorny column.

The Queen of Flowers.*

* This pretty appellative is no new creation : more than 2000

years ago Sappho wrote :

' If Jupiter wished to give to the

flowers a Queen, the rose would be their Queen.'

B
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THE

ROSE-AMATEUR'S GUIDE,

PART I.

THE SUMMER ROSE GARDEN.

THE ROSE, Anacreon, Ode 51.

Friends ! form your accents with mine, in singing the season

of flowers, and the rose of spring.
The rose is the sweet perfume which the mouths of the gods

exhale
;
the joy of mortals, the loveliest ornament of the Graces

in the flowery season of love, and the dearest delight of Venus.
The rose is the object of the songs of the poets, the favourite

plant of the Muses.

Though she wounds us with her thorns, we gather her with

pleasure. What delight to hold this flower consecrated to love,

and to breathe its sweet odours !

Ah ! what should we be without the rose ?

Our poets sing of the rosy fingers of Aurora, the rosy arms of

the Nymphs, the cheeks of Venus tinted with roses.

The rose is useful to the sick
; she braves the duration of

years; agreeable even in decay, she preserves the perfume of her-

youth.
What shall I say of her origin? When the Sea formed

from her froth, and displayed on her waves, the beautiful Venus,
brilliant with dew, when Pallas sprang armed from the brain

of Jupiter, the earth brought forth this admirable plant, a new
masterpiece of nature. Eager to hasten her blooming, the gods
watered her with nectar, and then this immortal flower elevated

herself majestically on her thorny column.

The Queen of Flowers.*

* This pretty appellative is no new creation : more than 2000

years ago Sappho wrote :
' If Jupiter wished to give to the

flowers a Queen, the rose would be their Queen.'



2 THE PROVENCE ROSE.

THE PROVENCE, OR CABBAGE, ROSE.

(ROSA CENTIFOLIA.)

Rosier Cent Feuilles.

THIS rose has long and deservedly been the fa*

vourite ornament of English gardens ;
and if, as

seems very probable, it was the hundred-leaved

rose of Pliny, and the favourite flower of the

Romans, contributing in no small degree to the

luxurious enjoyments of that great people, it

claims attention as much for its high antiquity

as for its intrinsic beauty. 1596 is given by
botanists as the date of its introduction to our

gardens. That ' Prince of gardeners,' Miller,

says that it is the prettiest of all roses ; and this

idea still prevails to a great extent in the agri-

cultural districts of England, where, in the farm

and cottage gardens, the Cabbage Rose and

the Double Wall-flower are the most esteemed

inmates; forming in their turns, with a sprig of

rosemary, the Sunday bouquet of the respectable

farm-servant and cottager.

The groves of Mount Caucasus are said to be

its native places of growth, and also Languedoc
and Provence ; but the claims of these latter have

been disputed. I lately wrote to a very old rose

amateur in France for information on this point.

He informs me that the species with single flowers

is, found in a wild state in the southern provinces ;
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it is therefore very probable that it was called the

Provence Eose from growing more abundantly in

that province : it has now, however, quite a dif-

ferent name incFrance, for it is called the ' Eose

a Cent Feuilles,' from the botanical name, Eosa

centifolia, or Hundred-leaved Eose. I must here

confess that, when I was a young rose-fancier,

this name often misled me, as I was very apt to

think that it referred to the Scotch and other

small and thickly-leaved roses, not for a moment

supposing that the term was applied to the petals

or flower-leaves.

Hybrid Eoses, between this and Eosa gallica,

are called Provence Eoses by the French amateurs

of the present day. Our Provence, or Cabbage,
Eose is exceedingly varied in the form and dis-

position of its petals. In the following paragraphs
I have confined myself to a description of those

only that partake largely of the character of the

common Cabbage, or Provence, Eose, and that are

worthy of cultivation ; the latter name, I find,

is not used by some recent writers in the ' Gar-

deners' Chronicle ' and elsewhere : they write
*

Provins,' the name applied in France, as I have

said in another place, to the Eosa gallica, a semi-

double variety of which is cultivated for the pur-

pose of making rose-water largely in the environs

of Provins, a small market-town sixty-six miles

to the east of Paris, on the road to Nancy. By
early writers on gardening our rose is called Eosa

B 2



4 THE PROVENCE ROSE.

Provincialis, or the Provence Rose. No one seems

to know why it was thus named, its origin being

entirely lost. Let us, therefore, assume that we

owe it to the Provencal poets, the gay trouba-

dours, who, with chivalric liberality, gave us their

songs and their roses; and let us not lose its

beautiful poetic name : it is, indeed, worthy of it.

The Crested Provence, Crested Moss, or Eosa

cristata for it is known by these three names is

said to have been discovered growing from the

crevice of a wall at Fribourg in Switzerland. No
rose can be more singular and beautiful : the buds

before expansion are so clasped by its fringed

eepals, that they present a most unique and ele-

gant appearance totally unlike any other rose.

When the flower is fully expanded this peculiar

beauty vanishes, and it has merely the appearance
of a superior variety of the Provence Eose. It

should here be mentioned that, if grown in a poor

soil, its buds often lose their crest, and become plain

like those of the latter. As a standard, this rose

is very graceful, its large flowers and buds droop-

ing from their weight.

The Dutch, or large Provence, is exactly like

the Common, or Cabbage, Provence, and equally

fragrant, but very much larger ;
this is a fine

rose for forcing.

La Eeine de Provence really deserves to be

the queen of this division. Its large and finely-

shaped globular flowers have a good effect when
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suspended from a standard ; these are of a pale

lilac rose-colour, distinct and beautiful. The

Scarlet Province is an old variety, one of those

misnomers thatftin flowers so often lead to dis-

appointment : it was probably the first Provence

Eose that made an approach to scarlet ; but the

faint carmine of its flowers is very far removed

from that rare colour among roses.

The Unique Provence is a genuine English

rose, which was found by Mr. Grrimwood,* then

of the Kensington Nursery, in some cottage-

garden, growing among plants of the common

Cabbage Kose. This variety was at first much

esteemed, and plants of it were sold at very high

prices. Most probably this was not a seedling

from the Old Cabbage Eose, as that is too double

to bear seed in this country, but what is called

by florists a sporting f branch or sucker. In

* Mr. Grimwood, when on his annual business journey in

1777, perceived a beautiful white rose growing in the garden of

Mr. Richmond, a baker, living near Needham Market, Suffolk :

on inquiry, he found that it had been planted there by a car-

penter, who had found it growing near, or in a hedge a short

distance from, the house of a Dutch merchant, which he had been

repairing. Mr. G. asked for a branch, but obtained the entire

plant, which Mr. Richmond willingly gave him. On his next

journey, the following year, Mr. Grimwood made him a present
of a handsome silver cup, on which was engraved a figure of the

rose : this kind remembrance Mr. Richmond most carefully pre-

served till his death. Roses, by H. C. Andrews, London,

1805, 4to.

t A term used to denote any portion of a plant departing

from the character the entire plant should sustain. Thus, one
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describing this and the next division I shall have

occasion to notice more of these spontaneous

deviations. The Striped Unique is one
;
for this

was not raised from seed, but, a flowering branch

of the Unique Provence having produced striped

flowers, plants were budded from it, and the

variety was '

fixed,' as the French florists term it.

However this is certainly not fixed ;
for it is a

most inconstant rose, in some soils producing

flowers beautifully striped, in others entirely red,

and in the soil of this nursery most frequently

pure white.

The Dwarf Provence Koses, Rose de Meaux,
and the Pompone Eose, are among the oldest

of our garden roses, and known by every child

brought up in a garden, as they are ( so early and

so pretty.' Formerly two or three varieties of

the Pompone Rose were cultivated, but they dif-

fered only in name. The Rose de Meaux forms

a pretty edging, and is desirable for its spring-

gladdening flowers. Spong's Rose is of this

group, with rather larger flowers : it forces well,

and is a pretty rose.

There are no new Provence Roses, for, like

most of the summer roses, they are not esteemed

as formerly, owing to their blooming but once in

the season ; still a bouquet of Old Cabbage Roses,

stem of a carnation, which should give striped flowers uniform

with the rest, will often produce plain-coloured flowers
;

it is

then said
'

to sport.'
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or of the Crested, is above all others most fragrant

and beautiful.

Culture and Pruning.

There are but two ways in which Provence

Eoses can be employed as ornaments to the

flower-garden as standards for the lawn, and

as dwarfs for beds. Standards of some of the

varieties, if grown on a strong clayey soil, form

fine objects of ornament, as their large globular

flowers are so gracefully pendent. In this de-

scription of soil also, if grown as dwarfs, they
will not flourish unless they are worked on the

Dog Rose, but in light sandy soils it will be ad-

visable to cultivate them on their own roots ;
the

freedom with which they grow in the light sandy
soils of Surrey points out this method of culture

on such soils as the most eligible. In pruning,

they require the free use of the knife : every

shoot should be shortened to three or four buds.

If not pruned in this severe manner, the plants

soon become straggling and unsightly. To pro-

long their period of flowering, half the shoots may
be pruned in October, the remainder at the end

of April. In poor soils, they should have annu-

ally, in November, a dressing of rotten manure

on the surface of the bed, to be washed in by the

rains of winter.
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THE MOSS EOSE.

(ROSA CENTIFOLIA MUSCOSA.)

Rosier Cent Feuilles Mousseuse.

THE Moss Rose, or Mossy Provence Rose, is

most probably an accidental sport or seminal

variety of the common Provence Rose, as the Old

Double Moss Rose, which was introduced to this

country from Holland in 1596, is the only one

mentioned by our early writers on gardening. If

it had any claims to be ranked as a botanical

species,* the Single-flowering Moss Rose would

have been the first known and described ; but

the Single Moss, as compared with the Double, is

a new variety. Some few years since a traveller

in Portugal mentioned that the Moss Rose grew
wild in the neighbourhood of Cintra; but, most

likely, the plants were stragglers from some

garden, as I have never seen this assertion pro-

perly authenticated. The origin of the Double

Moss Rose, like that of the Old Double Yellow

Rose (Rosa siilphurea), is therefore left to con-

jecture ;
for gardeners in old times did not pub-

lish 'to the world the result of their operations and

discoveries. As regards the Moss Rose I regret

this, for it would be very interesting to know

* Miller says, with a most remarkable simplicity, that he

thinks it must be a distinct species, as it is so much more diffi-

cult of propagation than the common Provence Rose.
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how and where this general favourite originated ;

probably when first noticed, gardening was of

such small consideration, that the discovery of a

rose, however" remarkable, would not be thought
worth registering. That it is merely an acci-

dental sport of the Common Provence Eose is

strengthened by the fact, that plants produced by
the seed of the Moss Eose do not always show

moss : perhaps not more than two plants out of

three will be mossy, and as I have often proved,

those that are not so are most evidently pure
Provence Eoses, possessing all their characters.

To show, also, the singular propensity of the

varieties of Eosa centifolia to vary, I may here

mention that the common Moss Eose often pro-

duces shoots entirely destitute of moss. In the

summer of 1836 I observed a luxuriant branch of

the Crimson, or Damask, which is generally more

mossy than the Old Moss Eose, having a remark-

able appearance. On examination I found it

nearly smooth. The next season it had entirely

lost its moss, and had produced semi-double

flowers, the exact resemblance of the Scarlet

Provence. The White Moss is another instance

of this singular quality, for that originated from

a sporting branch ; the Mossy de Meaux is also a

curious deviation, the history of which will be

given in the descriptive enumeration following;

'the Crested Moss, or Provence, is another case

m point. It seems, therefore, very feasible that
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the Provence Rose, from being cultivated in

Italy through so many ages, produced from seed,

or more probably from a sporting branch, the

Double Moss Rose, that is, a Double Cabbage,

or Provence, Rose, covered with that glandular

excrescence which we term moss ;
this branch or

plant was propagated, and the variety handed

down to us is perhaps as much admired in the

present day as when it was first discovered.

These roses always have been, and I hope always

will be, favourites : for what can be more elegant

than the bud of the Moss Rose, with its pure

rose-colour, peeping through that beautiful and

unique envelope ?

The Blush Moss is a beautiful variety, of the

delicate blush of that well-known rose, the Celes-

tial, and so exactly intermediate between the White

Moss and the Common, that it is quite necessary

in a collection. The Crimson or Damask Moss,

sometimes called the Tinwell Moss, was origi-

nated in the garden of a clergyman at Tinwell

in Rutlandshire ; from thence sent to Mr. Lee of

Hammersmith. As it was one of the first deep-

coloured Moss Roses, it was much esteemed, and

plants of it were sold at one guinea each. This

is a more luxuriant grower than the Old Moss;

its branches, leaves, and buds are also more mossy.

It is an excellent rose for beds
; for if its shoots

are pegged to the ground with small hooks, the

surface is soon covered with its luxuriant foliage
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and flowers. For this purpose it is better on its

own roots, as budded plants so treated would

throw up too many suckers. The French Crimson

Moss is deeper in colour, and much more double

than the preceding, not such a luxuriant grower
but one of the best Moss Koses we have. Eclatante

is a Moss Rose quite worthy of notice
; for it is so

vigorous in its growth, that it soon forms a fine

tree : its colour is remarkably bright.

Moussue Partout is indeed all over moss ;
for

its leaves, branches, and buds are thickly covered.

The flowers of this singular variety are much like

the common Moss Rose. The Prolific Moss is not

the Prolifere of the French, but a dwarf variety

of the common Moss, and a most abundant

bloomer. This is known by the French florists

as the Minor Moss : it is a most excellent variety

to keep in pots for forcing. The Pompone Moss,
or Mossy de Meaux, has for some years been a

great favourite. This rose was found by Mr.

Sweet, of the Bristol Nursery, at a garden at

Taunton, Somersetshire, in 1814. He obtained

possession of the plant for five pounds ; and after-

wards distributed the young plants at one guinea
each. It was most probably an accidental sport

from the Old Rose de Meaux, and not from seed,

as that rose is too double to bear seed, in this

country : this is one of the prettiest of roses, and

one of the first to make its appearance in June,

gladdening us with its early clusters of small and
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finely-shaped flowers. It is not well adapted for

a standard
; for, when grafted or budded, it is but

a short-lived plant, at least in the generality of

soils
;
on its own roots, in light rich soils, it may

be grown in great perfection.

The Luxembourg Moss was raised from seed

in the Luxembourg Gardens. It is evidently

much tinged with the dark colouring of some

variety of Rosa gallica, and is really a good
crimson Moss Rose. This is most certainly a

desirable variety, of great luxuriance of growth,

forming a fine standard : it will probably be the

parent of a dark Moss Rose still more splendid,

as it bears seed freely. It is remarkably well

adapted for a bed when grown on its own roots,

as it is a free grower in all soils, and will bloom

and do welj. even in the north of Scotland.

The White Bath or Clifton Moss is a favourite

and beautiful rose: this owes its origin to a

sporting branch of the Common Moss, which was

found in a garden at Clifton, near Bristol, about

forty years since, from whence it was distributed.

The Old White Moss was discovered in the

nursery of Mr. Shailer, at Battersea, early in the

present century; it originated on a sporting

shoot from the Old Moss Rose, which gave white

or nearly white flowers instead of rose-coloured ;

buds were taken from this shoot and the variety

perpetuated. This has not so much moss as the

Clifton, and is not pure white, but inclining to a
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pale flesh-colour ;
it is also much more delicate

in habit.

Celina is one of the very best dark crimson

Moss Roses we yet possess ;
its foliage has a pecu-

liarly dark glossy-green tint, quite distinct; its

flowers are large and double, but not quite full to

the centre ; colour very brilliant, but deep crimson,

in some seasons slightly tinged with purple : this

has to a certain extent superseded the Luxembourg
Moss, which only a few years since was our only

deep-coloured Moss Rose. Its habit is not quite so

robust as that of the latter, which in some soils is

almost too much so, making shoots six feet in length

in moist seasons. We have now also what was

at one time thought to be impossible, viz. the Old

Rose Unique mossed ; this is called Moss Unique
de Provence. I cannot learn its origin ; if from

seed or otherwise
; but am inclined to think it is

a sport from our old favourite the Unique Rose ;

its habit is similar and equally robust ; its flowers

of the same pure white, and blooming in the

same large clusters
; its flowers are however often

imperfect.

In Comtesse de Murinais we have a vigorous
white Moss Rose, a most remarkable variety, evi-

dently resulting from a cross with the Damask

Rose, of which it largely partakes in its foliage

and general habit
;
this is so robust that young

plants often make shoots more than six feet

in length, of the thickness of a stout riding-
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cane. Its flower buds are well mossed, but its

flowers are not very double ; they are large, very

slightly tinged with blush when they first open,

and soon change to pure white. I attach some

value to this rose, for I anticipate that, by crossing

it with the Perpetual White Moss, seed may be

easily obtained, which will, I trust, in the course

of time, give us some autumnal-blooming white

Moss Koses.

Moussue Presque Partout is a very pretty bril-

liant rose-coloured rose, its leaves and branches

are nearly covered with moss, and it has not

that blighted appearance peculiar to its congener

Moussue Partout. In the variety Princesse Ade-

laide, raised from seed by M. Laffay, we have a

proof of the effect of hybridising roses, for this is

most evidently and distinctly a hybrid Bourbon

rose, with its flower buds rather abundantly

covered with moss
;
in fact, a hybrid Moss Rose

of a new race ; its habit is remarkably vigorous,

foliage very large and beautiful, flowers well

shaped, and in general they open freely ; their

colour in dry weather is a very lively pink, in

cloudy moist weather a bright rose. This variety

will form a fine pillar rose, as it will in rich soils

make shoots from six to eight feet long in one

season, consequently there cannot be a finer object

for a column ; another step, and we should have

had in this a Mossy Bourbon Rose, blooming in

autumn. Alas ! in hybridising Moss Roses it is
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'
le dernier pas qui coute,' and not *

le premier.'

Thus one more remove from the Moss Eose, and a

nearer approach to the Bourbon, would have pro-

bably given us merely a mediocre Bourbon Eose,

-with some very faint signs of its mossy parentage.

There are but few new summer Moss Eoses

worthy of attention, although, as usual, there are

plenty raised by the French florists
; they are,

however, only remarkable for their well-sounding

names. I have imported for several years every

new Moss Eose raised in France, to the amount of

nearly one hundred varieties, and have found but

few worthy of cultivation. Among these, Lane's

Moss, or '

Lanei,' raised from seed by M. Laffay,

is a fine globular and very double rose, with flowers

very fragrant and of a rich rosy crimson tinted

with purple; its habit is remarkably vigorous,

more so than that of any other Moss Eose, and a

large bed planted with it on its own roots would

have a fine effect. Princesse Eoyale, like the

above, is not a very new rose, but exceedingly
neat and pretty, as its flowers are light pink and

beautifully shaped ;
in habit it is very vigorous.

Grloire des Mousseuses and Marie de Blois are two

very large double roses of remarkably vigorous

growth; the former is the largest of all Moss

Eoses ; in colour they differ but slightly from the

Old Moss Eose. Baron de Wassenaer is also a

new, large, and finely-shaped rose, deeper in

colour than the preceding, and approaching to
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carmine : this variety is well worthy of cultivation.

L'Eblouissante, of a brilliant crimson, and Unique

Nouvelle, of a deep purplish crimson mottled, are

two good and distinct new Moss Roses.

Culture and Pruning.

Moss Roses, when grown on their own roots,

require a light and rich soil ;
in such soils they

form fine masses of beauty in beds on lawns.

The varieties best adapted to this purpose are the

Common Moss, the Prolific, the Luxembourg, the.

Crimson, and Lane's Moss. Plants of these are

procurable at a moderate price, and, by pegging

down their shoots with hooked sticks, the surface

of the bed will be covered with a mass of foliage

and flowers. They require the same severe

pruning as the Provence Rose. To have a suc-

cession of flowers on the same bed, half of the

shoots may be shortened in October, the remainder

the beginning of May, pruning closely as recom-

mended for the Provence Roses. By this method

the blooming season may be prolonged from a

fortnight to three weeks. They should have an

abundant annual dressing of manure on the sur-

face in November, and the bed lightly stirred

with the fork in February. In cold and clayey

soils they in general succeed much better worked

on the Dog Rose, forming beautiful standards. I

have ascertained that they establish themselves
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much better on short stems, from two or three

feet in height, than on taller stems, as the stem

increases in bulk progressively with the head, and

the plants wilLthen live and flourish a great many

years.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

To raise Moss Koses from seed is a most interest-

ing employment for the genuine rose amateur;

such a pleasing field is open, and so much may
yet be done. The following directions will, I

hope, assist those who have leisure, perseverance,

and love for this charming flower. A plant of the

Luxembourg Moss and one of the Celina Moss

should be planted against a south wall, close to

each other, so that their branches may be mingled.
In bright, calm, sunny mornings in June, about

ten o'clock, those flowers that are expanded
should be examined by pressing the fingers on

the anthers
;

it will then be found if the pollen

be abundant ; if so, a flower of the former should

be shaken over the latter; or, what perhaps is

better, its flower-stalks should be fastened to the

wall, so that the flower will be kept in an erect

position ; then cut a flower of the Luxembourg
Moss, strip off its petals with a sharp pair of

scissors, and place the anthers firmly but gently

upon a flower of the Single Crimson, so that the

anthers of each are entangled : they will keep it

in its position : a stiff breeze will then scarcely

c
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remove it. The fertilising will take place without

farther trouble, and a fine hip full of seed will be

the result. To obtain seed from the Luxembourg
Moss, I need scarcely say that this operation must

be reversed. A wall is not always necessary to

ripen seed; for in dry soils and airy exposed

situations, the above Moss Eoses bear seed in

tolerable abundance. The treatment of the hips,

sowing the seed, and the management of the

young plants, as applicable to all, is given at the

end of the First Part.

THE FKENCH EOSE.

(ROSA GALLICA.)

Rosier de Provins.

THE French Eose (Eosa gallica of botanists) is an

inhabitant of the continent of Europe, growing

abundantly in fche hedges of France and Italy.

In the ' Florse Eomanse '

of Sebastiani, published
at Eome in 1818, this rose, Eosa sempervirens,
and Eosa canina, are said to be the only roses

growing naturally in the Papal States. It was

one of the earliest roses introduced to our gardens,
and is supposed by some to be the Eosa Milesiana

of Pliny, so named from its growing abundantly
near Miletus in Asia Minor : it has also historical

claims of much interest; for the semi-double
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bright-red rose grown in Surrey for the London

druggists, and still cultivated extensively in the

environs of Provins, to make their celebrated

conserve of roses, is, according to a French

author,* the red rose, the ancient badge of the

House of Lancaster. ' Somewhere about the year

1277, a son of the King of England, Count

Egmond, who had taken the title of Comte de

Champagne, was sent by the King of France to

Provins, with troops, to avenge the murder of the

mayor of the city, who had been assassinated in

some tumult. He remained at Provins for a

considerable period ;
and on his return to England

he took for his device the red rose of Provins,

which Thibaut, Comte de Brie, had brought from

Syria, on his return from a crusade some years

before.' The white rose of the House of York

was probably our very old semi-double variety of

Rosa alba.

Our Provins rose is associated with recollec-

tions of the unfortunate House of Bourbon ; for

when Marie-Antoinette came to France in 1770

to espouse Louis XVI. , she passed through Nancy,
a city about 160 miles to the south-east of

Provins, the inhabitants of which presented her

with a bed strewed with leaves of the Provins

rose. Alas ! her bed was twenty years afterwards

more abundantly strewed with thorns by the

* L' Ancien Proyins, par Opoix.

c 2
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inhabitants of Paris. Charles X. also, on arriv-

ing at Provins on his return from the camp at

Luneville, Sept. 21, 1828, was received in state

by the authorities, who deputed twelve young
ladies to present him with the flowers and con-

serves of roses.

The inhabitants boast that no other roses, even

when the same variety is employed, make conserve

equal to those grown in the environs of their

town : they assert that, towards the end of the

seventeenth century, it was sold in India for its

weight in gold. 1596 is given by botanists as

the date of the introduction of Rosa gallica to

England ; and, owing to its bearing seed freely,

it has been the parent of an immense number of

varieties, many of the earlier sorts being more

renmrkable for their expressive French appella-

tions than for any great dissimilarity in the

habits or colours. All the roses of this group
are remarkable for their compact and upright

growth ; many for the multiplicity of their petals,

and tendency to produce variegated flowers. Some

of these spotted and striped roses are very singular

and beautiful.

The formation of the flower, in many of the

superior modern varieties of Rosa gallica, is very

regular ;
so that most probably this family will

ultimately be the favourite of those florists who

show roses for prizes in the manner that dahlias

are now exhibited ;
that is, as full-blown flowers,
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one flower on a stem
; for they bear carriage

better, when fully expanded, than any other

roses. In France, this is called the 'Provins

Kose ;

' and so"me varieties of it are classed in a

separate division, as 'Agathe Eoses.' These

have curled foliage, and pale-coloured compact
flowers remarkable for their crowded petals.

That very old striped rose, sometimes improperly

called the ' York and Lancaster
'

Eose, seems

to have been one of the first variegations of Eosa

gallica, as it is mentioned by most of our early

writers on gardening. It is properly 'Eosa

mundi :

'

the true York and Lancaster Eose is

a Damask Eose.

To describe a selection of these roses is no easy

task, as the plants differ so little in their habits,

and their flowers, though very dissimilar in ap-

pearance, yet offer so few prominent descriptive

characteristics. Only a few years since, varieties

of this group were reckoned by the hundred.

The once-famed collection of the Messrs. Loddiges,

of Hackney, consisting, it was said, of 2,000 sorts

of roses, owed its fame to nominal varieties of this

group. The names were pleasing to the ear ; but

the eye searched in vain for distinct characters in

the flowers. Only a few of these roses are now
worth retaining, remarkable for their fine shape
and capability of being exhibited as f show roses,'

i. e. as single blooms, in the manner of dahlias and

other flowers. To describe them in as few words
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as possible, it will perhaps be the most eligible way
to give their descriptions in groups, thus: For

fine crimson roses we may take Boula de Nanteuil,

D'Aguesseau, Grloire de Colmar, Grandissima,

Kean, Latour d'Auvergne, Ohl, Schonbrun,

Triomphe de Jaussens; these are large, very

double, and finely-shaped crimson roses, of

slightly different shades. Kean approaches to

scarlet, and is really very beautiful.

A group of fine rose-coloured varieties may be

formed with Letitia, Duchess of Buccleuch,

Napoleon, Prince Eegent, Due de Valmy, Phare-

ricus, and others : these and other summer roses

are more valued in Scotland, where they bloom

late in the summer and endure a longer time in

bloom, than in England ; and as they are not

therefore adapted for general culture, it will not

be judicious, in the present advanced state of rose

culture, to burden these pages with a long list of

varieties which are nearly obsolete. Autumnal

roses must very shortly to a great extent super-

sede the greater portion of the summer roses in

English gardens, with the exception of a few

select varieties of the Moss Eose.

Variegated Koses form an interesting section

of this family. To that very old semi-double

striped rose, growing almost wild in some gardens,

and figured in ' Les Koses, par Eedoute,' under

the name of Eosa gallica versicolor, and known
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in this country as Rosa mundi,* we owe all our

striped rcses of this family. Our Village Maid

or La Villageoise, now an old variety, was one

of the earliest" proceeds from the above : this is

now a well-known, and, in some seasons, a very

beautiful striped rose. (Eillet Parfait is a rose

raised in the west of France, and given out to

the world before its qualities were appreciated.

It is a hybrid between the Damask and the

French rose, so exactly like a carnation in its

beautifully-striped flowers as scarcely to be dis-

tinguished from one : its ground colour is pale

blush, striped distinctly with dark red and crimson:

no other variegated rose approaches it in beauty.

Perle des Panachees, with flowers of a pure

white, striped with lilac and red, is an acquisition ;

and Tricolor de Flandres, a new and very double

striped rose, may be retained.

THE DWARF FRENCH ROSE.

THE Burgundy Rose, a very old variety, holds

the same place among French Roses as the Rose

de Meaux among the Provence: it is a pretty

little rose, very double, and of a bright rose-

colour
;
useful as an edging rose, and interesting

* How this name came to be attached, I am at a loss to con-

jecture. Redoute says,
' Les Anglais 1'ont appelee Rosemonde

du nom de la belle et spirituelle maitresse de Henri II.'
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from its having been so long in our gardens the

favourite of every child gardener.

Culture and Pruning.

Most of the varieties of Rosa gallica are robust

and hardy, and flourish equally as bushes on

their own roots, grafted or budded on short stems,

or as standards
;
but they cannot be recommended

for tall standards, as their growth is too compact
to be graceful. To grow them fine for exhibition

as single blooms or ( show roses,' the clusters of

buds should be thinned early in June, taking at

least two-thirds of the incipient flowers from each ;

manure should also be laid round their stems on

the surface, and manure water given to them plen-

tifully in dry weather. With this description of

culture, these roses will much surpass anything
we have yet seen in this country.

Although the varieties of this group are sum-
mer roses only, their period of flowering may be

prolonged by judicious pruning, and for this pur-

pose two trees of each variety should be planted,
one to be pruned in October, the other early in

May, or just when the buds have burst into leaf
;

these will give a regular succession of flowers. In

pruning, cut out with a sharp knife all the spray-
like shoots, and then shorten, to within six or

eight buds of their base, all the strong shoots :

by such I mean those that are above fifteen
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inches in length ;
the weak shoots cut down to two

or three buds. This is the pruning required by
the Alba, Damask, and Hybrid Provence roses.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

To raise French roses from seed, they should

be planted in a warm, dry border, sloping to the

south, in an open, airy situation the shade of

trees is very pernicious to seed-bearing roses.

The following kinds* may be selected, as they

bear seed freely : The Tuscany rose, a very

old variety, with rich, deep crimson, semi-double

flowers; also Ohl and Latour d'Auvergne. The

two latter should have their flowers fertilised with

the pollen of the Tuscany Rose, and some fine

crimson roses will probably be raised. The

Village Maid and CEillet Parfait are the most

eligible to raise striped roses from ; if their

flowers are deficient in pollen, they should be

fertilised with those of Eosa mundi.

THE HYBRID PROVENCE ROSE.

(ROSA CENTIFOLIA HTBRIDA.)

THESE beautiful roses are exactly intermediate

between the French and the Provence Rose,

* Some of the roses recommended for seed-bearing are old

varieties, which may be procured from any rose nursery.
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partaking, almost in an equal degree, of both

parents. They have upon the long and graceful

shoots of the Provence the close and more dense

foliage of the French Eose ;
and in some of the

varieties, the pale and delicate colouring of the

first enlivened by the rich and deep crimson hues

of the latter. The origin of these roses may be

soon attested ; for if the Single Moss, or Provence

Eose, is fertilised with the farina of Eosa gallica,

hybrid Provence roses will be produced, agree-

ing in every respect with the above descrip-

tion.

Among the most superior varieties is Blanche-

fleur, of the most delicate flesh-colour, or nearly

white ; very distinct, and even now one of the

finest summer roses known.

Eose Devigne is a delicate blush rose, one of

the finest roses of this colour known ; it is most

luxuriant in habit, and forms a fine pillar

rose.

Princesse Clementine is one of our finest white

roses, with flowers very large, perfectly double,

and well shaped, and not liable, like our old

favourite damask rose, Madame Hardy, to come

with a bud in the centre of the flower : in habit it-

is most robust, and well adapted to train up a

column or pillar, which, when covered with its

snowy and large flowers, may perhaps, without

affectation, be called a pillar of purity.

Comte Plater is a unique rose, with large and
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very double flowers, finely shaped, of a delicate

cream, tinted with fawn-colour, which is placed

in this family; but perhaps has quite as many

claims, like Eose Devigne and some others, to be

grouped with the hybrid China roses. Like

botanists, rose cultivators are often posed by the

freaks of Nature, who seems to delight in breaking

into every artificial system, and to pay no more

respect to the classification of the botanist than to

that of the more humble florist.

Within the last twenty years how many plants

have been named and unnamed, classed and re-

classed Professor A. placing it here, and Dr. B.

placing it there ! I can almost imagine Dame Na-

ture laughing in her sleeve when our philosophers

are thus puzzled. Well, so it is in a measure with

roses; a variety has often equal claims to two

classes. First impressions have perhaps placed it

in one, and the rival amateurs should let it re-

main : for the classification of roses, although in

almost every case imperfect, owing to the un-

bounded fertility of nature, is necessary; rose-

culture is rendered by it more interesting and

attractive.

Hybrid Provence roses are very robust and

hardy, useful to the rose amateur, as serving to

form a most delicate group of soft colours : they
also make admirable standards, as the branches of

most of the varieties are inclined to be spreading,

diffuse, and, of course, graceful: the pruning
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recommended for the French Rose may be applied

to all of this family.

The most free seed-bearing rose of this family

is the Globe Hip, the flowers of which should not

be fertilised if pure white roses are desired. Some

few years since I raised a plentiful crop of seed-

lings from this rose, fertilised with the Tuscany :

nearly all my plants produced semi-double blush

and rose-coloured flowers.

It will, I feel assured, repay the amateur if he

will plant Comte Plater, or Emerance, against a

south wall, and fertilise their flowers with the

pollen off Rosa Harrisonii, or the Persian Yellow :

if seed can be procured, some novel yellow roses

must be originated.

THE HYBRID CHINA ROSE.

(ROSA INDICA HTBRIDA.)

Rosier Hybride de Bengale.

THE superior varieties of this fine division give

a combination of all that is or can be beautiful in

summer roses
; for, not only are their flowers of

the most elegant forms and colours, their foliage

of extreme luxuriance, but their branches are so

vigorous and graceful, that perhaps no plant pre-

sents such a mass of beauty as a fine-grown

hybrid China rose in full bloom. They owe their
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origin to the China, Tea-scented Noisette, and

Bourbon roses, fertilised with the French, Pro-

vence, and other summer roses, and also to the

latter crossed Vith the former the seeds of such

impregnated flowers producing hybrid China roses.

These have in many cases resulted from accident,

but latterly from the regular fertilising process,

as mules or hybrids have been raised from well-

known parents.

In England but few varieties have been ori-

ginated, as the common China rose does not in

general ripen its seeds sufficiently for germina-

tion. The parents of Brown's Superb Blush, an

old English hybrid, raised by the late Mr. Charles

Brown, of Slough, one of our most scientific and

persevering cultivators, was the old Tea-scented

rose, Rosa indica odorata, impregnated with some

hardy summer rose. Rivers's George the Fourth

is also an English rose ; but as this came by acci-

dent, its origin is not so well ascertained. Rosa

Blairii, two varieties, Numbers 1 and 2, are also

English, and raised from the yellow China, im-

pregnated with some variety of hardy rose. All

these roses have the true characters of the family :

leaves smooth, glossy, and sub-evergreen ; branches

long, luxuriant, and flexible. They give a long
continuance of bloom, but they never put forth

secondary or autumnal flowers. This is a most

peculiarly distinguishing trait, and an interesting

fact. Impregnate a Bourbon, China, or Noisette
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rose, all abundant autumnal bloomers, with the

farina of a French or Provence rose, and you en-

tirely take away the tendency to autumnal bloom-

ing in their offspring. They will grow vigorously

all the autumn, and give a long, but not a second-

ary series of flowers. Some of these hybrid

China roses produce seed abundantly, which is

rather a remarkable feature, as so few hybrid

plants are fertile.

Hybrids produced from the French rose im-

pregnated with the China rose are not of such

robust and vigorous habits as when the China rose

is the female parent; but, perhaps, this is an

assertion scarcely borne out by facts, for the

exceptions are numerous, and, like many other

variations in roses and plants in general, seem to

bid defiance to systematic calculations. By some

cultivators the roses of this division have been

much more divided than in my catalogue, forming
(

Hybrid Noisettes,'
(

Hybrid Bourbons,' &c. &c. ;

but as these all owe their origin to the common

China rose, their offspring may with justice be

called Hybrid China roses. I have, however,

found the Hybrid Bourbon roses distinct in their

characters, and they now form a group, or division,

in the catalogue.

Those that have been raised from Noisette roses

have a tendency to produce their flowers in clus-

ters ;
those from Bourbon roses have their leaves

thick, leathery, and round, forming a most dis-
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tinct group ; those from the Tea-scented have a

delicate and grateful scent ; but all have those

distinguishing family traits before given, and ac-

cordingly they group beautifully. It is a difficult

task to point out the best in this division, as

they are nearly all well deserving of cultivation.

However, by making a few remarks, such as can-

not be given in a descriptive catalogue, I may
perhaps be able, in some measure, to direct the

choice of amateurs to those most worthy their

notice.

Brennus : this very superb rose will form a finer

object as a pillar rose* or standard than as a bush
;

its luxuriant shoots must not be shortened too

much in winter pruning, as it is then apt to pro-
duce an abundance of wood, and but very few

flowers. This rose often puts forth branches in

one season from eight to ten feet in length : if

these are from a dwarf, and are fastened to a

wooden or iron stake, and not shortened, the fol-

lowing season they will form a pillar of a beauty
but rarely equalled. Blairii, No. 2, a rose not so

much known as it deserves to be, is a very dis-

tinct and unique variety, so impatient of the

knife, that if pruned at all severely, it will

scarcely put forth a flower : it is perhaps better

as a pillar rose than grown in any other mode,

* All the roses to which this term is applied make very long
and flexible shoots, well adapted for training up a column, thus

forming a pillar of roses.
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as it shoots ten or twelve feet in one season,

and its pendulous clusters of flowers, which are

produced from these long shoots unshortened,

have a beautiful effect on a pillar.

Eivers's Greorge the Fourth is still, perhaps,

one of the best of this family : it was raised from

seed by myself upwards of thirty years ago, and

contributed probably more than anything to make

me an enthusiastic rose cultivator.*

As with French roses, the new varieties of this

family are too numerous for detailed descriptions ;

but to one variety too much attention cannot be

directed, and this is Chenedole, so called from a

member of the Chamber of Deputies for Calvados,

a district in Normandy, where this fine rose was

raised. It has often been asserted that no rose

could compete with Brennus in size and beauty ;

but I have no hesitation in saying that, in superior

* I hope to be pardoned the digression, but even now I have

not forgotten the pleasure the discovery of this rose gave me.

One morning in June I was looking over the first bed of roses I

had ever raised from seed, and searching for something new

among them with all the ardour of youth, when my attention

was attracted to a rose in the centre of the bed, not in bloom,

but growing with great vigour, its shoots offering a remarkable

contrast to the plants by which it was surrounded, in their

crimson purple tinge; upon this plant I set my mark, and the

following autumn removed it to a pet situation. It did not

bloom in perfection the season after removal
;
but when esta-

blished, it completely eclipsed all the dark roses known, and the

plant was so vigorous that it made shoots more than ten feet in

length in one season.
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brilliancy of colour and size of flower, this variety

is superior ; the foliage and habit of the plant are

also much more elegant and striking ; in colour

its flowers are^ of a peculiarly glowing vivid

crimson, discernible at a great distance; it is,

indeed, an admirable rose, and cannot be too much
cultivated.

A very old, but almost forgotten rose of this

group is Fulgens : its colour is almost scarlet, and

a charming peculiarity is that of its petals having
a shell-like bloom outside, while their inside is

of a glowing red. The tree forms a graceful

and large standard. Leopold de Bouffremont, a

bright pink rose, blooming in large clusters, also

forms a fine umbrageous standard, as does Tri-

omphe de Laquene, which gives crimson flowers,

nicely shaped. Madame Plantier, a free-blooming
white rose, like the preceding varieties, is worthy
of a place in the rose-garden, for these vigorous

growing roses form large headed and very orna-

mental standards ; they are, in truth, tree-roses,

to which title most of the varieties cultivated as

standards have no claim. The true tree-rose is

the old variety called the Double Apple-bearing

rose, the ( Kosa sylvestris pomifera major
'

of

Miller's * Gardeners' Dictionary.' At the com-

mencement of the present century this kind was

the only tree rose of our gardens, with the excep-
tion of the Double Sweet Briar, which in strong
soils often formed itself into a fine standard tree.

D
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In the f front court
'

of my father's garden, I

remember two fine tree roses, one the Double

Apple-bearing, the other the Double Sweet Briar ;

they had large heads many feet through, and

stems gnarled and knotted, measuring two feet in

circumference ; their beauty, when their large

heads were covered with flowers, was most striking,

and the polite stage-coachmen of those days used

to pull up to allow their passengers to have a

good look at those glorious trees one almost

regrets that such pleasant times are gone for ever.

The trees were destroyed by a heavy fall of

snow in the autumn before they had shed their

leaves, which, lodging on the branches, crushed

them to the ground, so that they never recovered.

Some old specimens of the Double Apple-bear-

ing rose still exist here : one has a stem nearly

eighteen inches in circumference.

To return from this digression I have only to

recommend General Jacqueminot ;
a fine, large,

vigorous-growing rose, and, like Chenedole, well

adapted for a pillar rose, and Triomphe de Bayeux,
a white hybrid China rose, even more vigorous
in its habit than Chenedole, and, like many of the

roses of this family, only adapted for a large

standard or a pillar rose, now that we have our

beautiful Hybrid Perpetual Roses as ever-bloom-

ing bushes for our rose-beds.
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Culture.

We may confine all the varieties of this group
to pillars, or to~ large standards to be planted in

conspicuous situations : although their beauty,

like that of all summer roses, is fleeting, they are

certainly gorgeous objects when well cultivated.

To cultivate them well is to lay round their stems,

on the surface of the soil, in a circle three feet in

diameter, early in November, a good proportion of

manure; and mind that, before the blooming season

commences, this is added to, as they require the

surface of the soil moist when in flower ; they

will also continue much longer in bloom if this is

attended to. The great objection to this surface-

manuring, for it should not be dug or forked in,

with English gardeners is its unsightly appear-

ance, particularly round trees, on well-dressed

lawns ; this may be soon obviated by covering

the manure with some green moss ; and, to keep
the birds from disturbing it, which they will do

after worms, place on the moss some pieces of

rock or flints; thus forming an ornamental

mound. In France, roses are cultivated with

much and well-rewarded care ; for even standards

of thirty years' growth have, every spring, a large

quantity of manure laid on the surface round

their stems. This keeps the extreme heat of the

sun from penetrating to their roots ; and, as

they are abundantly watered in hot weather, it

D 2
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also prevents that rapid evaporation which would

otherwise take place, so often rendering watering

useless. This practice is, after all, only imitating

nature ; for the Dog Rose, upon which all the fine

varieties are grafted, grows naturally in woods

and shady places; consequently, its roots are

impatient of exposure in hot dry soils and situa-

tions, and prefer firm undug surface-manured

borders.

Hybrid China roses, as pillar roses, require

also a superabundance of manure and some atten-

tion
;
but they will amply repay it, for a column

twelve to fifteen feet high, covered with such roses

as Brennus, Blairii, Chenedole, and a few others,

would be one of the finest garden ornaments it is

possible to conceive. To make them grow with

the necessary luxuriance, each plant should have

a circle, at least three feet in diameter, to itself;

in the centre of this circle, a stout stake of yellow

deal, tarred at the bottom, should be inserted two

feet deep, so as to stand eight feet out of the

ground : this part may be painted green. If the

soil be poor, it should be dug out three feet in

depth, and filled up with rotten manure and

loam : this compost must be laid considerably

(say one foot) above the surface of the surround-

ing soil, so as to allow for settling : in wet soils

they will grow the better for being on a perma-
nent mound ;

but such soils should always be

drained. Plant a single plant in the centre of
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this mound ; or, if you wish for a variegated pillar,

plant three plants in the same hole, two pale-

coloured and white, the other a dark variety:

cover the surface with manure, and replenish this

as soon as it is drawn in by the worms or washed

in by the rains. Water with liquid manure in

dry weather, and probably you will have shoots

eight to ten feet in length the first season. Three

of the most vigorous should be fastened to the

stake, and the spurs from these shoots will for

many years give abundance of flowers. I scarcely

know whether to recommend grafted roses on

short stems for this purpose, or plants on their

own roots ; this will in a great measure depend

upon the soil, and perhaps it will be as well to try

both. Most roses acquire additional vigour by

being worked on the Dog Eose ; but some of the

robust varieties of this family grow with equal
luxuriance when on their own roots : finally, for

dry and sandy soils I am inclined to recommend
the latter, unless plants can be procured budded

on the Manetti rose, which, of all others, is the

best adapted for dry soils.

Pruning.

When grown as large- standards, these roses

require peculiar pruning. If their shoots are

shortened too much, they will grow vigorously,
but give no flowers: they should therefore be
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thinned out, so that the head of the tree is not at

all crowded, and then be shortened to within

twelve buds of their base ; a crop of fine flowers

will then be produced. This is the pruning to

be done either in the early part of November or

in February : we will call it the winter pruning.

There is another mode of pruning these roses,

partly in summer, which will be found highly

eligible : thin out the shoots in the winter, and

leave a selected number of those that are most

vigorous nearly their full length, merely cutting

off their tips : these will be loaded with blossoms

so as to make the trees quite pendulous. As soon

as the blooming season is past, shorten them all to

within six inches of their base : they will imme-

diately put forth strong shoots, which, while in a

very young state, thin out, leaving those that are

the most vigorous. These shoots treat in the

same manner the following year. By this method

of pruning, a pendulous graceful head is formed,

instead of a stiff formal one, so common to

standard roses. In pruning these roses when

trained as pillars, the spurs from the shoots

fastened to the stake merely require thinning out

so as not to be crowded, and then shortened to

within five or six buds of their base. Trained as

pillar roses they give flowers often too abundantly,

so that they are small and ill-shaped ; it is there-

fore often a good practice to thin the flower

buds as soon as they can be distinguished.
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Raising Varieties from Seed.

I shall now proceed to give a list of those roses

from which, in~combination with others, choice

seedlings may be raised.

Fulgens should be crossed with the Bourbon

rose, Grloire de Eosomene, or with the China rose

Fabvier, and General Jacqueminot with the same

kinds, or any semi-double rose that gives abun-

dance of pollen. Large and double roses may thus

be produced, with a tendency to bloom in autumn.

This rose should be planted in a very warm

border, or trained against a south wall with

Bourbon Grloire de Eosomene; and if carefully

fertilised with it, some beautiful crimson autumnal

roses would probably be originated. Chenedole

may also be subjected to the same treatment.

What a fine autumnal rose one like it would be !

THE HYBKID BOUEBON EOSE.

(ROSA BOURBONIANA HTBRIDA.)

Rosier Hybride de Vile Bourbon.

THIS magnificent race of roses (and indeed the

phrase is not misplaced), owes its origin to the

Bourbon Eose, itself a hybrid*, thus showing the

illimitable powers of nature when assisted by art.

See Bourbon Eoses.
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A very distinct feature in these roses is their

thick, round, and glossy leaves, remaining on the

plant till late in autumn ; and particularly dis-

tinguished by this peculiarity is Charles Duval, a

large, finely-shaped, and very double rose, of a

bright rose-colour, of the most robust habit. This,

when budded on a very stout stem, either as a

half or full standard, soon forms a large tree, than

which nothing among roses can be more orna-

mental. Our next, Coupe d'Hebe, is, however,

the gem of this family ;
in colour it is of a beauti-

ful wax-like pink, and in the disposition and regu-

larity of its petals it is quite unique : this, like

most of the group, soon forms a large bush or tree,

and is also well adapted for a pillar rose.

Paul Perras is a fine, very large rose, of the

most luxuriant growth. Like all in this group, it

is calculated to form a standard of the largest size,

and well deserves a conspicuous place on the lawn,

either as a standard or pillar rose
;
in colour it is

of a fine bright rose.

Paul Eicaut is a most desirable variety in

colour ; one of the most brilliant of the group : its

flowers large, beautifully shaped, and of a brilliant

carmine, approaching to crimson. Charles Lawson,
its rival in size and shape, is in colour a brilliant

rose, and, like all I have named, forms a fine

vigorous-growing standard. The culture recom-

mended for Hybrid China roses may be applied to

these, as they are of the same race.
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Pruning.

All these roses will bear pruning more closely

than those of the preceding family. If an early

crop of flowers is required, the trees may be

pruned the first week in November, removing all

the small branches and their spurs which have

produced bloom, and then shortening the shoots

to within five or six buds of the base of each.

These shoots should be left at regular distances,

so that a well-furnished and regular-shaped tree

is formed. The method of summer pruning, as

recommended for the preceding group, may also

be practised. To have a succession of flowers, it

is only necessary to leave some trees unprunedtill

the end of April, and then prune as above : these

will give their flowers from ten days to a fortnight

later than those pruned early in autumn. The

medium season for pruning them, and all the

summer roses, is towards the end of February:

they will then bloom at their usual period. In

pruning, care must be taken to cut just above the

bud in those shoots left for blooming : the wound

will then soon heal over. To be precise, do not

leave more than one-eighth of an inch above the

bud.
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Raising from Seed.

Of all the roses which bear seed in this country,

a few of the varieties in this family are the most

prolific, and, I may add, the most generous in

rewarding the amateur for the culture bestowed ;

for to this group we owe the greater part of those

splendid autumnal roses known now as Hybrid

Perpetuals. To obtain these it is necessary to

fertilise the flowers of such varieties of this family

intended for seed bearers with the pollen of any
favourite variety of the China, Bourbon, or Tea-

scented Roses. Your seedlings, at least the

majority of them, will, if all is favourable, prove

autumnal blooming roses. One of the most pro-

lific varieties is Paul Perras, of which almost

every flower gives its hip full of seed ; this may
be crossed with the China Eose, Fabvier, or the

Bourbon Gloire de Rosomene. Charles Duval

should be crossed with Madame LafFay, or the

China Rose, Eugene Beauharnais.

Frederick the Second, a crimson rose tinted

with purple, which bears seed freely, may be

crossed with Fabvier, Gloire de Rosomene, or the

Bourbon rose, Charles Souchet.
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THE WHITE EOSE.

s. (ROSA ALBA.)

Rosier Blanc.

ROSA ALBA, or the White Rose, so called because

the original species is white, is a native of middle

Europe, and was introduced to our gardens in

1597. In some of the old farm and cottage

gardens of Hertfordshire and Essex a semi-double

variety is frequent ; this is but a slight remove

from the single-flowering original species, and

grows luxuriantly, without culture, in any neg-
lected corner. The roses of this division may be

easily distinguished by their green shoots, leaves

of a glaucous green, looking as if they were

covered with a greyish impalpable powder, and

flowers generally of the most delicate colours,

graduating from pure white to a bright but deli-

cate pink.

Madame Audot is a fine rose, with flowers

beautifully shaped, of a delicate flesh-colour.

Felicite is a beautiful rose ; its flowers are

exactly like a fine double ranunculus, of a most

delicate flesh-colour: this is a distinct and fine

variety.

La Seduisante is most appropriately named : it

is not a new variety, but a rose most perfect in

shape, and in its colour it is surpassingly so ; its

flowers are of the most delicate blush in their
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outer petals ;
inner petals bright rose. Princesse

de Lamballe is one of the finest in this division,

possessing all the characters of the species in its

foliage, branches, and flowers: these are of the

purest white, and of the most perfect and beautiful

shape. Queen of Denmark, an old, but estimable

variety, produces flowers of first-rate excellence

as prize-flowers : so much was this esteemed when

first raised from seed, that plants were sent from

Germany to this country at five guineas each.

Sophie de Marsilly is a most delicate and beautiful

mottled rose, with flowers very double and perfect

in shape : when just expanding so as to show the

interior of the flower, this rose is of the most

exquisite beauty.

The varieties of this family form a beautiful

mass, not by any means gay and dazzling, but

chaste and delicate, and contrast well with groups

of the dark varieties of Rosa gallica and Hybrid
China roses: they also make good standards, often

growing to a large size and uniting well with the

stock: they always bloom abundantly, and bear

close pruning ;
in this respect they may be treated

as recommended for the French roses. The

varieties of this family, for the most part, are

too double to bear seed in this country ;
it is

not therefore necessary to give any directions for

hybridising.
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THE DAMASK KOSE.

(ROSA DAMASCENA.)

Rosier Damas.

THE ' Damask Rose '

is a name familiar to every

reader of English poetry, as it has been eulogised

more than any other rose, and its colour described

with a poet's licence. The author of Eb'then, in

that lively book of Eastern travel, remarks, while

at Damascus, that the rose-trees 'grow to an

immense height and size ; those I saw were all of

the kind we call Damask.' He is, however, so

enraptured with the roses, that he leaves the sober

path of prose in the following passage :
(

High,

high above your head, and on every side all down

to the ground, the thicket is hemmed in and

choked up by the interlacing boughs that droop
with the weight of roses, and load the slow air

with their Damask breath.'

In these glowing descriptions the truth, as is

frequently the case in poetry, has been in a measure

lost sight of; for, in plain unvarnished prose, it

must be stated that the original Damask Rose,

and the earlier varieties, such as must have been

the roses of our poets, though peculiarly fragrant,

are most uninteresting trees : however, we must

not ungratefully depreciate them, for they are the

types of our present new, beautiful, and fragrant

varieties. The original species with single flowers
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is said to be a native of Syria, from whence it was

introduced to Europe in 1573. When Saladin

took Jerusalem from the Crusaders in 1187, to

purify the walls of the Mosque of Omar, which

had been used as a Christian church, he caused

them to be washed with rose-water brought from

Damascus : according to Sanuto, a Venetian

author^ 500 camel-loads of Damask roses were

used in the process.

The branches of the Damask Eose are green,

long, and diffuse in their growth ; leaves pubes-

cent, and in general placed far asunder
; prickles

on most of the varieties abundant. To those old

members of this family, the Eed and the White

Monthly, which by some peculiar excitability

often put forth flowers in warm, moist autumns,

nearly all our perpetual roses owe their origin, so

that we can now depend upon having roses as

fragrant in October as in June. The York and

Lancaster rose, with pale striped flowers, is one

of the oldest varieties of this division in our

gardens. There is perhaps a little too much same-

ness of character in some of the varieties of the

Damask Eose ;
their gradations of colour are some-

times too delicate to be distinct, but the following

are pretty and distinct.

La Ville de Bruxelles is an old variety, with

rose-coloured flowers, very large and double : this

is a distinct and fine rose. Madame Hardy was

raised from seed in the Luxembourg gardens, by
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Monsieur Hardy in 1832. This is not a pure

Damask Rose, as its leaves have scarcely any

pubescence; but a more magnificent rose does

not exist, for Its luxuriant habit and large and

finely-shaped flowers place it quite first among
the white roses; its flowers are, however, too

often disfigured by a green bud in the centre.

La Cherie is of a delicate blush, with the centre

of the flower pink, cupped, very double, and first-

rate in quality. Madame Zoutman, or, according

to some, Madame Soetmans, is a most beautiful

rose of a delicate cream-colour, slightly tinted

with fawn ; although widely different in habit, its

flowers much resemble those of that fine Hybrid

Provence, Comte Plater. Madame Stoltz is a

pretty rose, with flowers of the palest lemon;
and Pulcherie, with pure white flowers, cupped,
and very neat and elegant in their shape, is quite

worthy of culture. All the Damask Roses are

highly fragrant.

The roses of this neat and elegant family have

a pretty effect arranged in a mass ; like the va-

rieties of Rosa alba, they are so beautiful in

contrast with the dark roses : they also form fine

standards, more particularly Madame Hardy, La
Ville de Bmxelles, and Madame Zoutman, which

will grow into magnificent trees if their culture

is attended to. The pruning recommended for

Rosa gallica will also do for these roses and the

varieties of Rosa alba.
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The good roses of this family do not bear seed

freely, being too double
;
and it is not now worth

while to raise seedlings from inferior varieties.

THE SCOTCH EOSE.

(KOSA SPINOSISSIMA.)

Rosier Pimprenelle.

THE varieties of this distinct and pretty group

owe their origin to the Dwarf Wild Kose of the

North of England and Scotland, nearly all of them

having been raised from seed by the Scotch nur-

serymen : in some of their catalogues two or three

hundred names were given ;
but in many cases

these names are attached to flowers without dis-

tinctive qualities. The names of a few of the best

varieties are given, but even these vary much with

the seasons ;
for I remarked that in the summer

of 1836, after the peculiarly cold and ungenial

spring, and again in 1837, they departed much

from their usual characters, and bloomed very im-

perfectly : in warm and early seasons they flower

in May, and are then highly ornamental.

The following varieties have generally proved

good and distinct. Countess of Glasgow, Daphne,

Erebus, and Flora, are all good vivid-coloured

dark roses, varying in their shades, and very

pretty. Guy Mannering is a large and very
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double blush rose, distinct and good. La Neige
is deserving of its name, for it is of the purest

white, and very double and good. Lady Baillie,

Marchioness oft Lansdowne, and Sulphurea, are

all pretty pale sulphur-coloured roses : from the

seed of these it is very probable that some good

yellow varieties may, at some future time, be

raised.

The true Yellow is a hybrid raised in France,

and in most seasons is a pretty sulphur-coloured

rose, much admired ; but in very hot weather it

fades very soon to white : this was the case more

particularly in 1837. It seemed much influenced,

in common with the other Scotch roses, by the

cold springs and a rapid transition to hot weather.

William the Fourth is the largest pure-white
Scotch rose known; a luxuriant grower and a

good variety. Venus is an excellent dark rose

with very double flowers, and distinct characters.

Scotch roses may be grown as standards, and

the Yellow, and one or two of the more robust

varieties, make good heads
; but in general they

form a round and lumpish tree, in ill accordance

with good taste. When grown into beds and

clumps as dwarfs they are beautiful, and in early

seasons they will bloom nearly a fortnight before

the other summer roses make their appearance.

This, of course, makes them desirable appendages
to the flower garden. They bear seed profusely ;

and raising new varieties from seed will be found
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a most interesting employment. To do this, all

that is required is to sow the seed as soon as ripe

in October, in pots or beds of fine earth, covering

it with nearly one inch of mould ; the succeeding

spring they will come up, and bloom in perfection

the season following !

The aim should be to obtain varieties with

large and very double crimson flowers : this can

only be done by slightly hybridising ;
and to effect

this it will be necessary to have a plant or two of

the Tuscany rose trained to a south wall, so that

their flowers are expanded at the same time as

the Scotch roses in the open borders : unless thus

forced they will be too late. Any dark-red va-

rieties of the Scotch roses, such as Venus, Erebus,

or Flora, should be planted separately from others,

and their flowers fertilised with the above French

rose. Some very original deep-coloured varieties

will probably be obtained by this method. Sul-

phurea and one or two other straw-coloured

varieties may be planted with the Double Yellow

Austrian Briar, and most likely some pretty

sulphur-coloured roses will be the result of this

combination.
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THE SWEET BEIAE.

^ROSA RUBIGINOSA.)

Rosier Rouille.

WHO knows not the Sweet Briar ? the Eglantine,

that plant of song, the rhyme of which jingles

so prettily that nearly all our poets, even love-

stricken rustics, have taken advantage of its sweet

sound.

I mil give to my love the Eglantine

has been often the beginning of a country lover's

song ; but, in sober truth, every one must love this

simplest and sweetest of flowers, for what odour

can surpass that emanating from a bush of Sweet

Briar in the dewy evenings of June ? It pleases

not the eye, for the Single Sweet Briar bears

flowers, in comparison with other roses, quite in-

conspicuous : but it gratifies in a high degree by
its delicious perfume, and gives to the mind most

agreeable associations, for it is so often (at least

in Hertfordshire) the inhabitant of the pretty

English cottage garden such a garden as one

sees nowhere but in England.
The Single Sweet Briar is a native plant,

growing in dry and chalky soils in some of the

southern counties : from it the following varieties,

with some others, have been originated, more or

less hybridised. The Carmine Sweet Briar, with

E 2
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semi-double bright-red flowers. The Celestial, a

beautiful little rose, with flowers very double and

fragrant, of the palest flesh colour approaching
to white. The Monstrous Sweet Briar is a very

old variety, with large and very double flowers.

The Scarlet, or La Belle Distinguee, or Lee's

Duchess, or La Petite Duchesse, for they are one

and the same, is a pretty bright-red, small, and

compact rose, very distinct and good; but its

leaves are entirely scentless. As allied with this

family I ought to mention a very beautiful hybrid,

the Double-margined Hip, also Madeline, or Em-

meline, with a ground-colour of creamy white,

beautifully margined with pink : this forms a fine

standard, and is also well adapted for a pillar

rose.

Sweet Briars form a pretty group, interesting

from their origin and associations, and pleasing

from their fragrance and peculiar neatness : they

make also pretty trees, particularly on c

petites

tiges,' as the French term them : they require

the same culture as the other hardy roses.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

Humble as are the claims of the Sweet Briar,

when contrasted with the gorgeous beauty of some

of our new roses, yet it is so decidedly English,

that raising new varieties from seed will, I am

sure, be found interesting.
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The Scarlet may be planted with the common
Sweet Briar, which so abounds in pollen, that

fertilising will J>e found very easy. The beauty
of the flowers of these Sweet Briars might be

increased by hybridising with some of the French

roses; but then their Sweet-Briar-like character

would be lost, and with that a great portion of

their interest.

The Hybrid China rose, Riego, if crossed with

the common Sweet Briar, would produce seed

from which large and very fragrant double roses

might be expected, and these would partake

largely of the character of the Sweet Briar.

THE AUSTKIAN BRIAR.

(ROSA LUTEA.)

Rosier Capucine.

THE Austrian Briar, a native of the south of

Europe, is found on the bills of the north of

Italy, producing copper or red as well as yellow

flowers : but, strange to say, though the flowers

are invariably single, yet they never produce seed.

In this country also it is with extreme difficulty,

and only by fertilising its flowers, that seed can

be perfected : if the flowers are examined they will

all be found deficient in pollen, which accounts
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for this universal barrenness. A double Copper

Austrian Briar is yet a desideratum.

The Copper or Ked Austrian, the Capucine of

the French, is a most singular rose
;
the inside of

each petal is of a bright copper red, the outside

inclining to sulphur : this rose is most impatient

of a smoky atmosphere, and will not put forth a

single bloom within ten or twelve miles of Lon-

don. The Double Yellow, or William's Double

Yellow Sweet Briar, is a pretty double rose,

raised from the single Yellow Austrian by Mr.

Williams, of Pitmaston, many years since: this

blooms more freely than the original species, and

is a most desirable variety. Eosa Harrisonii is

also a double yellow rose, said to have been raised

from seed in America, and sent from thence to

this country : this has proved a pretty yellow

rose ; its flowers before expansion are globular,

but a hot sun makes them expand and lose much

of their beauty. It is a more robust grower than

the Double Yellow Sweet Briar
;

its flowers are

also a little larger, and do not fade so soon. The

Single Yellow is the most brilliant yellow rose we

yet possess ; and it will probably be the parent of

some double varieties its equal in colour.

A yellow rose has been given to us from that

land of flowers, Persia.* This was introduced to

the gardens of the Horticultural Society of Lon-

* Introduced by Sir H. Willock.
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don in 1838, and is now called the Persian Yellow

Rose. In habit it is so exactly like the Single

Yellow Austrian Briar as not to be distinguished

from it : it grows readily budded on the Dog Eose,

as my plants have often made shoots three feet or

more in length : in colour it is of a deep golden

yellow ; its flowers are quite double, cupped, and

not liable to become reflexed
;

it is indeed a most

superb yellow rose. Like the Yellow Austrian

Briar, it loves a pure air, and rich soil, and will

bloom as freely ; but in pruning, merely the tips

of its shoots must be cut off, thinning out the

shoots that have been formed in summer, as re-

commended for Hybrid China roses ; this will be

found good practice.*

To bloom them in perfection all the Austrian

Briars require a moist soil and dry pure air ; but

little manure is necessary, as they grow freely in

any tolerably good and moist soil; neither do they

require severe pruning, but merely the strong

shoots shortened, and most of the twigs left on

the plant, as they generally produce flowers in

great abundance.

* By shortening the strong shoots in summer, so as to make

them put forth laterals, there will not be any occasion for winter

pruning : thus by judiciously pinching off with the finger and

thumb in June all shoots that are larger than a straw, to about

half their length, small lateral twigs will break out, and the

plant will be filled with blooming shoots, some of which must

be removed in winter, if full-sized flowers are required.
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Raising Varieties from Seed.

No family of roses offers such an interesting

field for experiments in raising new varieties from

seed as this. First we have the Copper Austrian,

from which, although it is one of the oldest roses

in our gardens, a double flowering variety has

never yet been obtained. This rose is always

defective in pollen ; and consequently it will not

bear seed unless its flowers are fertilised : as it

will be interesting to retain the traits of the

species, it should be planted with and fertilised

by the Double Yellow; it will then in warm, dry

seasons produce seed, not abundantly ; but the

amateur must rest satisfied if he can procure
even one hip full of perfect seed.

The beautiful and brilliant Rosa Harrisonii,

however, gives the brightest hopes. This should

be planted with the Double Yellow Briar : it will

then bear seed abundantly : no rose will perhaps
show the effects of fertilising its flowers more

plainly than this ; and consequently to the amateur

it is the pleasing triumph of art over nature.

Every flower on my experimental plants, not fer-

tilised, proved abortive ; while, on the contrary,

all those that were so, produced large black sphe-

rical hips full of perfect seed. The Persian

Yellow does not seem inclined to bear seed ; but

it may be crossed with Rosa Harrisonii, and I

trust with some good effect.
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THE DOUBLE YELLOW EOSE.

4(ROSA SULPHUREA.)

Rosier Jaune de Soufre.

THE origin of this very old and beautiful rose,

like that of the Moss Eose, seems lost in ob-

scurity: it was first introduced to this country

by Nicholas Lete, a merchant of London, who

brought it from Constantinople towards the end

of the sixteenth century ; it was reported to have

been sent from Syria to that city. The first

plants brought to England soon died ; and another

London merchant, Jean de Franqueville, again

introduced it, and took much pains to propagate
and distribute it among the principal gardens in

England : in this he fully succeeded. In the

botanical catalogues it is made a species, said to be

a native of the Levant, and never to have been

seen in a wild state bearing single flowers. It is

passing strange, that this double rose should have

been always considered a species. Nature has

never yet given us a double flowering species to

raise single flowering varieties from ; but exactly

the reverse. We are compelled, therefore, to

consider the parent of this rose to be a species

bearing single flowers.*

* The wild single state of the Double Yellow Eose was found

by Dr. Thomson in the "Western Himalaya, in the province of

Kishtevar, near Kashmir, at 7,500 feet elevation, and by Griffith
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As yet we have but two roses in this division ;

the Double Yellow, or ' Yellow Provence,' with

large globular and very double bright-yellow

flowers, and the Pompone Jaune, or Dwarf Double

Yellow, both excessively shy of producing full-

blown flowers, though they grow in any moderately

good soil with great luxuriance, and show an

abundance of flower-buds ; but some < worm i' the

bud' generally causes them to fall off prematurely.

To remedy this, various situations have been

recommended : some have said, plant it against a

south wall ; olhers give it a northern aspect, under

the drip of some water-trough, as it requires a

wet situation. All this is quackery and nonsense.

The Yellow Provence Eose is a native of a warm

climate, and therefore requires a warm situation,

a free and airy exposure, and rich soil; a wall

with a south-east or north-west aspect will be

found eligible. Give the plants surface manure

every autumn, and water with manure water in

May ; prune with the finger and thumb in summer,

as recommended for the Persian Yellow.*

in Afghanistan. Though so well known in our gardens for

nearly a century, the native place of this fine plant has only

been recently discovered : both single and double states of it are

cultivated abundantly in Persian gardens, and the single has

been also found wild on Mount Sypilus. DE. HOOKEE, in

Gardener's Chronicle, January 17, 1857.

* M. Godefroy, a French nurseryman, has cultivated it as a

pillar rose in a free and open situation with much success;

manuring as above and summer pruning are indispensable.
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At Burleigh, the seat of the Marquis of Exeter,

the effect of a situation on this rose is forcibly

shown. A very old plant is growing against the

southern wall of the mansion, in a confined situ-

ation, its roots cramped by a stone pavement ;
it

is weakly, and never shows a flower-bud. In the

entrance court is another plant, growing in front

of a low parapet wall, in a good loamy soil and

free airy exposure ; this is in a state of the greatest

luxuriance, and blooms in fine perfection nearly

every season.

Mr. Mackintosh, the gardener, who kindly

pointed out these plants to me, thought the latter

a distinct and superior variety, as it was brought

from France by a French cook, a few years since ;

but it is certainly nothing but the genuine old

Double Yellow Rose.

In unfavourable soils it will often flourish and

bloom freely, if budded on the Musk Rose, the

common China Rose, or some free growing hybrid
China Rose ; but the following pretty method of

culture I beg to suggest : Bud or graft it on some

short stems of the Rosa Manetti ; in the autumn,

pot some of the strongest plants, and, late in

spring, force them with a gentle heat, giving

plenty of air. It will now also be very interesting

to plant trees of this variety in orchard houses :

this seems to me to be the exact climate required

by it. By this method the dry and warm climate

of Florence and Genoa may, perhaps, be partially
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imitated; for there it. blooms in such profusion,

that large quantities of its magnificent flowers

are daily sold in the markets during the rose

season.

The following extract relative to this rose is

from the quaint old book, 'Flora, Ceres, and

Pomona, by John Eea, (rent., 1655,' showing that

budding and double-budding of roses and trees is

no new idea :
' The Double Yellow (rose) is the

most unapt of all others to bear kindly and fair

flowers, unless it be ordered and looked unto in

an especial manner: for whereas all other roses

are best natural, this is best inoculated upon
another stock ; others thrive and bear best in the

sun, this in the shade; therefore, the best way
that I know to cause this rose to bring forth

fair and kindly flowers, is performed after this

manner: first, in the stock of a Francford*

Eose, near the ground, put in a bud of the Single

Yellow Eose, which will quickly shoot to a good

length ; then, half a yard higher than the place

where the same was budded, put into it a bud

of the Double Yellow rose, which growing, the

suckers must be kept from the root, and all the

buds rubbed off except those of the kind desired,

which being grown big enough to bear (which

will be in the two years), it must in winter be

* This is the Frankfort rose, a variety of Eosa gallica, with

very double flowers, one of our oldest garden roses.
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pruned very near, cutting off all the small shoots

and onely leaving the biggest, cutting off the tops

of them also as far as they are small ; then in the

spring, when tke buds for leaves comes forth, rub

off the smallest of them, leaving onely some few

of the biggest, which, by reason of the strength

of the stock affording more nourishment than any
other and the agreeable nature of the Single

Yellow Eose, from whence it is immediately

nourished, the shoots will be then strong and able

to bear out the flowers if they be not too many,
which may be prevented by nipping off the

smallest buds for flowers, leaving only such a

number of the fairest as the tree may be able to

bring to perfection, which tree should stand some-

thing shadowed and not too much in the heat of

the sun, and in a standard by itself rather than

under a wall. These rules being observed, we

may expect to enjoy the full delight of these

beautiful roses, as I myself have often done by

my own practice in divers trees so handled, which

have yearly borne store of fair flowers, when those

that were natural, notwithstanding all the helps

I could use, have not brought forth one that was

kindly, but all of them either broken or, as it

were, blasted.'
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CLIMBING EOSES.

DIVISION I.

THE AYKSHIRE EOSE.

(EOSA AEVENSIS HYBRIDA.)

IT is the opinion of some cultivators, that the

varieties of the Ayrshire Eose have been origi-

nated from the Eosa arvensis, or creeping single

White Eose of our woods and hedges. But this

is contradicted by botanists, who assert that the

original Ayrshire Eose was raised in Scotland

from foreign rose seed : it may have been ; but to

judge from its habit, I feel no hesitation in assert-

ing that it is merely a seedling hybrid from our

Eosa arvensis, having acquired much additional

vigour, as all hybrid roses nearly invariably do,

from some accidental impregnation. Perhaps no

rose can be more luxuriant than this ; for the

Single Ayrshire, and that semi-double variety

known as the Double White, will often make
shoots in one season twenty or thirty feet in

length. Several of our prettiest varieties were

raised from seed by Mr. Martin of Eose Angle,
Dundee ;

the Ayrshire Queen, the only dark

Ayrshire Hose known, was originated by myself,

in 1835, from the blush Ayrshire, impregnated
with the Tuscany Eose. But one seed germi-
nated ; and the plant produced has proved a com-
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plete hybrid. Its flowers are of the same shape,

and not more double than those of the blush

Ayrshire, its female parent ;
but they have all the

dark-purplish crimson of the Tuscany Eose. It

has lost a portion of the vigorous climbing habit

of the Ayrshire, but yet makes an excellent pillar

rose. Till we can get a dark Ayrshire Eose,

double as a Eanunculus, it will be acceptable.

The Double Blush, or Double Eed of some cata-

logues, is a pretty early rose, a vigorous climber,

and, as a standard, forms a beautiful umbrella-

shaped tree. Bennet's Seedling, or Eosa Thores-

byana, is a variety found growing among some

briars, by a gardener of the name of Bennet, in

Nottinghamshire. It is a very pretty double and

fragrant white rose. Dundee Eambler is the

most double, and one of the best in this division ;

it blooms in very large clusters, much in the

Noisette fashion, and is truly a desirable rose.

Queen of the Belgians is a fine rose, with very

double flowers, of a pure white ; this is a most

vigorous climber, soon forming a pillar fifteen or

twenty feet high. Euga is now a well-known

variety, said to be a hybrid between the Tea-

scented China Eose and the common Ayrshire ;

it is a most beautiful and fragrant rose. Splen-

dens is a variety with very large cupped flowers

of a creamy blush ;
this rose has the peculiar

'

myrrh-scented
'

fragrance.

Ayrshire roses are some of them, perhaps.
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surpassed in beauty by the varieties of Rosa sem-

pervirens; still they have distinct and desirable

qualities : they bloom nearly a fortnight earlier

than the roses of that division
; they will grow

where no other rose will exist
;
and to climb up

the stems of timber trees in plantations near

frequented walks, and to form undergrowth, they

are admirably well adapted ; they also make

graceful and beautiful standards, for the ends of

the branches descend and shade the stems, which

in consequence increase rapidly in bulk. It

seems probable that Ayrshire Roses will grow to

an enormous size as standards, and surpass in the

beauty of their singular dome-shaped heads many
other roses more prized for their rarity. I have

at this time (1854) two standards of Bennet's

seedling about ten years old ; their stems are ten

inches in circumference, their branches trail on

the ground, and when in full bloom nothing can

be more beautiful ; they have never been touched

with the pruning knife.

I have a steep bank of a hard white clay, which

owing to a cutting made in the road became too

steep for cultivation. About sixteen years since

this was planted with Ayrshire and other climbing

roses ;
holes were made in the hard soil with a

pick two feet over and two feet deep ; some ma-

nure mixed with the clay, after it had lain exposed

to frost to mellow it, and climbing roses planted.

This bank is, when the roses are in bloom, a mass
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of beauty ; I have never seen anything in climb-

ing roses to equal it. On another bank they are

gradually mounting to the tops of the trees ; none

of them have ever been pruned. Ayrshire roses,

as articles of decoration in places unfitted for

other ornamental climbers, are worthy of much

more attention than they have hitherto received.

The following extract from the * Dundee Courier
'

of July 11, 1837, will give some idea how capable

these roses are of making even a wilderness a scene

of beauty :

' Some years ago a sand pit at Ellangowan was

filled up with rubbish found in digging a well.

Over this a piece of rock was formed for the

growth of plants which prefer such situations,

and amongst them were planted some half-dozen

plants of the Double Ayrshire Rose, raised in this

neighbourhood about ten years ago. These roses

now most completely cover the whole ground, a

space of thirty feet by twenty. At present they
are in full bloom, showing probably not less than

ten thousand roses in this small space.'

CLIMBING ROSES.
DIVISION II.

ROSA MULTIFLOKA.

THE Rosa multiflora, or many-flowered rose, is

a native of Japan, from whence it was brought by
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Thunberg, and introduced into this country in

1804. Several of the varieties now known have

been raised in Italy, where these pretty roses

flourish and bear seed abundantly. In the neigh-

bourhood of Florence the Double Eed may be seen

climbing to an enormous extent, and large plants,

completely covered with thousands of its very

double and perfect flowers. The Single White is

also grown in Italy; from this I raised in 1837

several hundreds of seedlings ; the seed I received

from Signor Crivelli, of Como, an Italian rose

amateur, very much devoted to gardening ;
all the

varieties of this family are interesting, as they

differ so much from other roses. Alba, or the

Double White, is rather a misnomer, for it is not

pure white, but rather a pale flesh-colour, pretty

and distinct. Grevillia, or the Seven Sisters' Rose,

is a vigorous climber, blooming in large clusters,

which show a curious diversity of colours; for

soon after expansion, the flowers change from

crimson to purplish rose, and then to pale rose ;

so that in the clusters may be seen three or four

shades, from rose to deep purplish crimson. In

wet soils, it is often killed to the ground by the

winter's frost; even in warm situations, and if

covered with mats, it shoots so early that, when

uncovered, it cannot endure the cold of spring.

It would probablyform a fine pillar rose if thatched

in November with green furze or whin, which

admits aii> and yet keeps off the severity of the
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frost. This covering may continue till March,
and then must not be removed at once, but at

twice or thrice ; as want of caution in not remov-

ing their winter covering gradually is the death

of thousands of half-hardy plants. If a plant is

protected with spray or furze, remove half in mild

weather in March, and let the remainder continue

a week or fortnight longer, being regulated by
the weather. The treatment of the Grevillia rose

as a pillar may be applied to all the varieties of

Eosa multiflora, as they are impatient of cold.

Hybrida, or Laure Devoust, is a hybrid, and a

most elegant and beautiful rose, having all the

peculiar neatness of the double red and white va-

rieties, with large flowersand more beautiful foliage.

This is one of the prettiest climbing roses known.

A Genevese friend informs me that some pillars

of this rose at Geneva are thirty feet high, and

covered with flowers the greater part of sum-

mer. Rubra, or the Double Red, is our oldest

variety, but still interesting and pretty. Large

plants of this rose may sometimes be seen, seldom

putting forth flowers; this is owing to severe

pruning, or to the winter killing the small

spray-like shoots from which they are generally

produced.

These roses have but few adaptations. I have

given under Grevillia Rose their culture as pillar

roses. For these and for warm situations against

walls they are very ornamental : they also bloom

? 2
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in the greatest perfection as standards, but they

will require removing to a warm shed in winter.

Grafted on short stems and grown in large pots,

they bloom freely, and form pretty objects, as

they produce their myriads of elegant flowers the

greater part of summer ; they require but little

pruning : thinning out the crowded spray and

leaving the shoots nearly their full length is all

that is necessary.

LIMBING ROSES,

DIVISION III,

THE EVERGREEN ROSE.

(ROSA SEMPERVIRENS.)

The original of this beautiful family is the Rosa

sempervirens, the climbing Wild Rose of Italy,

with small single white flowers and foliage nearly

evergreen. Monsieur Jacques, the chief gardener
at the Chateau de Neuilly, had the pleasure of

originating most of the varieties now in cultiva-

tion; two or three he named after the daughters
of his royal master King Louis-Philippe: Ade-

laide d'Orleans is one of these, and a very pretty
and excellent rose it is, with dark shining green

foliage, and beautifully shaded pale rose-coloured
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flowers ; in the ' Floricultural Cabinet
'

for Sep-

tember, 1837, a figure of it is given, which is as

like a sunflower as this pretty and distinct rose.

Banksiseflora is more fragrant than the generality

of these roses ; it seems hybridised in a trifling

degree with the old Musk Rose, which has pro-

bably imparted a little of its delightful perfume ;

this has small and very double white flowers.

Brunonii is not a true sempervirens, but ap-

proaching so near in its habit, that it cannot be

placed in any other division with propriety. It

has more colour than usual in roses of this

family, as they are all inclined to pale flesh-

colour, or white. This is of a vivid rose-colour,

and very pretty and distinct. Donna Maria is

of the purest white, with fine dark green foliage,

and very double flowers ; a good and distinct rose,

Felicite Perpetuer is a general favourite, and justly

so, as it is one of the most beautiful of roses. No

plant can be more lovely than a large specimen
of this rose covered with its double ranunculus-

like cream-coloured flowers. It will not bloom

if pruned much ; therefore its shoots must be tied

in their full length, and thinned out if too nu-

merous, but not shortened.

Jaunatre is a variety with yellowish-white

flowers. This is evidently hybridised with the

Musk or Noisette Rose, as it is fragrant.

Melanie de Montjoie has large flowers of the

purest white, and foliage very abundant and beau-
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tiful, of a shining dark green, contrasting finely

with its flowers.

Myrianthes, sometimes called Ranunculacea, is

a charming plant : its flowers are so perfectly and

elegantly shaped, and their colour so delicate,

that if not the most beautiful of all, it is one

among them. Princesse Louise is a fine and

vigorous growing variety, flowers of a pale rose,

very double and prettily cupped. Princesse Marie

is one of the deepest in colour in this group ;
her

flowers are of a bright rosy pink, beautifully

cupped, and blooming in large clusters. Ram-

pant, as its name implies, is a most vigorous and

rampant grower, and a very pretty pure white

rose. This will cover a wall or building with

ixearly as much rapidity as the common Ayrshire.

Spectabile, or Eose Ayez of some catalogues, is

a fine and distinct climbing rose, with bright rosy

lilac flowers, and curiously incised petals ; a most

vigorous growing and desirable variety. Triomphe
de Bolwyller, or Sempervirens odorata, is a hybrid
between the Rosa sempervirens and the Tea-

scented China Rose ; its large globular flowers are

very fragrant, and much like Noisette Lamarque,

differing slightly in colour. This rose often

blooms in the autumn, and that pleasing quality

makes it still more desirable. It is, however,

not nearly so hardy as the other members of

this group, and requires a wall with a southern

aspect.
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Culture.

The varieties of Rosa sempervirens are of the

easiest culture, as they seem to flourish in all soils

and situations. In sheltered places and under

trees they are nearly evergreen, retaining their

leaves till spring. This makes them valuable for

covering banks, trees, or walls. I know of no

rose idea prettier than that of a wilderness of

Evergreen Roses, the varieties planted promiscu-

ously, and suffered to cover the surface of the

ground with their entangled shoots. To effect

this, the ground should be dug, manured, and

thoroughly cleaned from perennial weeds, such as

couch grass, &c., and the plants planted from

three to five feet asunder. If the soil be rich,

the latter distance will do ; they must be hoed

amongst, and kept clean from weeds after plant-

ing, till the branches meet ; they will then soon

form a beautiful mass of foliage and flowers, co-

vering the soil too densely for weeds of minor

growth to flourish. Those weeds that are more

robust should be pulled out occasionally; and

this is all the culture they will require : for tem-

ples, columns, wire fences which they soon cover

with beauty, and verandahs, their use is now

becoming well known. One of the most com-

plete temples of roses is that at the seat of

Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire ;
and the

prettiest specimens of festooning these roses from
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one column to another, by means of small iron

chains (strong iron wire will do) may be seen at

Broxbourn Bury, near Hoddesdon, the seat of

Bosanquet, Esq. They also form elegant and

graceful standards ;
like the Ayrshire roses, their

shoots are pendulous, and soon hide the stem, in

a few years forming a pretty dome of 'foliage and

flowers ; for covering the naked stems of forest or

ornamental trees they are also very useful, as their

roots will not injure the tree which supports them ;

and if strong copper wire is brought loosely round

the trunk of the tree to support their branches,

they will give scarcely any trouble in such situa-

tions. To make them grow vigorously, give them

a supply of manure on the surface annually, in

the autumn, to be carried to their roots by the

rains of winter. Like the Ayrshires, standard

sempervirens roses literally require no pruning.

I have them as standards, as pillars, and as masses

of underwood ; the dead spray is cut out, and no

other pruning done; for the wild beauty of

standards is entirely destroyed by it ; occasionally

a very long shoot will have to be shortened, and

that is all.

About six or eight years ago I received, among
others, some very stout short stocks of the Dog-
rose ; they were not more than two feet in height,

but stouter than a large broom-handle, the bark

thick and grey with age : they were planted and

grew most luxuriantly. I was for some little
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time at a loss what varieties to bud them with ;

for, be it remembered, all stout and old Rose-stocks

required to be worked with very strong-growing
sorts of roses, to take off the abundance of sap,

and keep them in a healthy state. At last, in a

mere freak of fancy, I had them budded with

some varieties of the Evergreen Rose (Rosa sem-

pervirens). They grew most luxuriantly; and,

after a year or two, not being trees adapted for

sale, they were planted in a sloping bank of

strong white clay, and left to grow and bloom as

nature dictated not a shoot was ever touched

with the pruning-knife, and they soon formed

themselves into beautiful dome-like trees.

The annexed figure (p. 74) is a portrait of one of

these trees, now a well-known variety, the Felicite

Perpetue.* This tree is on a stem a trifle more

than two feet in height, and it has been these

two or three summers past a picture of beauty.
When in full bloom the ends of its shoots rest

on the ground, and then it forms a perfect dome
of roses ; nothing in Rose-culture can really be

more beautiful. It will be at once seen with

what facility such stout, short old Rose-stocks

can be found in any hedge ; they may be planted
in the kitchen garden, budded with the above-

mentioned sort, and, to give variety in colour,

with some of the following kinds, all varieties of

* This figure and description are copied, by permission, from

the '

Florist,' for which I wrote it in 1851.
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Rosa sempervirens, Myrianthes, Jaunatre, Ade-

laide d'Orleans, and Spectabilis. Every bud will

succeed, as no roses grow more freely : and after

remaining one season from budding in their

'nursery,' some nice places must be found for

them on the lawn, where, unpruned, unchecked,
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they will, with all the freshness of unassisted

nature, annually delight the eye of the lover of

flowers those beautiful gifts of an ever-bene-

ficent Creator ;
and may I not add, that the con-

templative mind will see in these lovely pendant
roses the great charms of humility and gratitude

they seek to 'abase' themselves, and their

beauty is
' exalted ;

'

they receive from the earth

all their benefits, and endeavour to cover and

adorn her with their luxuriance.

DECORATED CLIMBING EOSES.

A strange term, for can a rose-tree be deco-

rated? Yes, and I must at once tell how it

has been done with these Evergreen Roses the

most vigorous and the most tractable of rose-

stocks and how it may be easily practised.

A few years since, a friend living at Wey-
cliffe, near Guildford, found the heavily built brick

bridge leading over the railway to his house (this

is, however, in his grounds, so as to be private),

conspicuously ugly, and he wished it to be hidden

by evergreen climbing plants. As the car-

riage-road ran over the bridge, the gravel, of

which it was made, did not seem to offer very

happy quarters for any plant but ivy, which was

objected to as being too heavy. I then proposed

planting it with varieties of Rosa sempervirens,

or, as we ought always to call them, Evergreen
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Eoses. They were with some difficulty planted,

the gravel being loosened with the pick, and some

manure mixed with it. In my annual visits to

my friend living in this charming district for

no part of England is more so I watched with

some interest my bridge-roses. They grew with

great rapidity, and soon covered every brick, but

when they bloomed in large beautiful masses,

some disappointment was expressed at the mo-

notony of colour. I was prepared for this, and

told my friend that they must be decorated.

A good-natured incredulous smile met me with
* how ?

'

I called the gardener, for this was in

July, the budding season, went with him to the

rose-garden, and thence took buds of some of the

most beautiful of the dark Hybrid Perpetual

roses, not forgetting some of the bright rose-

coloured tints, such as Colonel de Rougemont, La

Reine, General Simpson, and some others. Our

great
fi horse

'

was, I remember, General Jacque-

minot. My budding hand had not forgotten its

cunning, for did I not consider myself at twenty

as the most dexterous and rapid budder of roses

that ever lived and was likely to live ? So I and

the gardener proceeded to place buds here and

there in shoots favourable for the purpose. The

day was warm, and the thorns much sharper than

they used to be forty years ago, so I have a misty

idea that my friend Jackman the gardener put

many more buds in than I did. To use the
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common phrase, nearly all the buds *
took,' i. e.

lived, and many of them put forth fine clusters of

bloom the following August and September. I

paid my annual visit to my friend in June of the

next year, just eleven months after my budding

exploit. As I approached the bridge, I felt full

of interest about my buds. What a glorious sight

met my eye ! Amid the masses of flowers of the

pale climbing roses, shone forth large clusters of

the Geant, General Jacqueminot, Triomphe des

Beaux Arts, Prince Noir, Comte Bobrinsky,

Louise Peyronny, Colonel de Rougemont, Jules

Margottin, and others; the bridge was a fairy

avenue, so charming was the effect.

I have a full and fervent belief that ere long
banks and avenues of decorated roses will be in

every rose-garden, and that their culture will be

carried to an extent we at present scarcely dream

of. I have one rose friend who has formed his

rose-walk with network of iron wire, fastened to

upright iron rods
; the meshes formed by crossing

the wire occasionally are twelve or fifteen inches

in diameter, so as effectually to support the

shoots of the climbing roses.

This walk, in the course of a year or two,

will be between two upright walls of * De-

corated Roses,' and I can scarcely imagine any-

thing in rose culture more beautiful. It must

be borne in mind that no arches, unless some

fifteen feet apart, and no arched coverings must
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be placed over a rose-walk or avenue of this de-

scription, for the finer kinds of roses require all

the light and air they can have.

For pillars, banks, coverings for walks, and

every fancy that can enter into the mind of a

rose lover, these budded climbing roses are

adapted, and they will well reward the ingenuity
of a clever rose gardener; in many cases super-

seding the use of standards, which are for a great

portion of the year so very ugly.

The * how to do
'

these roses is very simple. If

very rapid growth be required, the place in which

they are to be planted should be well stirred to

a depth of two feet, some manure mixed with the

earth, and climbing roses of such sorts as Felicite,

Princesse Louise, Princesse Marie, and Spectabile

(all varieties of Rosa sempervirens), should be

planted in November ;
if they have strong shoots,

they may be tied or fastened up to nearly their

full length; if not with long and strong shoots

they may be cut down to within five inches of their

bases: they will in the following season make

shoots from ten to twelve or fifteen feet in length.

The first shoots that will be fit to bud will be the

old shoots that were left at full length when they

were planted ;
these may be budded in June, and

the young shoots that are made during the whole

of the summer may be budded weekly till the

end of September ;
the position of each bud must

be' thought of so as to make a picture really
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artistic and beautiful. As soon as a bud is in-

serted, or if two or three buds are placed in the

same shoot, the end of the shoot must be cut off

to within two buds of the topmost inserted bud
;

the buds may be untied about three weeks after

insertion, and all the young shoots that break out

below the inserted buds must be rubbed off; this

is all that need be done the first season. The

next season the buds will bloom abundantly, and

it will only be necessary to destroy all the young
shoots that break out of the budded branch below

the buds ;
those shoots that break out above the

inserted buds may be pinched in frequently, the

budded branch will not then become rigid and

starved like the stem of a standard rose.

In decorating climbing roses, the buds should

be dotted over the whole surface of the plant.

Two or three buds in one branch will be found

enough, and care must be taken not to bud every
branch of the climbing rose ; some must be left

to grow in their natural, graceful, vigorous

manner, so that the decorated wall or walk has

not a stumpy appearance like an avenue of

standard roses.

Eose lovers wishing to ornament their gardens
with something quite recherche in rose-trees,

should either with their own hands, or by the

hands of their gardener, place numerous buds on

the upper surface of the shoots of dome-shaped

roses, like the figure given in p. 74. If some
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twenty or thirty buds of such magnificent roses

as Senateur Vaise, Grloire de Santenay, General

Jacqueminot, Cardinal Patrizzi, Due de Rohan,

Franpois Lacharme, Empereur de Maroc, or, in-

deed, of any of the brilliant Hybrid Perpetual

roses, are inserted in the numerous shoots over, the

surface of a large dome-shaped rose-tree in June,

in September many of them will give fine flowers,

and the following summer, when they bloom

simultaneously with the varieties they are budded

on say Felicite, Perpetue the effect will be

most magnificent.
. Evergreen roses, trained to tall pillars or suf-

fered to hang in festoons, are capable of most

fanciful decoration, as buds of very choice kinds

may be inserted at different points of view, so as

to have a charming effect.

Raising Varieties from Seed,

It is, I fear, almost hopeless to advise raising

roses of this family from seed : they are for the

most part too double, and, the species being a

native of Italy, I fear that our cloudy skies are by
far too unfavourable. But how charming would

be a rose of this family with crimson flowers, and

a tendency to bloom in autumn in short, a Per-

petual Crimson Evergreen rose. To obtain this,

all lovers of roses ought at least to give the fol-

lowing experiment a fair trial: Plant against
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a south wall in a warm soil Princesse Marie and

the China Eose Fabvier, also the Bourbon rose

OHoire de Rosomene ; fertilise different flowers

of the former with the pollen from both these

varieties ; the flowers of Princesse Marie are not

quite double, and in a very warm and dry season

it is quite possible that seed may be produced.

CLIMBING KOSES.

DIVISION IV.

THE BOURSAULT EOSE.

(ROSA ALPINA.)

THIS is a most distinct group of roses, with long,

reddish, flexible shoots ; they are not such decided

climbers as the preceding three divisions, but they
are excellently well adapted for pillar roses ; they
owe their origin to the Rosa Alpina, a single red

rose, a native of the Alps, and also of the hills in

the south of France. M. Boursault, formerly a

great Parisian Rose-amateur, gave his name to

the group, by the first double variety, the Red

being named after him. Blush, or Boursault

Florida, Calypso, White Boursault, Bengale Flo-

rida, Rose de Lisle, &c., for it is known by all

these names, is a pale blush and very vigorous

growing pillar rose. Crimson, or Amadis, is also

G
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a very fine pillar rose
; its clusters of large, deep

purple and crimson flowers are inclined to be

pendulous, consequently they have a fine effect

when on a tall pillar, and, as a pendulous standard,

it is quite unrivalled. Gracilis is a hybrid of the

most vigorous growth in good soils, often making
shoots ten to twelve feet long in one season

;
un-

like the other varieties of this division, its shoots

are covered with thorns. Nothing can be more

graceful than the luxuriant foliage of this plant ;

it has also finely-cupped flowers, of the most vivid

rose colour, and must be reckoned a beautiful

and desirable rose. Inermis, or Boursault Pleine,

is a pretty variety, with flowers of a bright red,

and a fine and luxuriant grower. The Red Bour-

sault is our oldest variety, and though only semi-

double, it is distinct, pretty, and still a rose worth

cultivating. These roses require but little

pruning to be grown as pillars ; the crowded spray

should be cut out, the long shoots shortened to

the height required. As standards the same

treatment may be pursued ;
but if the long shoots

are left their full length the tree will be more

graceful.
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CLIMBING EOSES.

DIVISION V.

THE BANKSIAN ROSE.

(ROSA BANKSI^!.)

AMONG the Banksian roses, botanists class Rosa

laevigata, or sinica, a rose with peculiarly glossy

foliage, and large single white flowers. This is a

native of Georgia, also of Tartary and China, and,

very probably, is the plant from which the Chinese

derived our Double Banksian Eoses. Eosa sinica

is also known as Eosa laevigata and Eosa ternata.

Our popular Double White Banksian Eose is

almost? universally known and admired. It was

introduced in 1807 ; and very large plants are

now to be seen in some situations. The flowers

of the White Banksian Eose have a slight violet-

like perfume, very agreeable. The Yellow Bank-

sian Eose was brought to this country in 1827.

This is a beautiful variety, with scentless straw-

coloured flowers, a little inclining to buff: they

are, like the flowers of the white, very small and

double. Both these roses bloom early in May ;

and large plants, covered with their clusters of

flowers, have a pretty but most un-rose-like ap-

pearance. The new Yellow Banksian Eose,

Jaune Serin, has larger flowers than the preceding,
c 2
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and is really a fine and vigorous growing variety.

Rosa Fortuniana, a new white Banksian rose in-

troduced from China byMr. Fortune, in 1850, gives

white flowers very double, as large as those of the

Noisette Aimee Vibert. They are very fragrant,

and the rose is a most desirable variety.

The Banksian roses are not adapted for pillar

roses, as they are too tender : they require a wall,

or very sheltered situation. Their very early

flowering, also, renders this quite necessary, as

the spring frosts, in cold exposures, destroy the

bloom in the bud. They bloom more freely in

dry than in wet, retentive soils, and they require

pruning with care, for none of the small and

twiggy branches should be shortened : but, if the

plant has a superabundance, some of them may
be removed. If their branches are shortened, they

will not bloom, but put forth a profusion of strong

shoots. The flowers will be generally found in

the greatest abundance on these small and twiggy

branches, which at once points out the necessity

of their being left on the plant. Often, towards

the end of summer, large old plants will produce

immensely thick and strong shoots. These should

be removed early in autumn, unless they are

wanted to fill up a vacancy on the wall; the

upper part of the plant, and its flowering twigs,

will then not be exhausted by them.

Banksian roses seldom bear seed in this coun-

try; but in the south of France, and in Italy,
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they produce it in tolerable abundance ;
so that

we may yet expect crimson and other coloured

roses of this charming family.

CLIMBING HOSES.
DIVISION VI.

HYBRID CLIMBING ROSES.

THESE are hardy and strong-growing roses, the

origin of some of them not well ascertained.

Among them, Madame d'Arblay, or Wells' White,

has been till now placed among Rosa semper-
virens

;
but its habit is so different, and its origin

so well ascertained, that I have removed it to

this division : this robust variety was raised from

seed some years since by Mr. Wells, of Redleaf,

near Tonbridge Wells. In strong soils it makes

the most gigantic growth, soon forming a tree or

a pillar of the largest size : its flowers are very
double and pretty. The Garland, or Wood's

Grarland, is also a seedling, raised by Mr. Wells,

of Redleaf, I believe, from the seed of the Noi-

sette Rose. Like Madame d'Arblay, this is a

vigorous grower, producing its flowers in immense

clusters. They are fragrant, and change from

white to pink after expansion.

To Hybrid Climbing Roses a very singular and
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pretty variety has been added. This I have

raised from Italian seed. It produces abundance

of flowers in large clusters, of a bright crimson

scarlet, nearly double, and, what is very rare

among climbing roses, they are very fragrant. I

have named this rose ' Sir John Sebright.' Sir

John was a great admirer of brilliant-coloured

climbing roses.

A family of climbing roses has beenl ately intro-

duced from North America ;
we owe this group

to Eosa rubifolia, the Bramble-leaved or Prairie

Kose. A Mr. Feast, nurseryman at Baltimore,

has been the originator of a few varieties, one of

which is described as being an autumnal bloomer.

The Queen of the Prairies is one of the best of these

roses, producing its flowers, which are rather flat,

and regularly imbricated, in large clusters ; these

are of a bright rose-colour, streaked with white ;

its foliage is large, and habit very robust; it

requires a very dry season; many varieties of

this race have within these few years been intro-

duced and advertised under fine sounding names.

I will dismiss them at once by saying, they are

none of them worthy of cultivation.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

Among climbing roses but few can be found

that will bear seed in this country, the Ayrshire
Roses excepted, from some of which it is probable
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that some fine and original climbers may be

raised. A most desirable object to obtain is a

dark crimson Rosa ruga; this may possibly be

accomplished by planting that favourite rose with

the Ayrshire Queen, and fertilising its flowers

very carefully with those of that dark rose. It is

remarkable that although these roses are both

hybrids, from species apparently very remote in

their affinities, yet both of them bear seed, even

without being fertilised. The Blush Ayrshire, a

most abundant seed-bearer, may also be planted
with the Ayrshire Queen, the Grloire de Roso-

mene, the Double Yellow Briar, Single Crimson

Moss, Celina Moss, the China Rose Fabvier, and

its flowers fertilised with the pollen of these roses ;

if any combination can be effected, pleasing
results may reasonably be hoped for. To ' make
assurance doubly sure,' the anthers of the

Ayrshire Rose should be removed from some of

the flowers with which the experiment is tried.
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PART II.

THE AUTUMNAL ROSE GAEDEN.

To Autumnal Eoses we are much indebted for

that prolonged season of interest which this

6

Queen of flowers
' now gives. The roses of

June, however splendid, soon fade; but some

Perpetual, or Noisette, or Bourbon roses enrich

our gardens with their perfume and gay colours,

till the chills of approaching winter prevent the

expansion of their flowers. To have roses in

autumn has from the earliest ages been esteemed

a luxury ; the Egyptians cultivated a variety sup-

posed to be our monthly rose
; and by retarding

the flowering season, it is presumed, by late

pruning, they were able to export immense

quantities of roses to Eome during the early

winter months, i. e. in November and December.

Whether the trees were sent full of bloom-buds,

in pots or cases, or simply the flowers preserved

in some way, is uncertain. It appears, however,

that the Komans soon became adepts in the art of

cultivating autumnal roses ;
for when the Egyp-

tians sent a magnificent present of roses to
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Domitian, on his birth-day, which- was towards

the middle of November, it excited only laughter

and disdain ajnong the Romans. So abundant

were they then in Rome, that, to quote Martial,

'In all the streets we inhale the perfumes of

spring, and see sparkling the fresh garlands of

flowers ; send us wheat, Egyptians, and we will

send you roses.'
*

It seems, also, that the Romans forced flowers

by means of hot water, in their forcing houses, so

as to produce roses and lilies in December, for

Seneca f declaims against these inventions. Mar-

tial also says, book 12, epigram 127, 'That roses,

formerly only seen in spring, had in his time

become common during the winter.' If we may
thus judge from the ancients, our autumnal and

our winter roses, and even our forcing by hot

water, which has been thought to be so recent an

invention, are all of high antiquity; but, if we

may credit Pliny and others, the Romans could

not approach us in variety. The rose of Paestum,
the Rosa bifera alluded to by Virgil J, appears
to have been the only autumnal rose known.

This, according to Pliny, bloomed in the spring,

and again in the autumn. Many botanists have

* Martial, book vi. epigram 80.

t 'Non vivunt contra naturam, qui hieme concupiscunt
Eosam. Fomentoque aquarum calentium, et calorum apta imita-

tione, bruma lilium florem vernum exprimunt ?
'

Epist. cxxii. 8.

} Georgics, book iv. verse 18.
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searched for this rose near the ruins of Psestum,

and other parts of Italy, but no species or variety

has been found at all approaching to it in cha-

racter. Our very old Damask Rose, the Red

Monthly, not the comparatively new rose,
' Rose

a Quatre Saisons' of the French, but the Red

Monthly rose of our oldest writers on gardening,
is probably the rose which was cultivated so ex-

tensively in Egypt and in Rome for its quality of

flowering in autumn. I have frequently observed

the stools* of this variety, when pruned late in

spring, not only to flower in June and Sep-

tember, but also in the latter month to put forth

branches, which in October were covered with

flower buds. Now these, owing to our cold rains

in November, never come to perfection ;
but in the

warm climates of Egypt and Italy, they would

doubtless bloom abundantly even as late as No-

vember. Modern gardening has made rapid

strides in rose culture : our varieties of autumnal

roses are already almost innumerable
;
and among

them are the most fragrant and beautiful roses

known.

THE PERPETUAL MOSS ROSE.

A NEW race of moss roses has within these few

years sprung up, and likely to be very interesting.

They are not abundant autumnal bloomers, but

* These are old plants used for layering, and are cut down

closely every season.
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still they do bloom under good culture. Per-

petuelle Mauget, a rose raised at Orleans some

years ago, is a very pretty rose, but it is a most

delicate grower: budded on the rose Felicite

Perpetue it may, perhaps, be made to do better.

Its flowers -are very double, well shaped, and of a

nice bright rose-colour. The Perpetual White

Moss Rose is one of the oldest varieties in this

group, and was originated in France about thirty

years since ;
fliis is a variety of the White Monthly

Damask Rose ; it blooms in large clusters in

autumn ;
its flowers are small and very fragrant :

it is useful to form a bed on its own roots.

General Drouet has semi-double flowers of a

bright crimson ; and is a vigorous growing variety.

Recently some new and desirable roses of

this family have been introduced, one of the

finest of which is Madame Ory; this, with a

dwarf and rather compact nature, has flowers of

medium size, of rather a deep rose-colour, nicely

cupped and very double; it blooms very freely

in autumn, and has the delicious perfume of the

Old Moss Rose: it is by far one of the most

charming roses of this group.

Salet is also a new variety, of much more

vigorous growth than the preceding, often making
shoots three feet in length; its flowers are of

a pale rose, of medium size, and very sweet : it

blooms freely in autumn.

There are some other Autumnal Moss Roses,

very pretty and fragrant ; such are Celine Briant
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and Marie de Bourgogne, both dwarf and free

blooming ;
and then we have as new roses of this

class, Imperatrice Eugenie, and Alfred de Dalmas,

both of them pretty, but not very distinct ;
and

Emile de GKrardin and Gloire d'Orient, vigorous

growers, but not well inclined to bloom in autumn.

There are many other varieties of this family in

the rose catalogues, but none equal to Madame

Ory in beauty and fragrance of her flowers, and

none to be compared with Salet for 'the beauty of

its buds
;
in September, its flowers are not perfect

when open, but its buds are fragrant as those of

the old Moss Eose in June. So let us dismiss

our new friends with a hope and certain anti-

cipation of much ultimate improvement in variety

of colour and tendency to give us moss roses

in autumn. The culture of these hybrid moss

roses should be the same as that of the Hybrid

Perpetual s, but to ensure their blooming freely in

autumn, they should be lifted and replanted with

some fresh compost annually in November.

THE PEEPETUAL DAMASK EOSE.

(Rosier Damas a fleurs perpetuelles.)

THIS division has as much variety in its origin as

in its appearance ;
it would, indeed, be a difficult

task to trace the parentage of some of the justly
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esteemed varieties of this family. Our old red

and white monthly roses have, no doubt, contri-

buted their share of sweet assistance ; for, in many
of them, the powerful fragrance of these two very

old damask roses is apparent, and no perfume can

be more pleasing.

As an old rose lover one feels regret that these

once unique and charming autumnal roses must

pass away. In fragrance they are equalled by
our next group, and in freedom of blooming in

autumn, brilliancy of colour, vigorous growth,

and, in short, perfection of all that a rose can be
;

Hybrid Perpetual Roses infinitely surpass the

varieties of this once interesting family. It is,

however, quite fit and proper that their history

should be given here, or our New Zealanders, A.D.

2500, may be at a loss to know what roses we
cultivated in the middle of the nineteenth century.

I record their qualities with a sentimental sigh

worthy of a young lady who has finished reading
her first novel.

Bernard is a most beautiful rose, with rather

small flowers ; but these are very double and finely

shaped* of a delicate pink tinted with salmon, and

very fragrant. This rose will flourish better on

the Manetti stock than on the Dog Rose : it is a

most desirable rose.

The Crimson Perpetual, Rose du Roi, or Lee's

Crimson Perpetual, deserves a few extra words

of comment. This fine rose was raised from seed,
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in 1812, in the gardens of the palace of Saint

Cloud, then under the direction of Le Comte

Lelieur, and named Eose du Koi
; owing, I sup-

pose, to Louis XVIII. soon after that time being

restored, and presenting an opportunity for the

Court gardeners to show their loyalty : it is not

recorded that its name was changed during the

hundred days to Eose de 1'Empereur! It is

asserted that it was raised from the Eosa Port-

landica, a semi-double bright-coloured rose, much
like the rose known in this country as the Scarlet

Four Seasons, or Eosa Psestana; which, Eustace

tells us, in his Classical Tour, grows among the

ruins of Pcestum, enlivening them with its brilliant

autumnal flowers. This proves to be a traveller's

tale.

In France the Crimson Perpetual bears seed

abundantly, but its produce are, for the most part,

varieties partaking largely of Eosa Grallica
;

it is,

however, like our old and exccellent Provence

Eose, liable to sport : in this way it produced the

Eose Bernard ; and more recently a good variety

has been originated in the same manner ; but, like

most good roses, it has more than one name.

Eose du Eoi a fleurs pourpres is its legitimate

appellation. A cultivator in France, un peu de

charlatan, named it Mogador, soon after the

French victory over the Moors. It has proved,

indeed, a superb rose : colour, brilliant crimson,

slightly shaded with purple: shape, cupped and
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elegant: its flowers are, perhaps, a little more

double than those of its parent ; and its habit is

more robust. Laurence de Montmorency is a

good rose ; flowers, very large, cupped, finely

shaped, and very double ; colour, deep rosy pink,

tinted with lilac. I observe that its foliage has

lost the downy appearance of the Damask rose ;

thus showing its departure from the habits of

this family ;
another remove, and it would have

been placed with justice among the Hybrid Per-

petuals. Madame Thelier is a delicate and pretty

rose
; colour, pink ; flowers, middle-sized ; habit,

rather delicate.

Celina Dubos, a white, or nearly white, rose of

this group, is really worthy of attention, both from

its origin and quality. It is said to have been

originated from a sporting branch of the Crimson

Perpetual ; its flowers are well shaped, very

durable, and highly fragrant.

Culture and Pruning.

As the culture of this class of roses is at present
but imperfectly understood, I shall give the result

of my experience as to their cultivation, with

suggestions to be acted upon according to cir-

cumstances. One peculiar feature they nearly all

possess a reluctance to root when layered ;
con-

sequently, Perpetual Damask Eoses, on their own

roots, will always be scarce : when it is possible
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to procure them, they will be found to flourish

much better on dry poor soils than when budded,
as at present. These roses require a superabund-
ant quantity of food: it is therefore perfectly

ridiculous to plant them on dry lawns, to suffer

the grass to grow close up to their stems, and not

to give them a particle of manure for years.

Under these circumstances, the best varieties,

even the Rose du Roi, will scarcely ever give a

second series of flowers. To remedy the inimical

nature of dry soils to this class of roses, an annual

application of manure on the surface of the soil is

quite necessary. The ground must not be dug,

but lightly pricked over with a fork in November
;

after which, some manure must be laid on, about

two or three inches in depth, which ought not to

be disturbed, except to clean with the hoe and

rake, till the following autumn. This, in some

situations, in the spring months, will be unsightly :

in such cases, cover with some nice green moss,

as directed in the culture of Hybrid China Roses.

I have said that this treatment is applicable to

dry poor soils ; but even in good rose soils it is

almost necessary; for it will give such increased

vigour, and such a prolongation of the flowering

season, as amply to repay the labour bestowed.

If the soil be prepared, as directed, they will twice

in the year require pruning : in November, when

the beds are dressed, and again in the beginning
of June. In the November pruning, cut off from
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every shoot of the preceding summer's growth

about two-thirds its length ; if they are crowded,

remove some of them entirely. If this autumnal

pruning is attended to, there will be, early in

June, the following summer, a vast number of

luxuriant shoots, each crowned with a cluster of

buds. Now, as June roses are always abundant,

a little sacrifice must be, made to insure a fine

autumnal bloom ; therefore, leave only half the

number of shoots to bring forth their summer

flowers, the remainder shorten to about half their

length. Each shortened branch will soon put
forth buds; and in August and September the

plants will again be covered with flowers. In

cultivating Perpetual Roses of all classes, the faded

flowers ought immediately to be removed; for

in autumn the petals do not fall off readily, but

lose their colour and remain on the plant, to the

injury of the forthcoming buds. Though I have

recommended them to be grown on their own

roots, in dry soils, yet, on account of the autumnal

rains dashing the dirt upon their flowers when
close to the ground, wherever it is possible to

make budded roses grow, they ought to be pre-

ferred; for, on stems from one to two feet in

height, the flowers will not be soiled ; they are

also brought near to the eye, and the plant forms

a neat and pretty object.

The Crimson, and, indeed, nearly all the Per-

petuals, force admirably ; for this purpose, it is
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better to graft or bud them on the Manetti Eose,

as it is so easily excited. Those who wish for the

luxury of forced roses, at a trifling cost, may have

them by pursuing the following simple method :

Take a common garden frame, large or small,

according to the number of roses wanted ;
raise

it on some posts, so that the bottom edge will be

about three feet from the ground at the back of

the frame, and two feet in front, sloping to the

south. If it is two feet deep, this will give a

depth of five feet under the lights, at the back of

the frame, which will admit roses on little stems

as well as dwarfs. Grafted or budded plants of

any of the Perpetual Eoses should be potted in

October, in a rich compost of equal portions of

rotten dung and loam, in pots about eight inches

deep, and seven inches over, and plunged in the

soil at bottom. The air in the frame may be

heated by linings of hot dung ;
but care must be

taken that the dung be turned over two or three

times before it is used, otherwise the rank and

noxious steam will kill the young and tender

shoots
;
but the hazard of this may be avoided, by

building a wall of turf, three inches thick, from

the ground to the bottom edge of the frame. This

will admit the heat through it, and exclude the

steam. The Perpetual Eoses, thus made to bloom

early, are really beautiful. They may also be

forced in any description of forcing-houses, with

success. It will at once give an idea how desir-
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able these roses are, when it is stated that, by

retarding and forcing, they may be made to bloom

for eight months in the year.

Perpetual Damask Roses do not bear seed in

this country freely ; but Mogador may be planted

near and fertilised with the Common Bourbon.

An attempt to obtain a mossy Crimson Perpetual

might be made by planting and fertilising the

Crimson Perpetual with the Single Crimson

Moss. In the cultivation of roses and many
other gardening operations, we must never really

despair.

THE HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSE.

(Rosier Hybride Remontante.)

THIS class has now become rich in beautiful

roses. In p. 29 is given the origin of Hybrid
China Roses, which, it is well known, bloom but

once in the season. Some of these hybrids or

mules, unlike many plants of the same descrip-

tion, bear seed freely. These fertile varieties

have been crossed with different varieties of China

and Bourbon Roses. From seed thus produced
we have gained a new race of autumnal roses,

bearing abundance of flowers during the whole of

the summer and autumn, and now called Hybrid

Perpetuals. Certainly a more beautiful and in-

teresting class of roses does not exist ; their flowers

H 2
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are large, very double, most fragrant, and pro-

duced till the end of October. Their habit is

robust and vigorous in a remarkable degree ; and,

above all, they are perfectly hardy, and will grow
well in any climate in Great Britain, however

far north ; but caution will be required in selecting

varieties for cold and damp localities, as those only

that open their flowers freely should be planted.

Some that are fine roses in a dry southern climate,

and also when forced, in a moist climate, will

seldom or never open their flowers.

So many fine varieties are now (1863) in cul-

tivation, that sorts adapted to all climates may be

selected ; and so magnificent are many of the new

roses in this family, that it appears to me in a

few years they will supersede all others, except it

be a few Bourbon and Tea-scented' Eoses, which

have characters very distinct and interesting.

The esteem these roses are now held in has

led, as usual, to abuse. We are overburthened

with varieties. Some cultivators enumerate nearly

300, divided into groups, having 'affinities and

characteristics.' These groups only tend to

confuse the amateur, and are really of no use and

no guide ;
for what resemblance in habit the

great point for the amateur has Greant des

Batailles or Grloire de Kosomene with Pauline

Bonaparte and Ernestine de Barante ? They can-

not be planted in the same group with propriety.

The French cultivators have carried this division
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into '

groups
'

to excess ; but it appears to me,

and this has always been my opinion, that we

cannot enough simplify the classification of roses.

One division, headed Hybrid Perpetual Roses,

ought to include all from their origin deserving

that name; and those that diverge from the

general characters of the family, in being very

dwarf or otherwise very different, may have their

characters attached to their names.

I can only give here the names of a few of the

most choice in this class; and those described,

whether old or new varieties, may be depended

upon as admissible into the choicest collections. I

shall describe them in groups according to the co-

lours of their flowers, commencing with those with

DARK CRIMSON.

There are, as yet, but few varieties of this class

of colour ; I mean, with those dark velvety petals

so common among the French Roses and Hybrid

Chinas; and those hitherto cultivated are not

very double. We have however recently, i. e.

since 1862, received from France some very dark

and very beautiful varieties. Among these

Empereur de Maroc takes a front rank : its

flowers are not large, nor perfectly cupped, like

those of Madame Vidot, yet they are most beauti-

ful, their colour is so remarkably rich. Alexandre

Dumas, Prairie de Terre Noire, and Andre Leroy,
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are dark roses shaded with purple ;
their flowers

are full sized, and very double and effective.

Vulcan with a dwarf habit gives small flowers of

a deep purplish maroon colour
;
Prince Noir and

Prince de la Moskowa are two remarkably dark

roses almost black; their petals are large and

rich in colour, but their flowers are not full, like

such roses as Jules Margottin. A new rose of

this group has just been introduced, under the

name of Deuil de Prince Albert, and described

as giving flowers 'cramoissi noir tres-fonce;' its

central petals are not so deep in colour. This is

a striking variety, likely to be popular for its

distinct character.

CRIMSON.

There are many shades of this colour in the

roses of this family, depending for their brilliancy

much upon climate, season, and situation. Among
the most brilliant is the well-known Greant des

Batailles, the most bright and brilliant of all roses,

and at the same time one of the most hardy and

free-growing. No rose, of late years, has been, or

is, so popular. As an instance of this I may men-

tion that, in the autumn of 1849, 8000 standards

and dwarfs of this variety were dispersed over the

whole face of the country from this place.

This beautiful and favourite rose is now the

parent of a numerous family, every member of

which, when first ushered into the rose world, has
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been pronounced more beautiful than its far-famed

parent ;
after a time, however, most of these pro-

mising children have settled down into esteemed

members of the Geant family, but have not totally

eclipsed their parent.

In enumerating the fine roses of this range

of colour one is almost bewildered, so numerous

are they. It would seem, when one sees a fine

flower of Senateur Vaise just on the point of ex-

panding, that no rose, or indeed no flower, can

be more brilliant, more beautiful ; yet I have

sometimes bent over Gloire de Santenay, and

thought it still more so : the flowers of both are

so perfect in shape, so brilliant, and so exceed-

ingly beautiful. Charles Lefebre, Franpois

Lacharme, Alphonse Damaizin, Due de Kohan,
Due de Gazes, Maurice Bernardin, Madame
Cl6mence Joigneaux, Professor Koch, Madame
Julie Daran, Olivier Delhomme, Souvenir de

Comte Cavour, and La Brillante, form a per-

fect galaxy of rose beauty. I cannot see the

possibility of surpassing the above by new

varieties, and yet they come, or pretend to come,

every season from France. This spring some fine

new varieties are ushered into the rose-world of

England, and some thousands of francs have been

sent over to our neighbours in exchange for a

host of new names, to be added to the rose

catalogues of the day, so as to perplex both

buyers and sellers. This incessant introduction
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of novelties without novelty is, I fear, bringing
rose-cultivation to charlatanism, which can only be

stemmed by the English growers being well

assured of the qualities of a new rose before they
recommend it. We must not pass over some old

friends in this class of colour. General Jacque-

minot, with its luxuriant growth and magnifi-

cent clusters of flowers, has always been a

favourite, and will continue to be so, although its

large crimson flowers are not so full and perfect

in shape as those of the varieties I have enume-

rated. Triomphe des Beaux Arts, a seedling from

the General, with the same beauties and defect, is

also worthy of a place in the rosery. It is by

cultivating such free-growing roses as pyramids

(see p. 114) that their full beauty is brought out.

There is one new and beautiful rose of this

class that seems to have escaped the attention' of

rose growers, for I do not find it in their cata-

logues. I mention this more particularly, because

of its peculiar property of blooming profusely

late in autumn. My young plants have been

in full bloom all this month (November 1860).
In summer it was thought not to be a first rate

rose, as its flowers were much like those of

General Jacqueminot, but not so double, and in-

clined to flaccidity, fading in sunshine. It is this

thinness of petal that, like the old rose Gloire

de Eosomene, makes it open its flowers and

enjoy the cool autumnal months. I believe that
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it will prove one of our finest Christmas roses,

and should be cultivated after the method recom-

mended in p. 114. Its flowers in winter are

globular, fragrant, and of the colour of the

General, from which it is evidently a seedling.

I received it from France, under the name of

L'Etoile du Nord.

CARMINE AND CHERRY-COLOURED.

The roses of this range of colour are, per-

haps, the most chaste and pleasing of all, as their

flowers are, for the most part, so elegantly shaped.

General Brea and Prince Leon (we need not add

the '

Kotschoubey ') are gems, the latter re-

markable for its vigorous habit and fine foliage.

To these now old varieties we may add Jules

Margottin, which, taking it all in all its fine

colour, shape, fragrance, robust habit, and freedom

of flowering, during the whole summer and autumn

may be pronounced the finest rose known. How

grand are its early flowers, the personification of

our old cabbage rose, with a perfume quite equal,

and a bright rosy pink colour far more interesting.

The Duke of Cambridge, Lord Palmerston, Le

Ville de St. Denis, Madame Heraud, Madame
Furtado a perfect pattern of elegance in shape

and Madame Charles Crapelet , are the

'creme de la creme' of this group, and no

roses can be more charming ; they all, or nearly

all, have an intensity of rose colour, if the ex-
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pression may be used, which is of all colours the

most pleasing ;
for do we not say

' the rosy morn,'

the rosy hues of life, and employ many other

expressions, all denoting the invariable charm of

this most delightful of all tints ?

ROSE-COLOURED AND PlNK.

Almost numberless are the roses of this tint, so

that it is really difficult to select a few that are

most worthy the attention of every amateur. Our

old friend La Reine is still, in dry seasons, most

beautiful and fragrant ;
but her daughter, Louise

Peyronny, is still more so, for, owing to this

charming rose not being quite so double, it opens

well in all seasons. Auguste Mie is also of the

same race, and is a very nice rose. Those old

varieties Duchess of Sutherland and Baronne

Prevost are still well worthy of culture. Colonel

de Rougemont, a new rose, is much like the

latter ;
but it blooms more freely in the autumn,

and is certainly more beautiful. William Griffiths

is remarkable for the elegance and perfection of

its flowers ;
and Mathurin Regnier is, if possible,

more perfect in shape it is also brighter in

colour. Madame Gruinoiseau, Angelina Grainger,

and Duchesse d'Orleans are all fine first-class

roses, and all well worthy of a place in a select

rose garden; but let us not forget Madame

Vigneron, a new rose, of a charming silvery rosy
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lilac, which, the raiser declared when describing

it,
'

glistened as if powdered with silver.'

Are there yet more gems ? Yes. New names,

and new and fine roses ; for such are Victor Ver-

dier, with large flowers and wondrously beautiful

large petals so shell-like; Madame Boll, most

perfect in all that constitutes a fine rose. Another

and another still ; for who can pass by and not

admire Comtesse de Chabrillan, Anna Alexieff,

Belle de Bourg la Reine, and Anna de Diesbach ?

No roses can be more perfect and beautiful ; and

yet we may add Duchesse de Cambareres, a most

vigorous growing rose, blooming in immense

clusters, giving flowers with a powerful fragrance.

Of all the roses in this group, the Comtesse de

Chabrillan is the most perfect in shape and

delicacy of colour, like Senateur Vaise or Gloire

de Santenay among crimson roses ; it is quite

impossible to imagine a rose more beautiful.

BLUSH AND FLESH-COLOURED.

Among the most desirable varieties in this class

of colour, is Madame Rivers, with flowers nearly

white: it is a vigorous grower, and appears to

bloom well in all climates. This was raised at

Lyons some ten or twelve years since by M. Gruillot,

and dedicated to my wife. With this very fine

rose we may class Madame Vidot, of the same

exquisite shape, but tinted with delicate pink, so
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as to be wax-like and most beautiful. Caroline de

Sansal its flowers are of a delicate pink in the

centre is a vigorous grower and a fine rose.

And then we have Madame Ducher and Made-

moiselle Eugenie Verdier, roses delicate and

beautiful in colour,

WHITE.

We have as yet not a long list of roses of this

desirable colour. Virginal, a pure white rose

raised from seed at Lyons, with petals rather too

thin and unequal, is still a very interesting

variety, and quite worthy of culture. Louise

Magnan, a fine large double rose, which on

opening is nearly pure white, becoming soon

tinted with flesh-colour, is an acquisition ; but it

requires a warm dry climate to make it expand
its flowers freely. Dr. Henon, with flowers rather

small, white, slightly tinted with straw-colour, is

a rose of delicate growth. Mademoiselle Bon-

naire is a new and pretty white rose, with its

central petals delicately tinted with pink ;
and

Princesse Imperiale Clotilde, still more pure in

the pearly whiteness of its outer petals, with just

a souppon of pink in its centre; is a beautiful

variety. To these we may now add some varieties

of a new race which have been raised from seed

at Lyons, the birthplace of so many fine roses.

These are hybrids, partaking of the colour and

nature of our fine old Noisette Aimee Vibert.
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Louise Darzens, Lady Emily Peel, and Madame
Alfred de Rougemont, are the new roses of this

race, and although they do not give such large

and perfect flowers as Madame Rivers or Madame

Vidot, they are yet very desirable ; their habit is

distinct, and they bloom freely in large clusters.

DWARF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

These are pretty little gems, occupying, in this

family, the place of the Be Meaux and Pompon
Roses among the Provence, and the Burgundy

among the French. There seems among roses

that have been long under cultivation an inclina-

tion to produce these pretty pigmies. There are

but few worthy of culture, and Pompon or

Ernestine de Barante, with charming light pink

flowers, is one of the most distinct. Pompon de

St. Radegonde, with rather larger flowers of a

deep crimson, Vico-mtesse de Bellevalle, and

Leonie Verger, with rose-coloured pretty little

flowers, are all distinct ; and Pauline Bonaparte,

with small nicely-shaped flowers of a pure white,

completes the list.

These dwarf autumnal roses are rather deli-

cate in their habits, and not at all adapted for

standards. In light rich favourable soils, and in

a mild climate, they would form beautiful edging

plants ; and, as little pet plants for pot culture,

they are esteemed by lady amateurs.
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Culture and Pruning,

All the robust-growing varieties of this family

form admirable standards, and are particularly

well adapted for planting in rows by the sides of

walks, giving them plenty of manure, and the

necessary culture required by these roses to make

them bloom freely in autumn i. e. removing a

portion of their bloom buds in June
; thus, if

there are ten clusters of bloom making their ap-

pearance, cut off five to within about three buds

of the base of each shoot : these will soon push

forth, and give fine flowers in August. Constant

care should be taken to remove in the same man-

ner all the clusters of blooms as soon as they fade.

Baronne Prevost and a few others are very apt to

make barren shoots without terminal flowers. As

soon as this can be ascertained, cut all such shoots

to within six or eight buds of their base ; they

will then, in most cases, give fertile branches : in

short, these roses require much summer pruning

and attention to make them flower in great per-

fection in autumn.

The winter pruning of these roses is best per-

formed at two or even at three periods; in

November for those required to bloom early, and

towards the end of March, or even later, if it is

wished to retard them : these may be called pecu-

liar seasons for a special purpose ; but the general
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season should be towards the end of February if

the weather be mild. This winter pruning may
be described in very few words, for nothing is

more irksome than lengthy pedantic descriptions

of simple operations : to prune these roses, then,

in winter, is merely to cut off from each vigorous

shoot of the preceding summer, two-thirds of its

length, and from those of less vigour three-fourths

of their length, taking care not to leave too many
of these shortened shoots, for the tree will then

become crowded in the summer ; but after shorten-

ing them, cut some of them out cleanly, so as to

leave a nice well-disposed frame to be filled up
the succeeding summer by beautiful leaves and

still more beautiful flowers.

For beds or dwarf trees or bushes, perhaps no

roses are so admirably adapted. The summer

thinning and pruning above recommended is

quite necessary, and they will amply repay any
extra care. For this kind of culture, however I

speak from the firmest convictions, brought on

by long experience there is no mode equal to

the removal system. G-enerally this may be done

biennially; but in light, poor, easily exhausted

soils, it may be done annually : early in November
is the best period, and the mode very simple :

Take up every plant carefully, and shorten any

long straggling roots to within the compass of the

usual mass of fibrous roots
; stir the border well

with Winton Parkes' steel forks to the depth of
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twenty inches, then prune them and replant the

trees, giving to each one or two shovelsful of

rotten manure and loam, equal parts, if the soil be

light and sandy ;
rotten manure and road sand, if

it be cold and heavy ;
one shovelful will do if the

trees are removed annually, two will be required
if they are removed biennially. Standards, when

they do not flourish and give their flowers in

autumn, may be treated in the same manner with

great advantage.

As pillar roses some of the vigorous-growing
varieties are highly eligible ; they should be

treated in the same manner as recommended for

summer pillar roses, given in p. 35 : they will

cover a pole about eight feet high well; but

unless in very rich soils they cannot be depended

upon to form a healthy pillar of greater height.

Baronne Prevost, Caroline de Sansal, Jules Mar-

gottin, Duchesse de Cambaceres, Madame Rivers,

Colonel de Rougemont, Greneral Jacqueminot,

Triomphe des Beaux Arts, Triomphe d'Alenpon,

Triomphe de 1'Exposition,Madame Louise Carique,
Anna de Diesbach, and Lord Raglan, are all nice

varieties for this purpose.

PYRAMIDAL HYBRID PERPETUALS.

Standard roses, inartistic and unpicturesque as

they are, have ' held their own '

for some years.

It is time that some new rose idea was originated,
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and I hope, ere long, to have standard roses

spoken of as things of the past like stage coaches

and road waggons. The culture of pyramidal

roses will require more care and time than the

culture of standards, which we all know is very

simple; but the rose gardener will be amply

compensated by such glorious effects as have

never yet been seen in our roseries.

Like all really good gardening ideas, the cul-

ture of rose pyramids, although requiring more

time and care than the culture of standard and

dwarf roses, is still very simple, and may be

carried out as follows :

Some strong two years old stocks of the Ma-
netti Rose should be planted in November, in a

piece of ground well exposed to sun and air.

The soil should have dressings of manure, and

be stirred to nearly two feet in depth. In the

months of July and August of the following year

they will be in a fit state to bud. They should

have one bud inserted in each stock close to the

ground. The sort to be chosen for this prelimi-

nary budding is a very old Hybrid China Rose,

called Madame Pisaroni, a rose with a most

vigorous and robust habit, which, budded in

strong Manetti stocks, will often make shoots

from six to seven feet in length, and stout and

robust in proportion. In the month of February

following, the stocks in wlu'ch are live buds should

be all cut down to within six inches of the bud.

I
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In May the buds will begin to shoot vigorously ;

if there are more shoots than one from each bud

they must be removed, leaving only one, which in

June should be supported with a slight stake, or

the wind may displace it. By the end of August
this shoot ought to be from five to six feet in

height, and is then in a proper state for budding
to form a pyramid. Some of the most free-

growing and beautiful of the Hybrid Perpetual
Roses should be selected and budded on these

stems in the following manner : Commence
about nine inches from the ground, inserting one

bud : then on the opposite side of the stock and

at the same distance from the lower bud, insert

another; and then at the same distance another

and another, so that buds are on all sides of the

tree up to about five feet in height, which, in the

aggregate, may amount to nine buds. You will

thus have formed the foundation of a pyramid
which should be like the annexed figure, which is

assumed to be a pyramid just pushing forth its

flowers in June.

I need scarcely add that the shoots from the

stock must be carefully removed during the

growing season, so as to throw all its strength

into the buds. It will also be advisable to pinch
in the three topmost buds rather severely the

first season, or they will, to use a common ex-

pression, draw up the sap too rapidly, and

thus weaken the lower buds. In the course
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of a year or two magnificent pyramids may thus

be formed, their stems completely covered with

foliage, and far surpassing anything yet seen in

rose culture. "I have, as yet, found no rose equal

in vigour to Madame Pisaroni, although, when

attention is turned to the subject, other varieties

may perhaps be found. If extra strong growth
be desired, the stem may be suffered to grow two

seasons before it is budded.

1 2
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To those who think the trouble of budding and

re-budding too much, I may point out a more

simple method, which I extract from the 'Grar-

dener's Annual for 1863.' (Longmans.)
'Have some dog-rose stocks gathered from

the woods and hedges in November, December, or

January. Every stock selected should be of only

one year's growth, a young shoot of the preceding
season's growth. They should be planted in a

deep rich soil, and some manure placed on the

surface round their stems. In spring and early

summer the young shoots should be removed from

the lower part of their stems within, say, a foot

of the ground, and all the remaining shoots suf-

fered to grow as they list. In the months of

July and August they may be budded after

the following mode : Take some free-growing

beautiful Hybrid Perpetual, and place one bud in

the stem, mind, of your stock about nine inches

from the ground, and then on the opposite side of

the stem place another bud and so on, shifting

sides to about three, or four, or five feet in height.

When these buds break out in the following May,
be sure and pinch in closely the three or four

buds at the top of the stock, or they will greedily

drink too much of the precious sap. A rose-

lover must imagine the great beauty of such a

pillar of Empereur de Maroc or Senateur Vaise ;

if his constitution be not strong, the sight might
make him die of a rose in aromatic pain.'

The most free-growing kinds, such as Jules
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Margottin, G-eneral Jacqueminot, Colonel de

Eougemont, Triomphe des Beaux Arts, Lord

Eaglan, Souvenir de la Eeine d'Angleterre,

Triomphe de 1'Exposition, and other kinds of

vigorous habit, these will form grand pyramids
from six to seven feet in height. For smaller

pyramids those of more moderate growth may be

selected. It will scarcely be advisable to bud

more than one sort on a stem, as no two kinds

will be found equal in growth, but as a matter of

fancy varieties of different colours may be in-

serted so as to make a variegated pyramid.

Vigorous growing Bourbon roses may be em-

ployed for pyramids and Tea-scented and Noisette

roses, as the stock is highly favourable to their

growth, but they should be protected in winter by
fern or branches of evergreens tied round them.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

Raising new varieties of this family from seed

presents an extensive field of interest to the

amateur ; for we have yet to add to our catalogues

pure white, and yellow, and fawn-coloured Hy*
brid Perpetuals, and these, I anticipate, will be

the reward of those who persevere. Monsieur

Laffay, by persevering through two or three

generations, obtained a Mossy Hybrid Bourbon

Eose, and many of the finest varieties described in

the foregoing pages. This information will, I

trust, be an incentive to amateurs in this country :
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to illustrate this I may here remark that a yellow

Ayrshire Eose, now a desideratum, must not be

expected from the first trial; but probably a

climbing rose, tinged with yellow or buff, may be

the fruit of the first crossing. This variety must

again be crossed with a yellow rose : the second

generation will, perhaps, be nearer the end wished

for. Again, the amateur must bring perseverance

and skill into action ; and then if, in the third

generation, a bright yellow climbing rose be ob-

tained, its possession will amply repay the labour

bestowed : but these light gardening operations

are not labour ; they are a delightful amusement

to a refined mind, and lead it to reflect on the

wonderful infinities of nature.

Madame Laffay is an excellent seed-bearing

rose; this may be fertilised with the Bourbon

Grloire de Eosomene, and with Comte Bobrinsky.

General Jacqueminot may be crossed with Sena-

teur Vaise or La Brillante. These should all be

planted against a south wall, so that their flowers

expand at the same time; and their seed will proba-

bly give some fine autumnal roses, brilliant in colour

and very double. For fawn-coloured or yellowish

and white roses, Duchess of Sutherland may be

fertilised with the Tea-scented Eoses, Victoria and

Safrano. These must all have a south wall. These

hints may possibly be considered meagre and in-

complete ;
but I trust it will be seen how much de-

pends upon the enterpriseand taste of the cultivator.
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THE BOURBON ROSE.

(ROSA BOURBONIANA.)

Rosier de VEe Bourbon.

IT is now, perhaps, about thirty years since a

beautiful semi-double rose, with brilliant rose-

coloured flowers, prominent buds, and nearly

evergreen foliage, made its appearance in this

country, under the name of 'L'lle de Bourbon

Rose,' said to have been imported from the Mau-

ritius to France in 1822, by M. Noisette. It

attracted attention by its peculiar habit, but more

particularly by its abundant autumnal flowering ;

still, such was the lukewarmness of English rose

amateurs, that no attempts were made to improve
this pretty, imperfect rose, by raising seedlings

from it, though it bore seed in large quantities.

This pleasing task has been left to our rose-loving

neighbours the French, who have been very in-

dustrious, and, as a matter of course, have origi-

nated some very beautiful and striking varieties,

and also, as usual in such cases, have given us

rather too many distinct and fine-sounding names

attached to flowers without distinctive characters.

In a little time we shall be able to rectify this

very common floricultural error. Many fables

have been told by the French respecting the

origin of this rose. The most generally received

version of one of these is, that a French naval
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officer was requested by the widow of a Monsieur

Edouard, residing in the island, to find, on his

voyage to India, some rare rose, and that, on his

return to L'lle de Bourbon, he brought with him

this rose, which she planted on her husband's

grave : it was then called Rose Edouard, and sent

to France as ' Eose de L'lle de Bourbon.' This

is pretty enough, but entirely devoid of truth.

Monsieur Breon, a French botanist, gives the fol-

lowing account, for the truth of which he vouches :

' At the Isle of Bourbon the inhabitants gene-

rally inclose their land with hedges made of two

rows of roses, one row of the Common China Rose,

the other of the Red Four-Seasons. Monsieur

Perichon, a proprietor at Saint Benoist, in the

Isle, in planting one of these hedges, found

amongst his young plants one very different from

the other in its shoots and foliage. This induced

him to plant it in his garden. It flowered the

following year ; and, as he anticipated, proved to

be of quite a new race, and differing much from

the above two roses, which, at the time, were the

only sorts known in the island. Monsieur Breon

arrived at Bourbon in 1817, as botanical traveller

.for the Government of France, and curator of the

Botanical and Naturalisation Garden there. He

propagated this rose very largely, and sent plants

and seeds of it, in 1822, to Monsieur Jacques,*

* Whence the name often given to the Common Bourbon Eose

of { Bourbon Jacques.
5
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gardener at the Chateau de Neuilly, near Paris,

who distributed them among the rose cultivators

of France.' JVL Breon named it
* Eose de L'lle^

de Bourbon ;' and is convinced that it is a hybrid

from one of the above roses, and a native of the

island. Owing to the original being a hybrid, the

roses of this family vary much in their characters ;

most of them form compact bushes, and are nicely

adapted for rose beds ; others are so vigorous as

to be eligible only for pillar and wall roses. The

varieties, as in the preceding family, are by far

too numerous ; a selection divided into groups of

colour, will, I think, give all that my readers

require.

DARK CRIMSON.

Our old favourites, Paul Joseph and Dupetit

Thouars, still hold their rank in this class of colour;

and Vorace, Jurie, Souvenir de FExposition, Ee-

veil, and Adelaide Bougere, the three latter re-

markable for richness of colour, are well worthy
the attention of the rose amateur. Dr. Leprestre
and Victor Emanuel, the latter remarkable for its

richly-coloured and finely-shaped flowers, are fine

roses ; but in this class a new rose, La Quintinie,

raised at St. Denis, is one of the finest of all; it is

of the rich velvety hue of our old hybrid Greorge
the Fourth, its flowers are large and finely shaped,
and it is altogether a magnificent rose, but delicate

in its habit.
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LIGHT CEIMSON.

There are some nice roses in this range ofo

colour, and among them Prince Albert, raised at

Fontenay aux Roses, and introduced by Messrs.

Paul ; Aurore du Gruide, with fine large globular

flowers, Comte du Eambuteau, and Souvenir d'un

Frere, are worthy of selection: A bright cherry-

coloured rose, Baron Gronella, is a fine variety ;

it blooms in large corymbs, and is distinct and

beautiful.

CARMINE.

This is a colour peculiar to Bourbon roses, and

most beautiful it is ; to these we owe all our fine

carmine Hybrid Perpetuals. Menoux is still one

of the most vivid. Marquis de Moyria, Henri

Lecoq, Justine, and Vicomte de Cussy, complete
a group of most charming roses, all of nearly

uniform growth, and calculated to form a pretty

group.

ROSE-COLOURED.

In this group are some roses of the most perfect

and elegant shape it is possible to conceive. In

this opinion all will concur who have seen the fol-

lowing varieties: Louise Odier, Catherine Guillot,

and Modele de Perfection; they differ slightly

in shades of colour, but in shape they are all
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models of perfection, and should be in every

rosery. Bouqueb de Flore and Le Florifere are

two old varieties, robust and hardy, blooming

freely in the autumn.

BLUSH AND FLESH-COLOURED.

There is a peculiar silvery blush appertaining to

some Bourbon Eoses, very remarkable and pleasing.

Comtesse de Barbantanne, Imperatrice Eugenie,

and Madame Comtesse, are of this delicate colour ;

but the rose of this group is Souvenir de la

Malmaison, now an old variety, but as yet un-

rivalled in its noble flowers, so delicate in colour

and so truly beautiful.

WHITE AND FAWN-COLOURED.

Only one really good White Bourbon Eose

exists at present, an old favourite, and deservedly

so, Acidalie. Who that has seen this beautiful

rose in fine calm weather in September, has been

able to withhold intense admiration? Its large

globular finely-shaped flowers of the purest white,

delicately tinted with purplish rose, seem always
to be drooping with beauty. Yes, it is indeed

unique and charming. Madame Angelina, with

cream-coloured flowers, and the Queen of the

Bourbons, with rosy fawn-coloured flowers, are

also quite unique in their colouring, and well

worthy of cultivation.
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There are a few Bourbon Roses, of remarkably
vigorous habits, scarcely adapted for planting in

beds, as are all those above described, such are

Apolline, of a beautiful and glossy rose colour
;

Louise Odier, almost equal to Coupe d'Hebe in

the shape of its bright rose-coloured flowers;

Paxton, a vigorous grower, with flowers of the

same colour; Imperatrice Eugenie, with large
rose-coloured flowers; and Souvenir de la Mal-

maison, all vigorous-growing roses, and amongst
the finest for pillar roses. They will require the

treatment recommended for summer pillar roses

in p. 35. For light soils, these Bourbon pillar
roses should be budded on the Manetti Rose. For

deep rich soils they will do very well on their

own roots, or budded on dwarf stocks of the Dog
Rose.

Culture.

All the varieties noticed in the foregoing pages
as of moderate growth, form beautiful bushes on
their own roots, or budded on the Manetti or

Celine stocks
; they are also very beautiful as

dwarf standards, i.e. on stems from eighteen
inches to two feet in height, on the Dog Rose,
and also, as low standards, on stems from three to

three and a half feet in height ; they cannot be
cultivated with success on very tall stems

; even

as low standards, they require high culture. The
Pillar Bourbon Roses may be cultivated as tall
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standards with advantage, i.e. on stems about

four feet high, the usual height of standard roses.

They cannot be too highly cultivated ; abundance

of manure wafer in summer should be given to

them, and the surface round each stem kept

covered with moss, or the short grass mown from

the lawn. For the window gardens, mentioned in

Gardeners' Chronicle, No. XIX., 1846, all the

varieties of moderate growth and bushy habits will

be found admirably adapted. These, with their

rich foliage, beautiful and perfect flowers, and

ever-blooming habits, need but a passing word of

recommendation ; indeed, all the varieties de-

scribed in the foregoing paragraphs are most

desirable for pot culture ; they all force well ;

but it must be confessed that the Hybrid and

Damask Perpetuals are most desirable for that

purpose, on account of the almost unrivalled

fragrance of their flowers.

I hope in a few years to see Bourbon Koses in

every garden, for the '

queen of flowers
'

boasts

no members of her court more beautiful ; their

fragrance also is delicate and pleasing, more par-

ticularly in the autumn ; they ought to occupy a

distinguished place in the autumnal rose garden,
in clumps or beds, as standards, and as pillars ; in

any, and in all situations, they must and will

please. To insure a very late autumnal bloom, a

collection of dwarf standards, Le. stems one to two

feet in height, should be potted in large pots, and
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during summer watered with manure water and

some manure kept on the surface; towards the

end of September or the middle of October, if the

weather be wet, they may be placed under glass :

they will bloom in fine perfection even as late

as November.

Pruning.

These roses require but little pruning : towards

the end of March or beginning of April their

shoots may be thinned, those that have been killed

by the winter removed, and long shoots shortened

to within four or five buds. In summer, the ends

of the long vigorous shoots that are often made

by Pillar Bourbons when cultivated as standards,

should be pinched off, so as to make them break

into numerous blooming shoots.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

It is difficult to point out roses of this family

that bear seed freely, except the Common
Bourbon

; but Acidalie, planted against a south

wall, would probably give some seed ; its flowers

might be fertilised with the pollen of the Tea-

scented Rose Pactolus. Bouquet de Flore may
be planted against a south wall, with Menoux,
with which it should be carefully fertilised:

some interesting varieties may be expected from

seed thus produced. Queen of the Bourbons,

planted with the Yellow China Rose, might
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possibly give some seeds ; but those would

not produce true Bourbon Eoses, as the former

is a hybrid, partaking of the qualities of the

Tea-scented lloses. Modele de Perfection,

planted near and fertilised with some white Tea-

scented Rose, would give seed from which some

very delicate Blush Eoses might be raised ; and

Le Florifere, fertilised with the Common Bourbon,

would also probably produce seed worthy of

attention.

THE CHINA EOSE.

(ROSA INDICA.)

Rosier Bengale.

THIS rose is said by botanists to be a native of

China, from whence it was introduced to our gar-

dens in 1718. Its ever-blooming qualities have

made it a favourite from the cottage to the palace ;

and perhaps no plants have contributed so much

to enliven our cottage walls as the Common China

Eose (Eosa Indica), and the Crimson China Eose

(Eosa Semperflorens). These roses have been

and are considered distinct species by botanists.

Like all other cultivated roses, they sport much
from seed; but the descendants of each may
generally be recognised by a close observer. The

common and its varieties make strong green luxu-
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riant shoots, with flowers varying in colour from

pure white to deep red. The Crimson also takes

a wide range ; for though its original colour is

crimson, yet I have reason to believe that the

pure white, which was raised in Essex, came from

its seed. There are but few of these roses now

cultivated, owing to their want of fragrance, the

Hybrid Perpetuals having superseded them
;

still

they are beautiful roses for small beds, and we

have not even now any rose more beautiful than

Cramoisie Superiure; its flowers are so finely

formed, and its crimson tints so rich. Another

member of this semperflorens group is Eugene
Beauharnais ; its colour amaranth, and its flowers

large and double. Fabvier, with semi-double

scarlet flowers, exhausts our catalogue of the most

worthy of these crimson semperflorens roses.

Clara Sylvain and Madame Bureau are two pure

pearly-white roses, which form an admirable con-

trast to those first described.

For blush roses we have the yet unrivalled Mrs.

Bosanquet. Archduke Charles and Virginie are

the best of those roses that, when they open are

rose-coloured, and yet, in a day or two, if the

weather be warm and dry, change to dark crimson.

I have seen them in France nearly black. Madame
Breon is a fine large rose, with brilliant rose-

coloured flowers, well worthy of cultivation ; and

in these few lines, we have exhausted our China

Koses, which, at one time, were our only roses that
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gave flowers constantly in autumn, and were pro-

portionately esteemed.

Culture.

In cultivating China Eoses but little care is

required, as most of them are quite hardy. All

the varieties of Rosa semperflorens, are adapted

for the front edges of beds or clumps, as they

are of more humble growth than the varieties

of the Common. It must also be recollected that

the latter are those alone adapted for standards.

The varieties of Rosa semperflorens, though they
will exist for several years on the Dog Rose stock,

yet do not form ornamental heads, but become

stinted and diseased; on the contrary, the varieties

of the China Rose, as standards, particularly on

short stems two or three feet in height, form

good heads swelling and uniting with the stock, and

giving a mass of bloom from June to November ;

on tall stems I have not found them flourish

equally. About the end of March, not earlier,

the branches of standards will require thinning

out, and shortening to about half their length; in

summer, a constant removal of their faded flowers

is necessary, and this is all the pruning they

require.

China Roses are better adapted than almost any
other class for forming groups of separate colours.

Thus for beds of white roses, which, let it be

K
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remembered, will bloom constantly from June till

October, Clara Sylvain and Madame Bureau are

beautiful; the former is the taller grower, and

should be planted in the centre of the bed; for

crimson, take Cramoisie Superieure no other

variety approaches this in its peculiar richness of

colour; for scarlet, Fabvier; for deep crimson,

Eugene Beauharnais; for blush, Mrs. Bosanquet;
for a variegated group, changeable as the chame-

leon, take Archduke Charles and Virginie; for

rose, Madame Breon. I picture to myself the

above on a well-kept lawn, their branches pegged
to the ground so as to cover the entire surface,

and can scarcely imagine anything more chaste

and beautiful. All the varieties described in this

article will be found desirable for pot-culture :

they are more hardy, and bloom more abundantly
in a lower temperature than the Tea-scented

Eoses, and are thus admirably adapted for the
f window garden.

'

Raising Varieties from Seed.

To succeed in making these roses bear and

ripen their seed in this country, a warm dry soil

and south wall are necessary ; or, if the plants

can be trained to a flued wall, success will be

more certain. Eugene Beauharnais, fertilised with

Fabvier, would probably produce first-rate brilliant

coloured flowers. Archduke Charles, by remov-
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ing a few of the small central petals just before

their flowers are expanded, and fertilising it with

pollen from F^bvier, would give seed ; and as the

object ought to be in this family to have large

flowers with brilliant colours and plants of hardy
robust habits, no better union can be formed.

China Roses, if blooming in an airy greenhouse,

will often produce fine seed ; by fertilising their

flowers it may probably be insured. In addition,

therefore, to those planted against a wall, some

strong plants of the above varieties should be

planted in the orchard-house, the place above all

others adapted for seed-bearing roses.

THE TEA-SCENTED CHINA ROSE.

(ROSA INDICA ODORATA.)

Rosier The.

THE original Rosa odorata, or Blush Tea-scented

Rose, has long been a favourite. This pretty

variation of the China Rose was imported into

England from China in 1810; hence it was sent

to France, where, in combination with the Yellow

China or Tea Rose, it has been the fruitful parent

of all the splendid varieties we now possess. Mr.

Parkes introduced the yellow variety from China

in 1824 ; and even now, though so many fine

varieties have been raised, but few surpass it in

K
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the size and beauty of its flowers, semi-double as

they are : it has but a very slight tea-like scent,

but its offspring have generally a delicious fra-

grance, which I impute to their hybridisation

with Eosa odorata. In France the yellow Tea

Eose is exceedingly popular, and in the summer

and autumn months hundreds of plants are sold

in the flower markets of Paris, principally worked

on little stems or (

demi-tiges.' They are brought

to market in pots, with their heads partially en-

veloped in coloured paper in such an elegant and

effective mode that it is scarcely possible to avoid

being tempted to give two or three francs for

such a pretty object. In the fine climate of

Italy, Tea-scented Eoses bloom in great perfection

during the autumn: our late autumnal months

are often too moist and stormy for them ; but in

August they generally flower in England very

beautifully. I was much impressed in the autumn

of 1835 with the effects of climate on these roses ;

for in a small enclosed garden at Versailles, I saw,

in September, hundreds of plants of yellow Tea-

Eoses covered with ripe seed and flowers. The

French cultivators say that it very rarely produces

a variety worth notice. The culture of Tea-

scented Eoses is worthy of more attention than it

receives, for surely no class more deserves it. In

calm weather, in early autumn their large and fra-

grant flowers are quite unique, and add much to

the variety and beauty ofthe autumnal rose garden.
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In describing a few select varieties of this class,

our first group shall comprise those with rose-

coloured flowers; and two more beautiful roses

cannot be imagined than Adam and Souvenir

d'un Ami. How large, how finely shaped and

fragrant are their flowers ! Two very old friends

in this range of colour deserve also a good word :

Goubault for its exquisite fragrance, and Princesse

Marie for greenhouse culture only, as its magni-
ficent flowers seldom or never open in the open
air. Many so-called yellow roses are in this

group ; but very few, however, deserve the appel-

lation. Vicomtesse de Gazes and Elise Sauvage
are well-known roses, and really are not yet sur-

passed; the latter has, apparently, of late years

become very delicate in its habit : this is to be

regretted, for it is one of the most beautiful of

roses. Canary, a new semi-double rose from

Lyons ; in bud it is of the most brilliant yellow,

and quite charming, but it must always be

gathered when in bud.

Moire and Barbot, two pale flesh-coloured roses,

tinted with fawn, are very double and fine ; the

former is one of the largest roses of this class.

Devoniensis, the only Tea-scented Rose ever

raised in England, is still unrivalled : its creamy
white flowers, with their delicate rose tint, are

always beautiful. Among these almost white

roses Madame Willermoz is very fine ;
its flowers

are slightly tinted in the centre with salmon;
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it is one of the most robust and hardy of Tea

Roses. Julie Mansais and Niphetos are two

pure white roses of first-rate excellence. Louise

de Savoie, a large and fine rose, and Narcisse, the

latter an improvement on Pactolus, are beautiful

pale yellow roses. So far we have gone through
the shades of colour in this class, leaving only that

remarkable class of which Safrano is the type : the

buds of this rose, as is well known, are of a deep

fawn before expansion, and then very beautiful ;

but they soon fade on opening, and lose all their

beauty. In this class of roses a new variety, ex-

hibited in 1853, in Paris, raised at Dijon, and

called Grloire de Dijon, is a great acquisition ; its

flowers are as large and as durable as those of the

Bourbon Souvenir de la Malrnaison, which they

much resemble in shape ;
but their colour, nearly

as deep as the buds of Safrano, is most striking ;

its foliage is as thick and large, and its habits as

robust as those of the above well-known Bourbon

Rose, and as it opens freely in our climate it is

highly popular.* Another fawn-coloured rose

raised at Lyons, which is new, also deserves

attention ; it is called Auguste Vacher ; its flowers

are not so large as those of Grloire de Dijon,

but double and of a deeper, brighter fawn-colour

something like Noisette Ophirie ;
its habit is most

vigorous and robust. Madame William, a rose

* I have very recently learned that it succeeds perfectly in

the north, and that near Aberdeen it has bloomed beautifully.
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like that fine old rose Elise Sauvage, but hardier,

is a kind quite worthy of culture.

Madame de St. Joseph, pale salmon tinted with

pink, is nearly unique in colour ; but its flowers

are often very irregular in their shape. Souvenir

d'Elise Vardon is a new creamy white rose, tinted

with rose, and a distinct variety always beautiful.

But very few distinct roses of this class have

been recently introduced, although many new

varieties have. Due de Magenta, and the Presi-

dent are, however, good kinds, with very large

rose-coloured flowers, tinted with fawn. The new

yellow Tea Eose, the Golden Ball (La Boule d'Or),

scarcely deserves its name, for its buds are pointed,

and its flowers, when open, flat
;
in colour it is of a

bright yellow, and, till we have a yellow rose in

shape like Grloire de Dijon, it will be cultivated.

Grloire de Bordeaux is a new variety with the

vigorous habit of the Bourbon Sir Joseph Paxton,

to which it bears some resemblance; its large,

coarse rose-coloured flowers are however very fra-

grant, and the variety is well calculated for training

to walls. Madame Falcot, like Safrano, but deeper

in its beautiful fawn-colour, and giving flowers more

double, is a charming variety. Comtesse OuvarofF

and TriomphedeGuillot, the former rose-coloured,

the latter pale flesh, nearly white, shaded with rose

and salmon is a fine and distinct rose, remarkably

fragrant.
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Culture.

As these interesting roses require more care in

their culture in the open air than any yet de-

scribed, I will endeavour to give the most explicit

directions I am able, so as to insure at least a

ohance of success. One most essential rule must

be observed in all moist soils and situations : when

grown on their own roots in moist soils they must

have a raised border in some warm and sheltered

place. This may be made with flints or pieces of

rock in the shape of a detached rock border, or a

four-inch cemented brick wall, one foot or eighteen

inches high, may be built on the southern front of

a wall, thick hedge, or wooden fence, at a distance

so as to allow the border to be two feet wide : the

earth of this border must be removed to eighteen

inches in depth, nine inches filled up with pieces of

oricks, tiles, stones, or lime rubbish : on this, place

a layer of compost, half loam or garden mould, and

half rotten dung, well mixed, to which add some

river or white pit sand : this layer of mould ought
to be a foot thick or more, so as to allow for its

settling : the plants may be planted about two feet

apart. In severe frosty weather, in the dead of

winter (you need not begin till December),

protect them with green furze or whin branches,

or any kind of light spray that will admit the air

and yet keep off the violence of severe frost. I
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have found the branches of furze the best of all

protectors. With this treatment they will seldom

receive any injury from our severest winters, and

they will bloom in great perfection all summer.

This is the culture they require if grown as low

dwarfs on their own roots : but perhaps the most

eligible mode for the amateur is, to grow them

budded or grafted on low stems or dwarf stand-

ards of the Dog Rose; they may be then arranged

in the beds of any flower garden, and graduate in

height so as to form a bank of foliage and flowers ;

they must, however, have protection, whether

grown as standards, or dwarf standards, or dwarfs :

this may be done very effectually by placing over

each bed flexible rods, their lower ends stuck

into the earth and their tops tied in the centre

so as to form an arch, the centre about three feet

in height; this should be covered with tiffany

about the middle of November, which may remain

till the end of April. Before the tiffany is placed

over the bed, it will be good practice to cover its

surface with leaves or moss to about two inches

in depth, this will keep the soil from being frozen.

By this simple method Tea-scented Roses may
be grown in beds on their own roots, or as low-

budded plants, in exposed situations unfavourable

to their culture in the open air, when unprotected.
Another method is to remove them in Decem-

ber, and lay their roots in the ground near a

north wall or fence, their heads resting against
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the wall ;
over these a mat should be nailed during

frost. For forcing or blooming early in spring

in the greenhouse, they form beautiful plants,

budded on neat stems about one foot in height :

these, if potted in November, give abundance of

flowers in spring, of a larger size than when

grown on their own roots. Other modes of pro-

tection of standards and dwarf standards are,

either to remove them to some warm shed in

November, and lay their roots in damp mould, or

to reduce their heads and give each plant an oiled

paper cap. This is a mode practised in the north

of Italy with great success, to protect their tender

roses and other plants; and though paper caps

may not be thought objects of ornament on an

English lawn, yet the method will be found very

eligible in many cases. In March, those that have

been laid in the shed for protection may be re-

moved to the flower borders, pruning off all super-

fluous and dead shoots
; they will bloom the fol-

lowing summer in great perfection, and in general

surpass those that have been suffered to remain

in the ground without protection. Some of the

varieties are much more robust and vigorous than

others, and equally beautiful as those of more

delicate habits : it will therefore be scarcely worth

while to grow any but what are ofknown hardihood

and vigour. I have pointed out some of these in

my notice ; but time can only make a knowledge
of their habits more perfect. Budded plants of
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Tea-scented Eoses force very well
; they do not

require to be established one year in pots, for if

only potted in October or November, and forced

with a gentle heat in January and February, they

will bloom finely in March and April. The ex-

treme beauty of their foliage and flowers will

amply repay the attention given to them, as they

have a peculiar softness and delicacy of appearance
when forced and growing luxuriantly.

Tea Koses on stems, one to two feet in height,

are most desirable and beautiful plants : these

may be safely protected by placing to each plant

three stakes triangularly, sticking them firmly in

the ground, and over these stretch a piece of

tiffany. This should be tacked to the stakes with

small tacks, and brought down within two inches

of the ground, and will keep the plant in perfect

health during the winter. By the end of April,

these protectors may be removed, and the plant

pruned : this method will supersede the paper cap,

which is so liable to be destroyed by the wind.

Standards of these roses succeed well against a

south or south-east wall : their stems should not

be more than three feet high.

To protect the dormant buds of Tea-scented

Eoses the first winter after budding, the following

new idea may be practised. They should be

painted over with collodion three or four or more

times till a tolerably thick coat is formed. This

will protect the buds of tender roses from the
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effects of frost in winter and spring, and need not

be removed, as they will break through it in the

growing season without any difficulty.

To have a fine bloom of these Eoses, or, indeed,

of any of the Hybrid Perpetuals, Bourbons, or

China Koses, in pots towards the end of summer

or autumn, take plants from small pots (those

struck from cuttings in March or April will do),

and put them into six-inch, or even eight-inch

pots, using a compost of light turfy loam and

rotten manure, equal parts : to a bushel of the

compost, add half a peck of pounded charcoal, and

the same quantity of silver-sand ;
make a hotbed

of sufficient strength, say three to four feet in

height, of seasoned dung, so that it is not of a

burning heat, in a sunny exposed situation, and

on this place the pots ; then fill up all interstices

with sawdust, placing it so as to cover the rims,

and to lie on the surface of the mould in the pots

about two inches deep. The pots should have a

good sound watering before they are thus plunged,

and have water daily in dry weather ;
the bottom

heat and full exposure to the sun and air will give

the plants a vigour almost beyond belief; this

very simple mode of culture is as yet almost un-

known. I have circulated among a few friends

the above directions ;
and have no doubt that, in

the hands of skilful gardeners, some extraordinary

results may be looked for in the production of

specimens of soft-wooded plants. I may add
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that, when the heat of the bed declines towards

the middle of July, the pots must be removed,

some fresh dung added, and the bed re-made,

again plunging the plants immediately. Towards

the end of August the roots of the plants must be

ripened ;
the pots must, therefore, be gradually

lifted out of the saw-dust ;
i. e. for five or six days

expose them about two inches below their rims ;

then, after the same lapse of time, a little lower,

till the whole of the pot is exposed to the sun and

air
; they may be then removed to the greenhouse

so as to be sheltered from heavy rain. They will

blftom well in the autumn, and be in fine order

for early forcing ; if plants are required during
the summer for exhibition, or any other purpose,

care must always be taken to harden or ripen

their roots as above before they are removed from

the hot-bed.

A very excellent method of cultivating these

beautiful roses is to plant against a wall with a

warm aspect, some vigorous-growing climbing

roses, and when they are well established, bud-

ding their branches with the finer varieties; they
then bloom in the ^highest perfection. One of

the best to form a stock for this purpose is the

Banksian Eose, Eosa Fortuniana. The black

Boursault introduced by Mr. H. Curtis, and so

called from the dark colour of its shoots, is also

an excellent sort for this purpose.

Felicite Perpetuee the well-known variety of
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Eosa sempervirens may also be employed. These

vigorous-growing roses impart their nature to the

sorts budded on them, and the effect is admirable.

There is perhaps no situation in this country

in which these charming roses bloom in such high

perfection as when planted in the borders of an

orchard-house.

A Tea-scented Rose-House.

A house for those beautiful roses, to be enjoy-

able, should be span-roofed glazed with large

squares of glass, the rafters light, and the roof

fixed. Its dimensions should be as follows

width, 14 feet; height of sides, from 5 to 6 feet;

height to ridge, from 9 to 10 feet; it should be

ventilated at each side by shutters on hinges ;

or sashes 18 inches wide
;
no roof ventilation

is necessary. A nicely gravelled path, 4 feet

wide, should occupy the centre, and a border

made on each side 5 feet wide* Each border

will hold three rows of rose trees, which should

be planted so as to form two banks of roses

in this manner: the back row should be of

low standards, 3 feet in height ; the middle row,

standards 2 feet 6 inches high ;
and the row next

the path, dwarf standards 2 feet high. When the

trees are in full foliage and flower, a perfect bank

of beauty is formed ; for, owing to the favourable

climate, the trees grow with a vigour scarcely

conceivable. Previous to planting, the borders

should have a dressing of manure 6 inches thick,
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which should be well mixed with the soil to a

depth of 2 feet. I have been induced to suggest

this mode of culture for Tea-scented Koses, owing

to my having planted, in December 1862, a

border in one of my span-roofed orchard houses

with low standards of the most choice varieties of

this beautiful group. I have never, in the whole

course of my experience, seen anything in rose

culture so beautiful and so gratifying : for during

the whole of this month (May 1863) not only

their flowers but their large beautiful leaves,

unscathed by frost, wind or rain, have been a

source of untiring gratification. No artificial

heat is employed, so that the air is always pure

and most agreeable. In a house of this descrip-

tion, Tea-scented Roses will bloom beautifully

from May till November; but. in spring and

autumn say in May and part of June, and again

in September and October they will be in the

greatest perfection. In June, July, and August,
the ventilations should be open night and day
in calm weather, and closed only to exclude

violent wind.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

With attention, some very beautiful roses of

this family may be originated from seed ; but the

plants must be trained against a south wall, in a

warm, dry soil, or grown in pots, under glass : a

warm greenhouse, or the orchard house, will be
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most proper for them, so that they bloom in May,
as their hips are a long time ripening.

For yellow roses, Vicomtesse de lazes may be

planted with and fertilised by Canary, which

abounds in pollen ; some fine, roses, almost to a

certainty must be raised from seed produced by
such a union: for the sake of curiosity, a few

flowers of the latter might be fertilised with the

Double Yellow Briar, or Eosa Harrisonii. The

Old Yellow Tea Kose bears seed abundantly ; but

it has been found, from repeated experiments, that

a good or even a mediocre rose is seldom or never

produced from it
;
but fertilised with the Yellow

Briar, something original may be realised. Sou-

venir d'un Ami and Adam would produce seed of

fine quality, from which large and bright rose-

coloured varieties might be expected. Mphetos
would give pure white Tea Koses ; and Grloire de

Dijon fertilised with Safrano would probably

originate first-rate fawn-coloured roses; but the

central petals of the latter should be carefully

removed with tweezers or pliers, as its flowers are

too double for it to be a certain seed-bearer.

THE MINIATUEE EOSE.

(ROSA LAWRENCEANA.)

IN the botanical catalogues this curious little rose

is said to have been introduced from China in
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1810, and botanists have made it a species; but,

like the Kose de Meaux and Pompon Roses, which

are dwarf varieties of Rosa centifolia, this is

undoubtedly nothing but a dwarf seminal variety

of the Common China Rose. Many plants that

have been long under cultivation have a tendency
to produce from seed these pigmy likenesses of

themselves: among these little
f faerie queens,'

Grloire des Lawrenceanas is one of the prettiest

of the tribe; its flowers are of a dark crimson,

and larger than those of any other variety. La
Desiree and Pompon Bijou are both of them

bright coloured and pretty roses. Pallida is the

only variety in this division approaching to white.

Its flowers, when they first open, are nearly of

pure white, but they soon change to a pale flesh-

colour ; this is rather a delicate rose, seeming very

impatient of cold and damp.
These roses are all very impatient of moisture,

and in all moist soils require a very dry, warm,
raised border. I have not yet had an opportunity

of seeing them grow in dry soils ; but I think it

probable that the light sandy soils of Surrey

would suit them admirably. In cold situations it

will be advisable to grow them constantly in pots,

protecting them in a cold pit or frame till January,

and then, if required to bloom early, remove them

to a warm situation in the greenhouse, or force

them with the Tea-scented Roses. A collection

of these little rose-bushes, covered with their

L
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bright flowers in March and April, will be found

one of the most eligible and unique ornaments

for the drawing-room.

THE NOISETTE KOSE.

(ROSA NOISETTIANA.)

Rosier Noisette.

THE original of this remarkable group, the eBlush

Noisette' Rose, was raised from seed in America

by Monsieur Philippe Noisette, and sent by him
to his brother, Monsieur Louis Noisette, the well-

known nurseryman at Paris, in the year 1817.

Perhaps no new rose was ever so much admired

as this. When first introduced its habit was so

peculiar, and so unlike any other known variety,

that the Parisian amateurs were quite enraptured
with it. It was produced from the seed of the

old Musk Rose (Rosa moschata), the flowers of

which had been fertilised with the Common China

Rose.

The perfume of the Musk Rose is very appa-
rent : its tendency to bloom in large clusters also

shows its affinity to that old and very remarkable

rose ; but since its introduction to France so many
seedlings have been raised from it, and so many
of these are evidently hybrids of the Tea-scented

and other roses, that some of the roses called
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'Noisettes' have almost lost the characters of the

group ;
for in proportion as the size of the flowers

has been increased by hybridising, their clustering

tendency, and the number of them in one corymb,
has been diminished.

Since the introduction of so many beautiful

autumnal roses of other families, Noisette Roses

have declined in favour ;
. there are, however, still

a few distinct and pretty varieties quite worthy
of being retained in the rose-garden. The two

pretty white roses, Aimee Vibert and Miss Grlegg,

the latter slightly tinted with rose, are among
them ; they are both dwarf and compact in their

habits, and form pretty bushes. Jeanne d'Arc, a

pure white rose of a vigorous habit, and a nice

pillar rose, is also worthy of culture.

Fellenberg and Octavie are two pretty crimson

roses, and Vicomtesse d'Avesne is a very neat

rose-coloured rose, blooming most abundantly-

Caroline Marniesse is a creamy white, and also a

most abundant bloomer.

We now come to a distinct group of this family,

which may be called Tea-scented Noisettes, as

they partake so largely of the habit, and have the

fragrance of the Tea Rose. The oldest one in this

group is Jaune (Desprez), or Noisette Desprez,
raised by Monsieur Desprez. It was at one time

highly esteemed, and even now its fawn-coloured

and very fragrant flowers are often, in autumn,

very beautiful. It forms a fine standard. La-

L 2
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marque, with its pale, straw-coloured flowers, and

Phaloe, with pale, flesh-coloured, fawn -tinted

flowers, are of this race, and two fine roses. To

the former we owe that most glorious of all yel-

low roses (when in perfection), the Cloth of Gold,

or Chromatella. Even at this distance of time I

have not forgotten the delight I felt on seeing

this rose in full bloom at Angers in 1843. Its

flowers were like large golden bells. The tree

was a standard trained to a wall, and each flower

was pendulous so that their bright yellow centres

were most conspicuous. Although twenty years

have since elapsed, no yellow rose has approached

in beauty this grand and remarkable variety. It

is true we have had new yellow Noisette Roses in

abundance, all of which were to outshine my old

favourite ; but they have all sunk into mediocrity,

and we have yet to gain a rose from seed equal to

the Cloth of Gold in form and colour, and as

hardy and free blooming as Gloire de Dijon.

With Chromatella I introduced in 1843 Solfaterre,

a rose of the same parentage, and almost its equal

in beauty ; it is, however, more free in giving its

flowers. Augusta, an American rose, is so much

like Solfaterre as not to be distinguished from it

by any ordinary observer. Ophirie is a bright

fawn, or perhaps copper-coloured rose, tinted with

salmon sometimes, in autumn very pretty. A
new rose of this class of colour, Marie Charge,

more yellow in its tint than Ophirie, and shaded
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with carmine, promises to be a most interesting

acquisition.

Very recently some acquisitions have been made

to this group ;
one of the most so is Isabella Gray,

raised from seed of the Cloth of Grold Rose, by
Mr. Gray, a florist, at Charleston, South Carolina.

This is of a most beautiful bright yellow, quite

as bright as the interior of the flowers of the

Cloth of Grold; its buds are, however, so hard

that they open very rarely. It should be planted

against a wall with a warm aspect. Celine Fores-

tier is also a bright yellow Noisette Kose quite

worthy of culture. Another yellow Noisette Rose,

Triomphe de Rennes, will also be found very

interesting. This was raised at Rennes from

Noisette Lamarque, and seems to be crossed with

the Bourbon Rose, Madame Angelina; its flowers

are yellow, tinted with fawn and rose
; it is not a

vigorous grower, but it blooms freely. Madame
Schulz is another new yellow rose of this class ;

it is the most vigorous grower of all, but appears

to be very chary in giving its flowers, requiring

the treatment recommended for the Cloth of Grold

Rose given under ( Culture,' Madame Massot is

a new large-flowered white Noisette Rose, tinted

slightly with rose; it partakes of the Bourbon

Rose habit, and is a robust grower and free

bloomer. And very recently, a new rose of this

class has been introduced from America, named

America; it is a most vigorous grower, and its
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flowers are much like those of Gloire de Dijon
both in colour and shape, only not so beautiful.

The plant has also the same robust vigorous

habit.

Culture.

The dwarf kinds of Noisettes, such as Aimee

Vibert, Fellenberg, &c., make pretty bushes for

beds. The Tea-scented Noisettes are only adapted
for walls and for pillars in warm situations in

the south of England, requiring even then the

protection recommended for pillar roses, p. 114.

A well-grown pillar of such a rose as Cloth of

Grold would have a fine effect. This rose re-

quires some peculiarities in its treatment, for it is

in our cool climate a shy bloomer.* It should be

planted against a wall with a warm aspect, the

soil well manured and stirred twenty inches deep,

and its long robust shoots, which it always makes,

not shortened, but trained to their full length, if

in a serpentine manner so much the better ; the

second year these shoots will give grand trusses

of bloom from all the buds in the upper part of

the shoot. As soon as the blooms are past, cut

out the shoots close to the ground and encourage

* A very nice method of cultivating this rose is to plant a

Banksian Eose against a wall (Fortuniana is the best variety),

and after it has made sufficient growth bud it with it. This

stock also suits well the other yellow Noisettes, and all the Tea-

scented Eoses.
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the growth of others during the summer to bloom

the following season. When the tree is very

vigorous one or two of the shoots that have

bloomed the preceding summer may be left, the

blooming spikes shortened, and they will some-

times give autumnal flowers. This treatment may
be applied to Madame Schulz and Isabella Gray,
if they prove to be shy bloomers. The Cloth of

Gold Eose flourishes remarkably well in Jersey,

where I have heard of some very fine trees. As

standards, Noisette Roses require but little culture
;

the principal care is to be prompt in cutting off

the decayed and decaying clusters of flowers

during the blooming season; and, in March, to thin

out their superfluous branches. The Tea-scented

Noisettes are, however, too tender for this culture,

unless in warm situations. In a garden at Upper

Clapton, near London, is a standard Noisette

Desprez, about fifteen years old. It is a magnifi-
cent tree. For ornamenting wire fences,the Dwarf
Noisette Roses are nicely adapted, as they can be

trained with great facility, and they will form,

in such situations, a blooming boundary for at

least four months in the year.

Raising Varieties front, Seed.

But few of the Noisette Roses will bear seed

in this country ; the following, however, if planted

against a south wall, and carefully fertilised, would
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probably produce some interesting varieties. The

object should be to obtain dark crimson varieties

with large flowers, and for this purpose Fellenberg

should be fertilised with Gloire de Eosomene.

Solfaterre with the Tea Eose, Vicomtesse de Gazes,

would probably give yellow varieties, and these

would be large and fragrant, as in Lamarque and

Jaune Desprez. In these directions for procuring

seed from roses by fertilising, I have confined my-
self to such varieties as are almost sure to produce

it ; but much must be left to the amateur, as many
roses may be made fertile by removing their central

petals, and, consequently, some varieties that I

have not noticed may be made productive.

THE MUSK EOSE.

(ROSA MOSCHATA.)

Rosier Muscate.

THE White Musk Eose is one of the oldest in-

habitants of our gardens, and probably more

widely spread over the face of the earth than any
other rose. It is generally supposed that the attar

of roses is prepared in India from this species, and

that this is also the rose of the Persian poets,*

* The following anecdote is narrated by the late Sir John

Malcolm in his sketches of Persia. I have, moreover, heard it
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in the fragrant groves of which they love to de-

scribe their '

bulbul,' or nightingale, as enchant-

ing them witfcits tuneful notes. The probability

that this is the famed rose of Persia is strength-

ened by the fact that it is much more fragrant

in the evening, or in the cool weather of autumn,

than at any other time or season, and probably in

the hot climate of Persia, only so in the coolness

of night, when nightingales delight to sing. A
recent traveller also remarks that the roses of

Persia are remarkably small and fragrant. There

are, doubtless, many seminal varieties of the

species ;
their flowers differing in colour, but pos-

sessing the leading features of the original. Oli-

vier, who travelled in the first six years of the

French republic, mentions a rose tree at Ispahan,

called the f Chinese Rose Tree,' fifteen feet high,

formed by the union of several stems, each four

or five inches in diameter. Seeds from this tree

were sent to Paris, and .produced the common
Musk Rose. It seems therefore possible and pro-

bable, that this has been the parent of nearly all

from his own lips, told in his peculiar spirited manner while he

resided here.
' A breakfast was given to us at a beautiful spot

near the Hazar Bagh, or thousand gardens, in the vicinity of

Shiraz
; and we were surprised and delighted to find that we

were to enjoy this meal on a stack of roses. On this a carpet was

laid, and we sat cross-legged like the natives. The stack, which

was as large as a common one of hay in England, had been

formed without much trouble from the heaps of rose leaves,

collected before they were sent into the city to be distilled.'
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their garden roses ; for, like most orientals, their

habits are not, and have not been, enterprising

enough to stimulate them to import roses from

distant countries. Large and very old plants of

the Musk Rose may sometimes be seen in the

gardens of old English country houses.

Eponine is a pure white, and very double va-

riety, one of the prettiest of the group. Princesse

de Nassau is a distinct and good variety, very

fragrant, and blooming in large clusters; the

flower-buds, before they open, are nearly yellow,

changing to cream-colour as they expand. The

Ranunculus, or new White Musk, is merely an

improved variety of the old or original Musk

Rose, with flowers more double.

Rivers's Musk, raised here from Italian seed,

is a pretty, free-blooming rose, with flowers of a

rosy buff, and very fragrant.

Moschata Nivea, or the f Snow Bush,' and one

or two other roses from Nepaul, have the scent

peculiar to this group; but as they bloom but

once in the summer, and differ totally, in some

other respects, from the true Rosa Moschata, I

have not included them. For the culture of the

roses of this division, that recommended for Noi-

sette Roses, in beds and as standards, may be

adopted, as their habits are very similar.
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THE MACARTNEY ROSE.

(ROSA BRACTEATA.)

THE single Macartney Rose was brought from

China, in 1795, by Lord Macartney, on his re-

turn from his embassy to that country. It now

forms the original of a pretty family; but as it

does not bear seed freely, even in France, fine

varieties, as yet, are not abundant; its strictly

evergreen and shining foliage is a beautiful fea-

ture ;
and I hope ere long to see numerous varie-

ties, with double flowers of the same brilliant hues

as our other fine roses possess. Time will prove ;

but I think it is not too much to anticipate that,

ultimately, we shall not be satisfied unless all our

roses, even the Moss Roses, have evergreen foliage,

brilliant and fragrant flowers, and the habit of

blooming from June till November. This seems

to be an extravagant anticipation ; but persever-

ance in gardening will yet achieve wonders. The

Double (the old variety) was the first double

Macartney Rose raised from seed : it is mentioned

here to caution any one from planting it, as it is

totally worthless, its flowers constantly dropping

off without opening. Maria Leonida is now an

established favourite : its fine bell-shaped flowers

of the purest white, sometimes slightly tinged

with pink towards their centre, and its bright red

anthers peeping from among its central petals,
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give it an elegant and pleasing character. Rosa

Hardii, or Rosa berberifolia Hardii, is a most

interesting rose, raised from seed by Monsieur

Hardy, of the Luxembourg Gardens, from Rosa

involucrata, a variety of Rosa bracteata, fertilised

with that unique rose, Rosa berberifolia, or the

Single Yellow Persian Rose. This curious hybrid,

like its Persian parent, has single yellow flowers

with a dark eye (much like Cistus formosus),

and evergreen foliage; it is not quite hardy. It

will probably be the parent of an entirely new

group; and what can be imagined more interesting

in roses than varieties with double yellow flowers

and evergreen leaves !

Culture.

Macartney Roses sometimes suffer when exposed

to severe frost in the open borders of the flower-

garden: they will therefore require the same

protection as recommended for the Noisette Roses

in cold situations. Maria Leonida is a fine border

rose; for, by pegging down its shoots as they are

produced in summer, a few plants soon cover a

bed or clump with a dense mass of foliage and

flowers, ornamenting the flower-garden from three

to four months in summer and autumn.

Raising Varieties from Seed.

It requires the burning sun of Italy* to make
these roses produce their seed

; yet, by persever-
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ance and careful cultivation, this desirable end

may be obtained. To raise a double variety of

Rosa Hardii is. at any rate, worth attempting. A
flued wall must be used to train the plants to; and

in small gardens, where there is not such a con-

venience, a hollow wall might be built about four

or five feet in height and ten or twelve feet long,

of two courses of four-inch brickwork, with a space

between, into one end of which an Arnott's stove

might be introduced, and a pipe carried in a

straight line through to the opposite end (each end

must of course be built up to keep in the-hot air);

this pipe would heat the air between the two

courses of brickwork sufficiently for the purpose.

A fire should be kept every night from the middle

of May to the middle of July; and this treatment

would possibly induce some of these roses to give

their seed. Rosa Hardii would bloom freely if

trained to a hot wall ; and, if fertilised with the

Double Yellow Briar, seed may perhaps be ob-

tained. Maria Leonida, planted in an orchard

house, and fertilised with the Tuscany Rose,

might also give some curious hybrids. This is

all speculative ; but such speculations are, unlike

many others, exceedingly innocent and interest-
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EOSA MICKOPHYLLA.

(THE SMALL-LEAVED ROSE.)

EOSA MICROPHYLLA RUBRA, from which we have

derived all our varieties of this pretty family, was

introduced from the East in 1823. It is nearly
allied to the Macartney, and is most probably a

Chinese hybrid of that rose. The original im-

ported plant bearing double flowers makes it ap-

pear more probable that it is a mere garden

variety. I have received seed from Italy of this

rose, and find that plants from it, to use a florist's

term, sport amazingly, no two appearing alike.

Several varieties were formerly cultivated, but

having no fragrance and but little beauty, they
have gone out of cultivation. The original sort

is by far the prettiest, as its prickly calyx is very
remarkable.

Culture.

This rose is not hardy enough to bear exposure
in wet and cold soils ; it will perhaps grow for a

time, but seldom bloom well. A warm and dry
elevated border or a south wall will suit it ad-

mirably : but to see this very curious rose bloom

in perfection, bud it on short stems of the Dog
Eose, and treat it exactly as recommended for

the Tea-scented Eoses ;
it will then bloom freely,

either in pots or in the flower-borders, and form

delightful little plants, quite unique in their cha-

racter and appearance.
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PART III.

GENERAL CULTUEE AND PKOPAGATION

OF ROSES.

TREATMENT OF THE SEED, SOWING, &c.

THE HIPS of all the varieties of roses will in

general be fully ripe by the beginning of Novem-

ber ; they should then be gathered and kept entire,

in a flower-pot filled with dry sand, carefully

guarded from mice ; in February, or by the first

week in March, they must be broken to pieces

with the fingers, and sown in flower-pots, such as

are generally used for sowing seeds in, called

(

seed-pans,' but for rose seeds they should not

be too shallow; nine inches in depth will be

enough; these should be nearly, but not quite,

filled with a rich compost of rotten manure and

sandy loam or peat ;
the seeds may be covered, to

the depth of about half an inch, with the same

compost; a piece of kiln wire must then be placed

over the pot, fitting closely at the rim, so as to

prevent the ingress of mice, which are passionately
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fond of rose seeds ; there must be space enough
between the wire and the mould for the young

plants to come up ; half an inch will probably be

found enough ;
the pots of seed must never be

placed under glass, but kept constantly in the

open air,, in a full sunny exposure, as the wire

will shade the mould, and prevent its drying.

Water should be given occasionally in dry

weather ;
the young plants will perhaps make

their appearance in April or May, but very often

the seed will not vegetate till the second spring.

When they have made their f

rough leaves,' that

is, when they have three or four leaves, exclusive

of their seed leaves, they must be carefully raised

with the point of a narrow pruning-knife, potted

into small pots, and placed in the shade : if the

weather be very hot and dry, they may be covered

with a hand-glass for a few days. They may re-

main in those pots a month, and then be planted

out into a rich border; by the end of August

those that are robust growers will have made

shoots long enough to take buds from. Those

that have done so may be cut down, and one or

two strong stocks budded with each ; these will3

the following summer, make vigorous shoots, and

the summer following, if left unpruned, to a cer-

tainty they will produce flowers. This is the

only method to insure seedling roses flowering

the third year: many will do so that are not

budded ; but very often the superior varieties are
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shy bloomers on their own roots, till age and

careful culture give them strength.

It may be mentioned here, as treatment ap-

plicable to all seed-bearing roses, that when it is

de&irable the qualities of a favourite rose should

preponderate, the petals of the flower to be fer-

tilised must be opened gently with the fingers ;

*

* It requires some watchfulness to do this at the proper time :

if too soon, the petals will be injured in forcing them open : and

in hot weather in July, if delayed only an hour or two, the

anthers will be found to have shed their pollen. To ascertain

precisely when the pollen is in a fit state for transmission, a few

of the anthers should be gently pressed with the finger and

thumb
;

if the yellow dust adheres to them the operation may be

performed ;
it requires close examination and some practice to

know when the flower to be operated upon is in a fit state to

receive the pollen ;
as a general rule, the flowers ought to be in

the same state of expansion, or, in other words, about the same

age. It is only in cases where it is wished for the qualities of a

particular rose to predominate that the removal of the anthers of

the rose to be fertilised is necessary : thus, if a yellow climbing

rose is desired by the union of the Yellow Briar with the Ayr-

shire, every anther should be removed from the latter, so that it

is fertilised solely with the pollen of the former. In some cases,

where it is desirable to have the qualities of both parents in. an

equal degree, the removal of the anthers need not take place ;

thus, I have found by removing them from, the Luxembourg

Moss, and fertilising that rose with a dark variety of Kosa

Gallica, that the features of the Moss Eose are totally lost in its

offspring, and they become nearly pure varieties of Eosa Gallica ;

but if the anthers of the Moss Eose are- left untouched, and it is

fertilised with Eosa Gallica, interesting hybrids are the result,

more or less mossy ;
this seems to make superfetation very pro-

bable ; yet Dr. Lindley, in '

Theory of Horticulture,' page 332,
' thinks it is not very likely to occur.'

M
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a flower that would expand in the morning should

be opened the afternoon or evening previous, and

the anthers all removed with a pair of pointed

scissors
;
the following morning when this flower

is fully expanded it must be fertilised with a

flower of some variety, of which it is desired to

have seedlings partaking largely of its qualities.

To exemplify this we will suppose that a climbing
Moss Eose with red or crimson flowers is wished

for: the flowers of the Blush Ayrshire, which

bears seed abundantly, may be selected, and

before expansion the anthers removed
; the fol-

lowing morning, or as soon after the operation as

these flowers open, they should be fertilised with

those of the Luxembourg Moss ; if the operation

succeed, seed will be procured, from which the

probability is that a climbing rose will be pro-

duced with the habit and flowers of the Moss

Eose, or at least an approximation to them ; and

as these hybrids often bear seed freely, by repeat-

ing the process with them, the at-present apparent

remote chance of getting a climbing Moss Eose

may be brought very near.

I mention the union of the Moss and Ayrshire

Eoses by way of illustration, and merely to point

out to the amateur how extensive and how

interesting a field of operations is open in this

way. I ought to give a fact that has occurred in

my own experience, which will tell better with the

sceptical than a thousand anticipations. About
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four years since, in a pan of seedling Moss Roses,

was one with a most peculiar habit, even when

very young ; thi^
has since proved a hybrid rose,

partaking much more of the Scotch Rose than of

any other, and till the plant arrived at full growth

I thought it a Scotch Rose, the seed of which had

by accident been mixed with that of the Moss

Rose, although I had taken extreme care : to my
surprise it has since proved a perfect hybrid,

having the sepals and the fruit of the Provence

Rose, with the spiny and dwarf habit of the

Scotch Rose ; it bears abundance of hips, which

are all abortive.* The difference in the fruit of

the Moss and Provence Roses and that of the

Scotch is very remarkable, and this it was which

drew my particular attention to the plant in

question ; it was raised from the same seed, and

in the same seed-pan, as the Single Crimson Moss

Rose : as this strange hybrid came from a Moss

Rose accidentally fertilised, we may expect that

art will do much more for us.

The following extract from the 'Botanical

Register' for January 1840 will, I think, go to

prove that these expectations are not without

foundation :

principal reason for publishing a figure

* It is more than probable that if the flowers of this rose were

fertilised with those of the single Moss Eose, they would pro-

duce seed from which some curious hybrid Moss Eoses might be

expected.

M 2
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of this very remarkable plant, Fuchsia Standishii,

is because it is a mule between Fuchsia fulgens

and Fuchsia globosa, two plants as dissimilar as

possible in the same genus. The former, indeed,

figured in this work for the year 1838, tab. 1,

differs in so many respects from the common

species of the genus, especially in having an her-

baceous stem and tuberous roots, that it has been

supposed impossible that it should be a Fuchsia

at all. It now, however, appears, from the fact

of its crossing freely with the common Fuchsias,
"

that it produces hybrids, and really does belong
to the genus. These hybrids are completely

intermediate between the two parents: in this

case having the leaves, flowers, and habit of their

mother, Fuchsia globosa, with the hairiness and

tenderness of foliage of their father, some of his

colouring, and much of his herbaceous character.

It is by no means necessary to take Fuchsia

globosa for the female parent, as Fuchsia fulgens

is found to intermix readily with many other

species. That which is now figured is the hand-

somest I have seen. It was raised by Mr. John

Standish, nurseryman, Bagshot, who sent me

specimens last July, together with flowers of

several others of inferior appearance. He tells

me that it is an exceedingly free bloomer, with a

stiff erect habit ; and I can state, from my personal

knowledge, that the plant is very handsome.'

Now this is from Dr. Lindley, who may be
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quoted as a weighty authority ; and this plant

is a hybrid between two, one of which, I believe,

it was seriously, contemplated to place out of the

genus Fuchsia, so dissimilar did it appear to any

known species of that genus. After this we may

hope for a Mossy Bourbon Rose, and a Yellow

Ayrshire.

PROPAGATION OF SUMMER ROSES.

THERE are four modes of propagation applicable

to Summer Roses, viz. by layers, by cuttings, by

budding, and by grafting. Layering may be

performed in spring, summer, and autumn : the

two latter seasons only can be recommended ; but

if any are forgotten or omitted by accident, the

operation in spring will often give success ; still,

as summer layering is the most legitimate, I shall

give directions for that my first notice.

About the middle of July, in most seasons, the

shoots will be found about eighteen inches or two

feet in length ;
from these, two thirds of their

length, the leaves should be cut off, close to the

shoot, beginning at the base, with a very sharp
knife ; the shoot must then be brought to the

ground, so as to be able to judge in what place

the hole must be made to receive it ; this may be

made large enough to hold a quarter of a peck of

compost : in heavy and retentive soils this should
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be rotten dung and pit sand in equal quantities,

well mixed ; the shoot must then be 6

tongued,' i. e.

the knife introduced just below a bud, and brought

upwards, so as to cut about half way through ;
this

must be done at the side or back of the shoot (not

by any means at the front or in the bend), so that

the tongue does not close ; to make this certain a

small piece of glass or thin earthenware may be

introduced to keep it open. Much nicety is required

to have the tongue at the upper part of the shoot,

so as not to be in the part which forms the bow, as

it is of consequence that it should be within two

inches of the surface, so as to feel the effects of

the atmospheric heat
; unless this is attended to,

the roots will not be emitted quickly; the tongued

part must be placed in the centre of the compost,
and a moderate-sized stone put on the surface of

the ground to keep the layer in its place. The

first week in November the layers may be taken

from the parent plant, and either potted as re-

quired, or planted out where they are to remain.

Those shoots not long enough in July and August

may be layered in October, when the layers are

taken from the stools, and, if any are forgotten,

February and March will be the most favourable

months for the operation ;
as a general rule, July

is the most proper season.
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PROPAGATION OF SUMMEK ROSES

BY CUTTINGS.

To procure early cuttings, so has to have plants

ready for planting out in June, strong plants

must be placed in the forcing-house in December ;

these will make vigorous shoots, which, when

throughly ripe in March, should be made into

cuttings about six inches in length ;
the leaves

must be left on that part of the cutting above the

surface. Supposing the cutting to contain six

buds, from three of these the leaves may be re-

moved, or, if they are very large, even four,

leaving two buds with the leaves attached. The

cuttings may be planted singly in small pots

filled one third with small pieces of broken pots

(on these must the end of the cutting rest), and

the remainder with light mould, or peat and sand

equal quantities ;
the cuttings must then be placed

in a gentle hotbed and kept perfectly close ; no

air should be admitted, by raising the lights in

the slightest degree, except for the operation of

watering ; they must be sprinkled with tepid water

every morning and again in the afternoon, but the

latter only in bright sunny weather
; these opera-

tions should be performed as quickly as possible,

to prevent their being exposed to the exhausting
effects of the open air. They will have made
roots in a fortnight or three weeks. When this is
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ascertained, which can be done by gently turn-

ing out the plant, they should be placed in a cold

frame and still kept close. After being a week

in this situation they may be potted into large

pots. This is a very interesting method of propa-

gation, and the plants made in this manner form

very pretty bushes of compact growth ; it is

applicable to all roses : even Moss Roses will

strike root if treated' as above : they require more

patience, as they are longer in forming their roots

than many, as are also the Provence. Care must

be taken that the shoots, before being formed into

cuttings, are perfectly ripe : an invariable sign of

their maturity is when the terminal bud is formed

at the end of the shoot : this shows that they have

made their first growth ; to hasten this, the

plants should be placed in the most sunny situa-

tion, so as to mature their shoots as early as

possible.

Cuttings of Hybrid China Roses, Hybrid

Bourbons, and of all the climbing roses, may be

raised with facility by planting them in a shady
border in September. They may be made about

ten inches in length, two thirds of which should

be planted in the soil : in fact, they can scarcely

be planted too deep : one, or at most two, buds

above the surface will be enough ; on these buds

the leaves must be left untouched. These will be

fit for planting out the following autumn.
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PROPAGATION BY BUDDING.

THIS seems at present, owing to the strong wish

manifested by the present generation to do every-

thing quickly, to be the favourite mode of propa-

gation. A Summer Rose from a cutting requires

at least two seasons to form a blooming plant. A
layer is occasionally very capricious, and very loath

to make roots
; indeed, of some varieties, particu-

larly of Rosa alba, they will not by any means be

induced to form roots when layered, and are very

difficult even to be propagated by cuttings from

the forcing-house ; but these become perfectly

docile and manageable when budded, in one season

only, forming large and handsome plants. The

operation of budding is easy to do, but difficult to

describe. A longitudinal cut, not so deep as to

cut into the wood, but merely through the bark,

should be made in the clear part of the shoot,

thus
| ;

then a transverse cut, thus , at the top
of the incision : the bark on both sides this in-

cision must be opened with the flat handle peculiar

to the budding-knife, and the bud inserted. Too

many words have been wasted on the proper
method of cutting off buds for insertion, some

recommending wood to be left, i.e. the thin layer

of wood adhering to the piece of bark technically

the plate on which the bud is situated ; others

lay great stress on the necessity of removing every
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particle of wood. I will endeavour to simplify

this matter. Take a rose shoot with its buds, cut

off its leaves, leaving the footstalks about an inch

in length, and then cut off a very thin slice of

bark, about one inch in length, which should have

the bud in the centre ; this slice of bark will have,

if cut thinly enough, a layer of the wood about

the thickness of thin writing paper ; this need not

be removed, but the bud may be inserted at once

by commencing at the transverse cut and thrust-

ing it down gently. When the bud is inserted,

cut off with your knife (which should be very

sharp) a piece from the upper part of the plate,

i.e. the piece of bark with the bud attached, so

that it fits closely to the transverse cut at top ;

then bind it up firmly, but leave the bud peep-

ing out, with cotton twist, such as the tallow-

chandlers use for the wicks of candles; the

finest quality is best: this is the most eli-

gible binding known, and far preferable to mat-

ting or worsted. Budding may be commenced in

June, and performed as late as the second week

in September; if done in June, the only shoots

fit to take buds from are those that have shed

their flowers : on these alone the buds are mature.

I have occasionally known budding to succeed in

October, but after August it is at the best uncer-

tain, as the success of the operation entirely de-

pends upon the state of the weather. I must,

however, except the Manetti stock, which may be
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budded till the end of September, and even later.

If the stock to be budded be in a flourishing

vigorous state of growth, shoots two or even three

years old are quite as eligible for budding as

shoots of the current year, which are so generally

recommended.

In about thirty days after budding the ligatures

may be loosened, and in a week after be removed ;

but the former operation is scarcely necessary, for

at the end of thirty days the practice is here to

remove the ligatures entirely, and not a bud in

twenty ever fails. In the month of November,
not earlier, all the branches not budded must be

cut off from the stock cleanly, with a sharp knife,

and the budded shoots shortened to within two or

three buds of the inserted bud ; this is often done

too early in autumn, or even in summer, which

weakens the stock and prevents the vigorous

growth of the bud the following season. The
stocks will require no further care till May ; and

then weekly attention is necessary, for all the

numerous young shoots in the stock below the

bud must be carefully removed ; but the two or

three shoots above the bud must not be cut off,

but suffered to grow four or five inches, and then

have their tops pinched off; they will again break

forth, and must again and again be pinched, till

the middle of June, and then removed. This

management of budded roses is applicable to

standards of all heights as well as dwarfs.
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PKOPAGATION BY GRAFTING.

THIS may be performed in the forcing-house in

January, and in the open air in February and

March. There are many modes of grafting:

those most eligible for roses are the common

'whip-grafting,' using clay as a covering, and
'

cleft-grafting,' using wax or pitch : the former

is generally the most successful ;
and if the stocks

are potted a year before being used, strong bloom-

ing plants of the Perpetual Koses may be made in

three months,

A neighbouring amateur has been very fortu-

nate in grafting roses, merely gathering his stocks

from the hedges in January and February, and

immediately grafting and potting them after the

operation ; in doing so covering the union of the

graft firmly with mould, using no clay, so as to

leave only three or four buds above the surface,

and placing them in a gentle hotbed, in a common

garden-frame, keeping them very close. In this

simple method of operating I have seen eighteen

out of twenty grafts grow; but, owing to the

stocks not being established in pots a year, as they

ought to have been, these plants have not made

strong and luxuriant shoots the first season. Stocks

may be potted in October, if none can be had

established in pots : these may be used in January
or February with much success.
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In whip -grafting of roses in pots it will be as

well to omit the usual tongue by which in open
air the graft ia, as it were, hung on the stock;

this tongueing weakens rose-grafts too much ; as

their shoots are generally pithy. To prepare a

young stock for grafting, you must cut off its top

with a gentle slope; on the upper side of the

stock i.e. on the side of the highest part of the

slope, take off with a sharp knife a slice of bark,

with a very sniall portion of wood about 1J inch

in length; then take part of a shoot about six

inches in length, and pare its lower end down

quite thin till it fits accurately on the place, in

length and more particularly in breadth, so that

the bark on graft and stock are joined closely;

bind the graft to the stock firmly with strong

bast mat, which has been soaked in water, and

then place clay over it, so as to leave no crack

for the admission of air: presuming the stock

to be in a pot, it may be plunged in sawdust

or old tan, leaving two buds of the graft above

the surface, in a gentle hotbed, and kept close till

it has put forth its shoots; when these are three

inches in length, the clay may be taken off, and

air admitted gradually by propping up the light ;

if Perpetual Eoses, they may shortly be moved to

the greenhouse, where they will bloom in great

perfection in early spring. After this first bloom

their shoots should be shortened, and if required

they may be planted in the open borders, where
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they will flower again and again during the

summer : if Summer Koses they will flower but

once, but they will make strong shoots and

establish themselves for another season ; if a

forcing-house is used instead of a hotbed frame,

they must be plunged in the same materials, as

this keeps the clay moist, and generally ensures

success. If convenient, grafting-wax, made as fol-

lows, may be used in lieu of clay : 1 Ib. Burgundy

pitch, Ib. common pitch, 2 oz. bees'-wax, and

J oz. mutton fat, melted, and put on with a brush

while warm.

In cleft-grafting, the first operation is to cut off

your stock to the height required, with a clean

horizontal cut, taking care to make this just above

a bud: opposite to this bud, cleave your stock,

making the cleft about an inch long : and avoid,

if possible, cleaving through the stock. Your

graft, or scion, for both terms are employed, may
be from three to four inches long ; having from

three to four buds on it; cut one inch of the

lower end of your graft to the exact form of a

wedge, then pare off one side of the wedge very

thin, leaving a bud, if possible, on the thick

side ; open the cleft with the point of your knife,

or the flattened haft of a budding-knife, and

insert the thin side of your one-sided wedge, till

the barks of both stock and graft are perfectly

even ;
bind with a piece of cotton twist or

worsted; cover the side of the stock in which
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is the cleft, and also the top of the stock, with

grafting-wax, and plunge in gentle heat, as re-

commended foi^ whip-grafted roses. Grafting-

pitch must alone be used. If the grafts are small,

this is a very nice mode, but difficult to describe ;

and the same result may be obtained by rind-

grafting,* a very neat method. Before this opera-

tion the stocks must be placed in the forcing-

house for a few days, till the bark will run, i.e.

part readily from the wood ; the top of the stock

must then be cut off cleanly, and without the least

slope ; an incision, as in budding, must then be

made through the bark from the crown of the

stock downwards, about one inch in length, which

can be opened with the haft of a budding-knife ;

directly opposite to this incision a bud should be

left, if one can be found, on the stem of the stock;

the graft must then be cut flat on one side, as for

whip-grafting, and inserted between the bark and

wood, bound with bast, or cotton twist, and covered

with grafting-wax. In March this may be done

with young shoots of the current season from the

forcing-house ; they must be mature : as a rule,

take only bloom shoots that have just shed their

flowers these are always ripe. To those who love

roses, I know no gardening operation of more in-

terest than that of grafting roses in pots in winter ;

blooming plants of the Perpetual Roses are made

* The best stocks for this kind of grafting are the Kosa

Manetti.
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so quickly, and they are so constantly under ob-

servation ; but for this a small forcing-house is of

course necessary; a house twelve feet by eight feet,

with an eighteen-inch Arnott's stove, will do all

that is necessary : and the expense of a structure

of these dimensions is very moderate. What can

be done in the way of propagation in so small a

house with method is quite astonishing. A hotbed

frame will give the same results, but the plants

cannot be viewed in bad weather with equal

facility; that interest attached to watching closely

every shoot as it pushes forth to bud and bloom

in all its gay attire, is lost. To the mind happily

constituted this is a calm and untiring pleasure ;

the bud breaking through its brown wintry co-

vering into verdant leaves, replete with the deli-

cate tints so peculiar to early spring, and un-

checked by cold and withering blasts, makes us

feel vernal pleasures, even in January ;
and then

the peeping flower-buds, perhaps of some rare

and as yet unseen variety, add to these still

calm hopeful pleasures, felt only by those who

really love plants and flowers, and all the lovely

creations of nature.
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PEOPAGATION OF AUTUMNAL EOSES.

As with the Summer Eoses, these may be pro-

pagated by layers, budding, grafting, following
the same mode of culture, and by cuttings ; the

latter mode is the only one requiring special

notice, as the other methods applied to Summer
Eoses are of equal use in propagating these. All

the families in this division are propagated with

great facility by cuttings; in fact, with China,

Bourbon, and Tea Eoses, it is the only eligible

way of getting plants on their own roots. There
are three seasons in which this operation may be

performed with success, in spring, summer, and
autumn.

For spring cuttings it will be necessary to re-

sort to the forcing-house in the month of March,
when those roses that were commenced to be

forced in January will be just shedding their

first crop of flowers : these blooming shoots will

then be ripe, and, as a general rule, fit for imme-
diate propagation either for cuttings or buds, It

must be borne in mind that no shoots are mature
till their blooming is past. The cuttings may be
made with three joints or buds, from the lower

end of which the leaf should be cut, leaving the

others untouched
; the cutting must then be in-

serted about one inch into a very small pot of

light mould, or peat and sand, equal parts. With
N
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rare sorts two buds will do, or even one ;
in the

latter case, the bud must have the leaf attached,

and a small portion of wood below the bud
;

it

must be inserted in the pot so that the bud is

slightly covered with the mould. The pots should

then be plunged in sawdust or old tan, into a

gentle hotbed, and kept perfectly close, sprinkled

with tepid water every morning, and shaded from

the sun. In about a fortnight they will have

taken root ; but they must not be removed from

this close frame till they have made a shoot from

one to two inches in length. They are then safe,

and may be removed into another frame, still with

gentle heat, and have air every day to harden

them. In a week they will be fit to pot into larger

pots, and they may then be removed into the

greenhouse or cold frame, as convenient, till re-

quired for planting out in the borders in April

and May : the pots used for the above purpose

are very small, 2-J inches deep and 1 J inch over

at the top ;
if more convenient, three or five

cuttings may be placed round the side of a larger

sized pot, 3J inches deep by 3 inches over. This

method saves some trouble, but the plants are apt

to be checked when potted off; pots of the latter

size must be filled one-third with broken pieces

of pots, on which the base of the cuttings should

rest ;
the small pots require no drainage.

For summer cuttings in June and July, from

plants growing against walls or in the open borders,
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ripe shoots may be taken as above directed,

planted in pots, and placed in a cold frame, kept

close, and sprinkled every morning. These will

root slowly, but ^surely. For autumnal cuttings

any convenient and spare. shoots may be made
into cuttings, and planted under a hand-glass in

a warm exposure, about the middle or end of

September : these must have air in mild humid
weather during the winter, and be gradually

exposed to the air in April by tilting the light :

by the end of April they will be fit for potting.

All the Autumnal Roses will grow readily if the

above methods are followed, and the Hybrid

Perpetuals may be propagated even with less care,

for if cuttings about six inches in length prepared

by cutting off all the leaves but two at the top of

the cutting, are planted four inches deep in a

shady border, in a light soil, in the month of Sep-

tember, a large proportion of them will grow; in

severe winters they are apt to fail. The Damask

Perpetuals only are slow in rooting, and are pro-

pagated with more difficulty.

SPRING AND SUMMER GRAFTING OF
AUTUMNAL ROSES.

THIS is a most interesting method of propagation ?

and most simple. Stocks of any free-growing

M 2
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roses should be potted at any time in the autumn,

winter, or early spring months ; the first-named

period is the most eligible. The Manetti Kose

is the best stock ;
then comes Celine, also very

good: some of the Hybrid China Eoses will

also make good stocks. In the month of April,

the shoots of Tea-scented, Hybrid, Perpetual,

and indeed of all the Autumnal Eoses that have

been forced will be mature and in a fit state for

grafting. One certain rule may be depended

upon, when every flower on a shoot has fallen,

that shoot is ripe and in a fit state; then take

your stock, cut off cleanly all the shoots from the

stem, leaving only those at the top, which

shorten to within two inches of their base, cut off

from the side of the stock a thin slice of bark,

and fit the graft to it as in whip-grafting, as

described in page 173 ; only, instead of using bast

for tying, use cotton twist, and in binding on the

graft do not let the threads of twist touch, but

mind that you can see the bark of the stock

between each thread ; place the grafted stocks in

a close moist heat, till the grafts begin to shoot,

cutting off all the young shoots carefully from

the stock below the graft, and treat them exactly

as recommended for cuttings in page 177, hard-

ening them gradually : in a fortnight they will be

safe ;
as soon as the graft has made shoots four

or five inches long, the head of the stock should

be cut off close down to the graft : till this takes
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place all the young shoots from the top of the

stock above the graft should be shortened but

not taken off.

In May, shoots from Tea- scented, China,

Bourbon, and Noisette Koses, grown in pots in

the greenhouse, will be fit to graft. In June,

shoots from roses of the same families, growing

against walls or in other warm situations in the

open air will be fit; in the last-named month,

artificial heat for the grafts may be dispensed

with, and a close frame, well shaded with mats in

sunny weather, and the plants sprinkled morning
and evening, will do very well, unless the weather

be windy and cool ; the grafts will then require

close moist heat, either from manure or hot water ;

in the former case, a common cucumber bed and

frame, kept closely shut, will answer every pur-

pose. These summer-grafted rose-trees are nicely

adapted for pot culture: those grafted in April

and May will bloom beautifully in the green-

house till the end of December.

When the 4-inch pots in which the stocks

have been grafted become filled with roots, the

plants may be shifted into 7-inch pots, and

plunged in old tan or sawdust in a gentle hot-

bed, in a sunny exposed situation, till the end of

September, if the weather be warm and dry ; if

wet and cold, they should be removed to the

greenhouse early in the month : from the green-

house they may be repotted into 8 or 9-inch pots,
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and removed to the forcing-house : in January

they will give abundance of flowers, and amply
reward the cultivator.

DIRECTIONS FOR FORCING ROSES.

VERY few years ago forced roses were one of

the luxuries of gardening, and the matter was

looked upon as a difficult operation, in which

accomplished gardeners only were successful
;

but with modern varieties the difficulty has

vanished, and every one may have roses at least

in February, with the most simple means.

A pit 10 or 12 feet long and 8 feet wide, just

high enough to stand upright in, with a door at

one end, and a sunken path in the centre, a raised

bed on each side ot the path, and an 18-inch brick

Arnott's stove at the further end, opposite to the

door, with a pipe leading into a small brick chim-

ney outside (a chimney is indispensable), will give

great abundance of forced roses from February to

the end of May. To ensure this, a supply must

be kept ready ; so that, say twenty, may be

placed in the forcing pit about the middle of De-

cember, a like number in the middle of January,

and the same about the middle of February : they

must not be pruned till taken into the house,

when each shoot should be cut back to two or

three buds or eyes, the latter for the strong shoots.
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The fire should be lighted at seven in the morning,
and suffered to burn out about the same hour in

the evening, unless in frosty weather, when it

must be kept burning till late at night, so as to

exclude the frost; and for this purpose double

mats should be placed on the lights. The ther-

mometer should not, by fire heat, be higher in the

day than 60 during December and January : at

night it may sink to 35 without injury. The

temporary rise in a sunny day is of no conse-

quence. When the sun begins to have power, and

in sunny weather towards the end of February,

air should be given daily, and the plants be

syringed every morning about ten o'clock with

tepid water, and smoked with tobacco at night

on the least appearance of the aphis or green fly.

To ensure a fine and full crop of flowers, the

plants should be established one year in pots, and

plunged in tan or sawdust in an open exposed

place, so that their shoots are well ripened : the

pots must be often removed ; or, what is better,

they should be placed on slates to prevent their

roots striking into the ground; but with the

Hybrid and Damask Perpetuals, even if only

potted in November previous, a very good crop
of flowers may often be obtained, and a second

crop better than the first ; for the great advantage
of forcing Perpetual Roses is that after blooming
in the greenhouse or drawing-room, their young
shoots may be cut down to within two or three
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buds of their base, and the plants placed again in

the forcing-house, and a second crop of flowers

obtained. The same mode may be followed also

with the Bourbon, China, and Tea-scented Eoses ;

with the latter, indeed, a third crop may be often

obtained.

Towards the end of March, when the second

crop of flowers is coming on, the plants should

have abundance of air daily ; this will make them

hardy and robust. Syringing should be practised

every morning and evening ; but when the flower-

buds are ready to open, this must be confined to

the stems of the plants and the pots, otherwise

the flowers will be injured by the moisture.

Care must be taken to remove the plants from

the forcing-house to the greenhouse or drawing-
room before their blossoms expand; they may
then be kept in beauty many days. I have not

found the check which the plants receive by this

sudden change of temperature at all detrimental.

During their second growth the plants should be

watered once a week with manure water,* and

the surface of the pot occasionally stirred. Worked
i.e. budded roses are the most eligible for

forcing: these seldom or never fail to give an

abundant crop of flowers ; stems from 6 inches to

1-J and 2 feet are equally eligible : the latter form

* One pound of guano to twenty gallons of water forms the

very best species of liquid manure for pot cnlture; for the

borders, double that quantity will be better.
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elegant plants, and I think generally grow with

greater luxuriance than dwarfs. China and Tea-

scented Koses -on their own roots are more deli-

cate, and require more care; still one crop of

flowers may always be depended upon, even from

them: instead of forcing them for a second crop,

it will be better to place them in the greenhouse,

they will then bloom again finely in May. I

find, from experience, that all the Autumnal Koses

may be forced every year without any disad-

vantage: to ensure their well-doing, they must

be removed from the forcing-house early in June,

the surface of the pots dressed with rotten manure,
and plunged in the same, or leaves, or any light

substance. Towards the end of August they

should be carefully shifted removing a portion

of the earth from their roots and loosening the

ball of earth and roots by pressing it with the

fingers into a compost of light loam and rotten

dung, two-thirds of the former to one-third of the

latter (this is, on the whole, the very best compost
for potted roses), watered, and again plunged till

required for forcing : this shifting would be better

performed in June ; but, as the weather is then

often hot and dry, roses worked on the Dog
Rose are apt to suffer. Pots of the sizes called

near London 24's and 16's* are the best sizes for

* The respective sizes of these pots are, 24's, 7^ inches deep,

and 8 inches over, measuring across the top of the pot ; 16's, 8

inches deep, 9 inches in diameter.
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strong plants of roses for forcing: when potted,

the large and unyielding roots should be cut off

close, so that the plants may stand in the centre of

the pots, the fibrous and small roots merely tipped.

The treatment recommended for roses in a pit

with Arnott's stove may be pursued with roses in

a house with smoke-flues or hot-water pipes.

Arnott's stove is recommended as an economical

and eligible mode of heating, practised here to

some extent with success for several years : on.

these stoves an iron pan, fitted to the top, should

always be kept full of water. To sum up, give

forced roses plenty of heat and plenty of air

during the day, and a low temperature, say from

35 to 45, at night.

CULTIVATION OF EOSES IN POTS
FOE THE GEEENHOUSE.

FOR this purpose a selection should be made of

some of the finer varieties of China and Tea-

scented Eoses on their own roots; it may also

include such Bourbons as the Queen, Acidalie,

Aurore du Guide, Souvenir de la Malmaison, and

Noisettes, Miss Grlegg, and Solfaterre. These

are all of dwarfish and compact habit, and free

bloomers. Presuming these roses to be procured,

in the spring or summer, in the usual small pots

they are generally grown in by the cultivators
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for sale, they should be immediately potted into

pots called 32's (these are generally 7 inches deep,

by 6 over at the surface), in a compost of turfy

sandy loam and well-rotted manure, of the pro-

portions given in p. 184; the loam must not

be sifted, but merely chopped into pieces as

large as a walnut: the fine mould, which will,

as a matter of course, result from this chopping,

must not be separated from the pieces of turf, but

all must be well mixed with the manure or leaf-

mould. The pots should then be filled about one-

fourth with broken pieces of crockery or potsherds,

the plants taken from the small pots, and the balls

of earth gently pressed so as to loosen them ; place

each plant in the centre of the large pot ; press

the earth well round them ; give a soaking of

water and plunge them in sawdust or tan, in

some sunny exposed place, where they may have

all the sun our fickle climate will give them.

They may remain plunged till early in October,

when they should be removed into the greenhouse,
but a fortnight before taking them into their

winter-quarters, lift every pot, and place it on the

surface of the bed in which they have been

plunged : their roots then become hardened, and

bear the dry warm air of the greenhouse without

injury : they should at this time also be pruned
into any handsome desirable shape (a compact
bush is perhaps the prettiest), or, if tall plants are

required, the long shoots may be fastened to a
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neat painted stick. Eoses thus treated will come

into bloom in the greenhouse in April, and con-

tinue one of its brightest ornaments till the begin-

ning of June
; they should then be repotted into

larger pots, if large plants are wished for, and

again plunged in the open air till the autumn :

care must be taken to place the pots on slates, to

prevent their roots getting through the bottoms

of the pots. If compact and pretty little plants

are required, the same pots may be used, merely

reducing the roots, so that the pot will hold a small

quantity of compost for the plant to feed upon.

A most excellent compost for potted roses may be

made as follows : Pare some turf from a loamy

pasture : the parings must not be more than one

inch in thickness ; bake them in an oven about

twelve hours, when the temperature is equal to

that just after it has been used for baking bread ;

they must not be burned :

*
this, chopped as before

directed, with one-third of rotten manure, or

leaf-mould, forms one of the verynnest of composts.

The plants must be looked to carefully in spring,

and whenever infested by the aphis or green

fly, tobacco-smoke must be applied. Mildew is

easily destroyed by sprinkling sulphur on the

foliage, and suffering it to remain undisturbed for

* I have used, with much success, turf roasted on a sheet of

iron (placed on temporary brickwork), under which a moderate

fire has been kept : about ane hour's roasting is sufficient. This

chars the turfy side, and acts most beneficially.
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one or two days ;
the plants should then be

plentifully syringed : extraordinary luxuriance of

growth may be given by watering them once a

week with guano-water.
A season may be saved in the growth of these

roses, if plants in larger pots than those they are

usually sold in are purchased : if thjese are pro-

cured in the autumn or winter, they may be

placed in the greenhouse at once with a certainty

of succeeding.

CULTIVATION OF SUMMEE KOSES
IN POTS.

FOR this purpose, a selection of the finest double

varieties are alone eligible. Plants worked on neat

stems not more than four inches high, and with

fibrous compact roots, so that they will admit of

being placed in the centre of the pots, should be

potted late in October or early in November,
in 24-sized or 8-inch pots, in a compost of loam

and rotten manure, or loam and leaf-mould and

manure, in equal quantities ; if to a bushel of this

compost half a peck of pounded charcoal is added,

it will be improved. After potting they should

be placed on slates, and then plunged in sawdust

or old tan, so that the surface of the mould in

the pots is covered about two inches in depth with

the material used for plunging. A sunny exposed
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situation is better than under a wall, for when

placed near a wall the branches always incline

from it, so that the plant, in lieu of being round

and compact, as it ought to be, becomes one-sided
;

in February following they may be pruned in

closely, i. e. to within two or three buds of the

base of each shoot, and remain plunged during

the summer ; additional vigour may be given by

removing the sawdust or tan from the surface of

the pots in March, and substituting rotten manure ;

during the summer all suckers must be carefully

removed, and in June, July, and August, all luxu-

riant shoots shortened, by pinching off their ends,

and superfluous shoots nipped in the bud ; so that

each plant is made to form a neat compact bush,

not too much crowded with shoots. If this is

properly attended to, they will scarcely require

pruning the following spring, but only a few of

the shoots thinned out, i. e. entirely removed.

These plants will require abundance of water in

dry hot weather in summer, and once a week in

June and July they should be watered with guario

water, 1 lb. to twenty gallons of water will be of

sufficient strength; if not placed on slates, the pots

must be removed once a fortnight, to prevent the

roots entering the soil underneath the pots, which

will give them much additional vigour : but the

check they receive when removed is very injurious ;

this must, therefore, be carefully guarded against.

The above treatment is also applicable to Moss and
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Provence Eoses on their own roots, which, when

required for forcing, may at once be removed from

the plunging-bed, after having remained there one

summer, to the forcing-house ;
those required for

exhibition only, may also remain there till near

the blooming season ; when, if it is wished to re-

tard them, they may be placed under a north wall
;

if to accelerate, they may be removed to the green-

house, or to any pit or frame under glass.

With the exception of the Moss and Provence

Roses, which are, and always will be, favourites

for forcing, Summer Roses are not so eligible for

pot-culture as the Autumnal Roses : they bloom

but once, and, if intended for exhibition, it is so

extremely difficult to have them in perfection on

any given day : if the season be cold and cloudy it

is most difficult to bring them forward, as fireheat

in summer is injurious to roses brought from the

open air; and if dry and hot, it is equally difficult

to retard them ; at least, this can be done only for

a very short period.

Moss and Provence Roses that have been forced

have generally been thought to require a season's

rest ; but with the following treatment this will not

be required. Presuming that they have bloomed

in February or March, they should have their

shoots shortened to within two or three buds,

repotted and placed in a cold frame, plunged in

the before-mentioned materials, and, towards the

end of April, placed in the open air, as before
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directed ;
if carefully attended to during the

summer, the plants will be sufficiently vigorous

to bear forcing again the ensuing season ; those

plants intended only for exhibition, or to bloom

at the usual season without forcing, may be

shifted annually towards the end of September,
and a portion of earth shaken from their roots

;

from 8-inch pots they may be shifted into

9-inch or 16-sized pots ;
and it will not be

advisable to place them in any of the larger-

sized pots, unless plants are required of extra

size, as they become heavy, and difficult to move

with safety.

There appears to me much room for improve-
ment in the pot-culture of Summer Eoses. Why
should they not have shade and shelter ? Are

they less worthy than the gaudy but odourless

tulip ? the carnation ? the auricula ? All these

have shade and shelter in their blooming season.

Why, then, have we neglected to give it to the

rose ? simply because fashion has not led the way.
We well know how frequently rain and wind

destroy nearly all the flowers of our Summer
Koses ;

how easy, then, would it be to erect a light

shed covered with canvas, something like those

used to cover tulips, when in bloom. An erection

of this kind, thirty to forty or fifty feet long,

and from eight to ten feet wide, would admit of

a path in the centre, and a border of roses in pots

on each side. If the weather should be unfavour-
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able, their flowers would expand in perfection,

unscathed by those summer storms of wind and

rain, peculiar to our climate, so fatal to flowers,

and, above all, to roses : and if, on the contrary,

we have ' real merry days of June,' with a glowing
and unclouded sun, how agreeable would be the

shade of the *
rosarium,' how beautiful the tints

of the flowers thus shaded, and how delightful

their perfume! If the weather be warm and

dry, roses placed in a temporary erection of this

kind should be carefully, but not too abundantly,

watered every evening and what is better than

saturating the pots with water the central path
should be sprinkled two or three times a day, and

water poured on the ground between the pots.

The canvas covering should always be drawn up
in calm cloudy weather, day and night, for roses

are impatient of confinement.

CULTUEE OF EOSES IN POTS
FOE EXHIBITION.

THE most elegant pot roses for exhibition may be

selected from those families recommended for

greenhouse culture ; but as it is now the fashion

for Horticultural Societies to offer prizes for

s roses in pots,' it becomes my duty to offer a few

observations on growing hardy varieties of roses

in pots, so as to form very large plants. I must

o
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here caution the reader that occasional disappoint-

ment must be expected in growing them in pots

for exhibition, as roses, like facts, are stubborn

things, and will often, in summer, bloom just

whenever it pleases them to do so, not being easily

retarded or forced : now, as days of exhibition are

usually fixed before it is known whether we are

to have an early or a late season, it is frequently

a complete lottery whether any particular plants

of rose will be in bloom or not. I have some-

times known on days fixed for the exhibition at

Chiswick, that I have looked over fifty plants of

one sort before I could find three or four perfect

flowers. The roses recommended for greenhouse

culture, from their producing a succession of

bloom, must be most relied upon by the exhibitor :

but if,
c

by a lucky chance, a collection of Moss

Roses, or some of the finer kind of French and

Hybrid Bourbon or Hybrid Perpetual Eoses,

could be enticed to show themselves in all their

gay attire on the day, they would make the green-

house roses * hide their diminished heads.'

To form a collection of hardy roses in pots, the

very best should be selected from the following

families : French, Hybrid China, Hybrid Bourbon,

and Hybrid Perpetual. Now for hardy pot roses,

except Moss Roses, in which the choice is limited,

only those with very double flowers, and stiff

waxy petals, should be selected. The following

will not disappoint the amateur. I ought here to
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mention that it is better to pot two, or three, or

four of any one good sort, rather than have a

greater variety qf second-rate roses.

Kean . . . . .

Chenedole" ....
Charles Duval . .

Charles Lawson .

Coupe d'Hebe
Paul Eicaut . . .

General Jacqueminot .

Jules Margottin .

Louise Peyronny
Madame Rivers .

Souvenir de Comte Cavour .

Robert Fortune .

Professor Koch .'"..

William Griffiths

Anna Alexieff .

Anna de Diesbach

Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillan

Madame Vidot .

'

.

Triomphe de Lyon
Gloire de Santenay
Senateur Vaise .

Charles Lefebre .

Fran9ois Lacharme
Due de Rohan

French.

Hybrid China.

Hybrid Bourbon.

Hybrid Bourbon.

Hybrid Bourbon.

Hybrid Bourbon.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

Hybrid perpetual.

The following varieties, all equally worthy of

culture, will require the same treatment in sum-

mer as the above ; but it will be necessary to

remove them to the greenhouse or some other

glass structure in November, for protection during
the winter : they will in the spring require the

treatment recommended for greenhouse culture,

o 2
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and they must be kept under glass till the time

for exhibiting.

NAME FAMILY

Adam Tea-scented.

Devoniensis..... Tea-scented.

Julie Mansais .... Tea-scented.

Madame de St. Joseph . . . Tea-scented.

Madame Willermoz . . . Tea-scented.

Moire ...... Tea-scented.

Souvenir d'un Ami . , . Tea-scented.

Vicomtesse Decazes . . . Tea-scented.

Due de Magenta .... Tea-scented.

Gloire de Dijon .... Tea-scented.

Louise de Savoie .... Tea-scented.

Acidalie Bourbon.

Aurore du Guide.... Bourbon.

Louise Odier .... Bourbon.

Reveil...... Bourbon.

Souvenir de la Malmaison . . Bourbon.

Vorace ..... Bourbon.

Baron Gonella .... Bourbon.

Comte de Montijo . . . Bourbon.

The above are all of first-rate quality; their

flowers are very double, and their petals thick,

and not liable to fade quickly. About the end of

October worked plants should be selected on very

straight stems, not more than from six to eight

inches in height. Care must be taken that their

roots are soformed that each plant may be placed
in the centre of the pot: unless this is strictly

attended to, they will make but a poor appear-

ance, as may be seen by some of those exhibited

at the horticultural shows. If any of the large

roots interfere with the position of the plant in
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the pot, they may be much shortened, merely

taking off the tips of the small roots and fibres.

Stems from four to six inches may be taken

generally as the most eligible height ; but, to form

plants for the back row, varieties of the following

families may be on stems one foot to eighteen

inches : they will increase the effect ; viz. Hybrid

China, Hybrid Bourbon, and Hybrid Perpetuals.

Many of these will form, when in full bloom, fine

rounded heads. When plants of the above de-

scription have been selected, they may be potted
into No. 16's, or 9-inch pots, in a compost of

two parts of nice turfy loam and one part of rotten

dung; the loam should, if possible, be more

rich and adhesive than that recommended for

the plants under greenhouse culture. If some of

the plants are very strong, pots a size larger, called

1 1-inch or eights, may be used ; they should then

be plunged in the open air on the suface of the

soil, in sawdust, rotten leaves, or old tan, which

should be four inches deep on the surface of the

mould in the pots, care being taken to place the

bottom of each pot on a slate, for reasons before

given. I recommend the pots to be placed on the

surface, rather than to be plunged in the ground,
as they then receive the full influence of the sun to

their roots. Towards the end of February each

plant must be pruned to within six or eight buds

of the base of the strong shoots, and to within

two or three buds of those that are more weak : it
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will be as well, however, if the plants have very

long shoots, to shorten these one-third at the time

of potting, as this prevents their being racked by

the high winds of November. These Autumnal

potted roses will not be fit for exhibition the first

season after potting; they must have an entire

summer's growth and good cultivation; in the

autumn, when they have been one year in pots,

if large plants are required, they should be shifted

into No. 8's or 11-inch pots, and replunged in

the place they have occupied. Towards the end of

November, Tea-scented, Bourbon, and Noisette

Roses should be removed to their winter quarters,

under glass, but they may be wintered with safety

out of doors, if abundance of branches of ever-

greens are placed among them : the Hybrid Per-

petuals ought also to have this shelter. Autumnal

pruning will tend to give an earlier bloom : there-

fore, one-half of the plants may be pruned in

October, if this is the object sought for; the re-

mainder in March, or even as late as April ;

indeed, this will give the exhibitor a chance of

having some plants ready on the important day.

In May, if the weather be hot and dry, the

plants, although plunged and apparently moist,

will require water daily; and once a week a

regular soaking with guano water will insure

a most vigorous growth, and defy all attacks

of the aphis or any other little pest, the grub

excepted, which must be carefully sought for in
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all those young leaves on the flower stems which

appear glued together.

The plants \rill require shifting annually; in

general, pots of the same size will do, taking

about one-third of the mould clean from their

roots, and giving them a fresh and rich compost.

The middle of October is the best period for

this annual shifting. I have before said it is

most difficult to retard or force into bloom roses

grown in pots in the open air ; however, removal

into the greenhouse for a week or ten days to

force them, if required, may be tried : to retard

them, the method employed by the courtier, in

the days of Elizabeth, to save his cherries for his

queen, may be essayed, viz. stretch a piece of

canvas on hoops over the plants, and keep it con-

stantly wet by sprinkling it with water.

I wish success to all those who intend to ex-

hibit roses in pots, but must again caution them

not to be soured by one or two disappointments,
as the sun will shine and hasten, and clouds will

come and retard, and possibly blight the hope of

being able to exhibit twelve or twenty roses on

some appointed day.

ACCELERATING THE GROWTH OF
ROSES IN POTS.

A VERT simple and efficient method of gaining
two years' growth in one has been practised here
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for many years, and imitated by numerous rose-

growers.

About the first of May a hotbed should be

made, five feet wide and three feet in height
if of leaves and manure equal parts, all the

better, its heat will last longer on this bed

some light mould should be placed, about six

inches thick, supported by boards. Roses in-

tended for rapid growth should be taken from

their small pots, their balls of earth loosened,

and potted into 24-sized or 8-inch pots, with the

usual compost ; these should be plunged up to their

rims in the bed, and the surface of each pot
covered with rotten manure, about an inch thick.

They may remain thus plunged for six or seven

weeks, at the end of which time the heat of the

bed will have declined
; the pots should then be

removed, and the soil they are plunged in
; the

bed should then be remade with about half its

bulk of fresh manure mixed with it, the pots re-

plunged, and the plants suffered to grow till

autumn, when they should be removed to pits or

houses appropriated to their culture.

The luxuriousness of growth gained by this

method is quite marvellous, small plants become

large bushes, and put forth grand trusses of

flowers.
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STOCKS FOR ROSES.

HITHERTO the Dog Rose has been used almost

indiscriminately for all kinds of roses for standards ;

nothing better is required, at least for those sorts

that grow vigorously; but in the culture of

dwarfs, a great improvement may be made by

using the Celine and the Rosa Manetti. The Sem-

pervirens Rose, Felicite Perpetue, makes also a most

excellent stock for dwarf roses ; also the Hybrid
China Rose, Descartes. These strike readily from

cuttings planted in November in open borders.

In making cuttings, take one-year-old shoots

and cut them into lengths of one foot : the bottom

of the cutting should be cut close to a bud, and

not sloping ; the top should be cut just above a

bud, with a gentle slope : then carefully cut out

all the buds but two at the top. In planting, the

section of a ridge must be formed, the cutting

placed firmly against it, and the earth dug up to

it, and firmly pressed ; when finished the row of

cuttings should stand in the centre of a ridge

about eight inches high, and only one bud of the

cutting above the surface
;

from being thus

moulded up no exhaustion takes place during the

dry frosts of winter and spring, and every cutting

will grow; in July or August of the following

season they will be fit to bud. The ridge must

be levelled so as to expose the main stem of the
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cutting ; and in this, at about three or four inches

from the bottom, the bud must be inserted. The

stocks should be budded as soon as possible after

being uncovered, or the bark will become rigid,

and will not open freely.

The Celine stock, a very old Hybrid Bourbon

Eose, is a most excellent stock for Bourbon,
Noisette (particularly the Cloth of Grold), and

many other roses ; if planted in a rich moist soil, it

will make shoots from four to five feet in height,

fit for low standards.

The Eosa Manetti is a rose I received some

thirty years since, from Como, from Signor Crivelli,

who recommended it as the very best of all roses

for a stock. It was raised from seed by Signor

Manetti, of the Botanic Garden at Monza, All

the roses I have budded on this stock have

succeeded admirably ; above all the Hybrid Per-

petuals, which scarcely seem to know when to

leave off growing and blooming in the autumn
;

indeed it is remarkable for its late growth : for it

may be budded during the whole of September ;

another excellent quality is, that it never gives

any suckers from its roots at long distances from

the plant, like the Dog Eose ; it seems to flourish

equally in light and dry as well as in stiff soils
;

and it will, I trust, be of much value to the rose

amateur, who, if the soil of his rose garden be

light and dry> is so often troubled with the

numerous suckers thrown up by the Dog Eose. I
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am, indeed, now fully convinced that the only

method of cultivating dwarf Hybrid Perpetual

Roses in soils that are gravelly, sandy, or resting on

chalk, is to employ the Manetti Rose as a stock.

Since the above paragraphs were written, more

experience with this has been gained ; although
so vigorous in growth it does not form good

standards, the stems with their side branches left

on increase rapidly in bulk, but when they are

budded at the height proper for standards, and the

side branches cut off, the bark becomes indurated,

the sap apparently ceases to circulate freely, and

the stems in a year or two shrink, and the head

becomes stunted in its growth and unhealthy.

Some of the vigorous-growing Hybrid China

Roses make good half-standards on this stock, but

its great eligibility is for dwarfs ; these should be

budded close to the ground, and when trans-

planted from the nursery, should be planted so as

to cover the junction of the bud with the stock,

placing that part about one inch and a half or two

inches below the surface of

the border.

The annexed figure will il-

lustrate my meaning better

than a host of words, a,

junction of the bud with the

stock
; 6, the height to which

the stem should be covered

with earth. Treated in this
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way the covered part of the stock increases rapidly

in bulk, the sap flows freely through it, and most

vigorous and healthy growth is the result. I

have observed a peculiarity in this stock worthy
of notice ; under certain circumstances, the sort

budded on it will entirely overpower its suckers,

so that, in a year or two, the plant from the bud

will gain the ascendency, and the suckers, with-

out being removed, will languish and die. This

has occurred here in several instances with stocks

planted out for stocks for propagation in a stiff

clayey soil ; some of these had dormant buds in

them, which had not put forth their shoots with

the usual crop of plants, and were thrown on one

side as stocks. Now the curious part of the matter

was, that immediately these stocks were planted

out for stocks in a stiff soil, and so deeply that the

dormant buds became slightly covered with earth,

they pushed forth most vigorously ;
and although

the stocks at the same time put forth suckers

which were suffered to grow, they have, as may
be seen now in most instances, overpowered

them, and now form vigorous bushes of Hybrid

Perpetual Roses from three to six years old.

To what a great extent, in this respect, it differs

from the Dog Rose stock will be at once apparent
to rose-loving readers : for we all know that the

Dog Rose carries on a fierce war with its bud or

graft, and, unless most carefully attended to,

destroys it by its suckers in one season. A method
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of growing standard roses in dry unfavourable

soils, with the aid of the Manetti stock, may be

practised by those who really love rose culture ;

some robust-growing, Hybrid China Eose

Madame Pisaroni and Due Decazes are two

vigorous-growing varieties should be budded on

strong Manetti stocks below the surface of the

soil, which should be removed for the purpose ;

from each bud one shoot should be encouraged
and supported with a stake, and all others care-

fully removed ; the second season of growth the

stems thus formed may be budded with Hybrid

Perpetual Eoses and others
; they soon form nice

healthy stems.

Stocks of the Dog Eose should always be

planted in November. Those intended for dwarfs

may be cut to within six inches of the root, those

for dwarf standards and standards to the requisite

lengths. After planting, cover the surface of the

soil near their roots with litter or fresh manure,
three or four inches deep; in August of the

following season they will be in fine order for

budding. Hedge budding, lately recommended
in the ' Gardeners' Chronicle,' may be practised

under particular circumstances. Thus, if some

fine stocks, that have been overlooked in autumn,
are discovered in February, in lieu of removing
them to the rose garden, bud them in the hedge
in July or August following ; attend to them the

following summer, and remove them to the garden
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in the autumn. If removed with the dormant

buds the same autumn they are budded, they

will, unless the plants are well rooted, not break

well; but, if the stocks can be removed with

tolerable roots, it will, unless the hedge is very

near the house, be interesting to have them in

the garden, so as to be able to watch over them

carefully. By the former method you will have

very strong plants to remove into the garden,

fifteen months after budding ; by the latter, you

may remove your stocks with their buds three

months after budding. You will probably lose

a few of your plants, from their being deficient

in roots, and some of your budded stocks will

refuse to push or break, from the same cause.

Your roses will ornament your hedge during the

summer, prick your fingers, and give you some

trouble to prune and superintend. Your buds

will bloom in the garden, though not with equal

vigour ; still, if Hybrid Perpetuals or Bourbons,

with much freedom, and constantly be under your

eye. I can only say that the culture of roses,

whether in the garden or in the wilderness, is

always interesting.

PLANTING.

NOVEMBER and DECEMBER are so well known to

be favourable months for planting roses that it is
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thought by many amateurs no others are or can be

so eligible : on dry sandy soils, this is quite correct ;

but on wet retentive soils, if the holes are opened
in winter, so that the mould becomes pulverised

by frost, February is much better. In light soils,

a mixture of well-rotted cow-dung and rich stiff

loam from an old pasture, giving^to each plant, if

a standard, a wheel-barrowful, if a dwarf, about

half that quantity, will be found the best compost ;

if the soil be stiff, the same quantity of manure

and pit or road sand, or burnt earth, equal parts,

will be most eligible. The roots of the plants

will require but little pruning; merely shorten

any that are long and straggling; and if the

plants are very luxuriant, those planted in autumn

may have their branches shortened to about half

their length to prevent the wind rocking them ;

in February they may be finally pruned as di-

rected for each family : in spring-planting they

may be pruned before they are planted. In

every case some manure, to the extent of three or

four inches in depth, should be placed on the

surface round the stem of each plant : this keeps
the roots in a moist state and enriches the soil.

Standards should not be planted nearer to each

other than three feet, and dwarfs in beds from

twenty-one inches to two feet apart.
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SOILS.

THE most eligible soils for roses budded on the

Dog Eose stock are strong alluvial loams inclining

to clay, they also grow well in heavy calcareous

clays, for on a si^ep bank on my premises, which

was cut through in lowering the turnpike road,

leaving a bare surface of white clay, full of chalk

stones with literally no surface soil, Dog Eose

stocks were made stout shoots, fourteen feet long
in one summer. Still any deep soil with a cool

subsoil suits them well. A light surface soil with

gravel or sand beneath is not favourable to them ;

but, with abundance of surface manure, Standard

Eoses will even in such soils do pretty well. Stiff

soils on the whole are most favourable, for

they are the soils in which the Dog Eose grows
most vigorously, and if they are of the most reten-

tive nature, they are easily corrected by some

burnt earth and manure.

It is light sandy soils that are naturally unfa-

vourable to Standard or dwarf Standard Eoses

budded on the Dog Eose, and in such soils they
should not be planted ; but the remedy is simple,

for by planting pyramidal roses on the Manetti

stock, as directed in p.l 14, no soil obstacle remains,

and the rose lover may cultivate his favourite

flower in the sands of Bagshot, the blowing sands
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of Norfolk, or the equally light sands of the

neighbourhood of Folkestone.

Koses on the JIanetti stock require no admix-

ture of clay to make them flourish, and but a

small quantity of manure
;

still they are benefited

by surface manures ; which should be applied in

November and suffered to subside by the rains of

winter, and the courses which take it to the roots

by the usual process of nature.

I have never yet seen a soil so bad as to

require to be removed
;

if very stiff, sand, burnt

earth, and manure may be mixed with it, so as to

make it fit for roses on Dog Rose stocks ; if very

light, plant roses on the Manetti stock.

Numerous platitudes have been penned on the

subject of soils for roses* so it may not be out of

place to condense in the following summary my
opinion.

Standard and dwarf Standard Roses, on Dog
Rose stocks, may be successfully cultivated in soils

consisting of stiff loamy clay, whether calcareous

or feruginous ; in rich sandy loams resting on clay ;

in low alluvial bottoms where standing water is

not less than two feet from the surface ; and in

deep dark-coloured vegetable soils.

In light soils with subsoils of chalk, gravel, or

sand, Standard Roses cannot be successfully culti-

vated without abundant surface manures and

biennial removal. In such soils, Pyramidal Roses,

as described in p. 114, on the Manetti stock, and
P
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dwarf roses in the same stock are alone adapted,

and if planted as directed in p. 203, they will

abundantly reward the cultivator.

SUKFACE-DRESSINGK

To cultivate roses in perfection, and more par-

ticularly standards, they should have annual sur-

face-dressings of manure, or some rich compost.
For standards or pillar roses on lawns, presum-

ing that the usual circle of bare earth is round

each tree, as recommended in p. 38, common
manure should always be applied in autumn,
about two shovelfuls to each tree. Its effects

are gradually washed down to the roots during
winter.

Night-soil, mixed with the drainings of the

dung-hill, or even with pond or ditch water, so as

to make a thick liquid, and applied once or twice

in winter, giving one or two gallons to each tree,

will be found of great use. Brewers' grains, after

being fermented in a heap two or three weeks,
and mixed with burnt earth, say one-fourth, giving
from half a peck to a peck to each tree in Novem-
ber or December, are a most powerful stimulant.

Night soil, mixed with burnt earth in the same

proportions, is an excellent surface-dressing. In

spring the soil should be stirred to the depth
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of one or two inches round each tree. For a

summer surface-dressing, guano and wood-ashes

answer well in the proportions of half a peck of

guano to a bushel of ashes, giving a quarter of a

peck of the mixture to each tree in a circle three

feet in diameter round the stem, and letting it

remain undisturbed on the surface; with this

dressing abundant watering in dry weather is

quite necessary.

INSECTS.

THE rose in all its stages is, if possible, more

liable to the attacks of insects and various diseases

than any other hardy shrub. There are many

very ornamental trees and shrubs which grow from

year to year without any apparant disease, and

increase in beauty annually as they increase in

size. How different is it with the rose unless

it be some hardy climbing sort for a choice kind

of rose left unpruned and uncared-for for only

one season, often dies or becomes so weakly as

scarce to be restored to vigour. Foremost among
its enemies is the Eose Aphis (Aphis Eosae) which

seems to multiply itself almost magically. Some

fine evening in June you may be enjoying the

vigorous healthy shoots of your rose trees ap-

parently clean and fresh and free from all blight.

The next morning by 10A.M. nearly every shoot

p 2
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may be found coated with its living world of

insect life ; some green, some brown, or brownish,

but all absorbed in one pursuit sucking the life-

juice from every shoot and leaf; no enemy to the

rose is so persevering or so injurious, for in twenty-

four hours those fine luxuriant shoots crowned

with their buds of promise will, if left uncared

for, be withered and unsightly. It is a source of

real pleasure to be able to give a simple and most

efficient remedy for this pest. The first intima-

tion of it, if I mistake not, appeared in the
' Gardeners' Chronicle :

'

it is now one of those

valuable compounds that will endure as long as

gardens are cared for, for it is death to every

description of aphis.

Take four ounces of quassia chips, and boil

them ten minutes in a gallon of soft water ; strain

off the chips, and add four ounces of soft soap,

which should be dissolved in it as it cools, stirring

it before using.

If roses on walls are infested, the syringe may
be employed, but for standard roses and rose-

bushes it may be applied after the following

method. Place a piece of slate or glass upright
in the left hand, then apply this to the shoots of

the tree so that they rest against it ; then with a

moderate-sized painter's brush in the right hand,

well saturated with the mixture, brush every leaf

and shoot upwards : two or three minutes will
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finish the business. After ten minutes or so have

elapsed, the dead and dying insects should be

washed off the tree with pure water from a syringe

having the usual rose affixed to it. There is no

occasion to mention any other remedy for the rose

aphis ; all that have hitherto been given in the

rose books are more or less offensive, such as fumi-

gation, tobacco water, &c. The decoction of quassia

and soft soap is the least offensive and most

efficacious of all aphis remedies. In early spring,

often in March but more frequently in April,

the rose weevil *

Otiorhynchus,' which hides itself

either in crevices of the bark or in the ground,
often commits great ravages by eating out the

centre of each bud, and seems to favour more

particularly nice plump buds in standard dog-rose

stocks about which you are more than usually

anxious. He can only be caught at night, and from

his dark brown coat and size approaching the

lady bird, a sharp eye and bright light must be

employed.
In the (

merry month of May
'
the rose cater-

pillar makes his appearance; he may soon be

detected, for he glues a leaf or two together to

form his habitation. As soon as such leaves are

perceived and every morning the trees should be

examined these glued leaves should be squeezed
between finger and thumb so as to crush him

effectually, after which the leaf may be cut off.
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Nothing but close attention will save your rose-

buds from being perforated by him and ruined.

No decoctions or infusions are of any use ; the only

remedy is the crushing one.

There is also the rose grub to be guarded against.

It is something like a very short brown caterpillar ;

he eats into the young and succulent shoot, and

must be carefully sought for ; his small entrance

perforated in the young summer shoot of the rose

may sometimes be seen; he should be at once

dug out and despatched : there is no cure but this,

for if the parent moths are prevented laying their

eggs in holes, they will find crevices small but con-

venient. Number four of our enemies will make
our list complete, at least as far as we know-
but there may be hidden foes.

Our present subject is the larva of the saw-fly :

this most tiresome pest makes its appearance from

July till quite the end of summer, more par-

ticularly in dry hot weather, and in warm dry
soils. The rose cultivator, if he sees some leaves

veined with semi-transparent veins, must at once

be on the alert and turn up each leaf to find the

enemy; he will soon be found at work eating

greedily the under surface of each leaf, so as to

make it almost a skeleton, and semi-transparent.

He is an ugly little fellow, and cold and clammy
like a slug, but he must be sought for diligently,

and crushed at once, otherwise your rose garden
in a few weeks would become a garden, not of
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6

dry bones
'

but dry leaves, which would flutter

in the wind most dismally.

DISEASES.

WE must commence with the most tiresome, if

not the most fatal, of rose maladies, the white

mildew, which, alas ! our favourite autumnal

roses too often show in autumn, is most difficult

to arrest: it does not kill roses, but it destroys

the beauty of the leaves and weakens the tree.

Flowers of sulphur sprinkled on the leaves

and shoots in the evening when they are moist

with dew, and washed off with the syringe

the following morning about eight o'clock, will

arrest it sometimes. If the weather be hot and

the sulphur be suffered to remain on the leaves

all the day following, mischief often occurs and

the leaves burn* If the weather be cloudy, it

may remain on the leaves for twenty-four hours
;

in all cases syringe the leaves and shoots abun-

dantly with pure water to wash it off.

The Rev. W. Radclyffe recommends
' 2 oz. of blue

vitriol' dissolved in hot water, and then mixed

with four gallons of cold soft water ; the leaves

sprinkled with it night and morning.
In some soils, a species of red fungus attaches

itself to the bark in bright orange-red blotches.
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This species of fungus is not very common ;
the

cure is to wash the stems and shoots with Gilhurst

compound ;
if in winter and early spring, 6 oz. to

the gallon of soft water : if in summer, 3oz. to the

gallon will be sufficient. If the blotch does not

heal, the red bark should be pared off with a

sharp knife, applying to the wound the Forsythic

mortar cow-dung, lime, sand, and wood-ashes ;

equal quantities, made into a thick paste and

spread on the wound with a spatula.

There is yet another red or rather orange
-

coloured fungus, peculiar to dry soils, which often

makes its appearance in August on the under

surface of the leaves of roses, more particularly

those of the Moss and Provence Roses. I have seen

thousands of young and old plants of these two old

favourite sorts with the under surface of every leaf

covered with a thick coat of impalpable bright

orange-coloured dust. No cure has yet been found

for this disease ;
all the fungus remedies have failed.

There is a prevention the roses should be lifted

and replanted every autumn, giving them at the

same time plenty of manure and stirring the soil

three feet deep ; rotation in cropping should also

be attended to, so as to give the roses a bed in

the rose garden which has had a crop of annuals

the preceding summer.

In moist soils the stems and branches of

rose trees are often disfigured by the growth of

moss. They should be dressed in winter with
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lime and soot, equal quantities, made into a thin

paste.

A species of mildew, only of an opposite colour

to the first named, often makes its appearance on

some of our finest kinds of autumn roses. How
detestable it is to see on some bright sunny

morning in August, when the harvest mist has just

lifted his curtain, leaving every leaf, and bud, and

flower sparkling with beauty how chilling to the

roseist to see on his fine trees of Senateur Vaise or

Grloire de Santenay, a few leaves with round black

blotches on them, increasing daily till the leaves

drop off exhausted. There seems no immediate

cure for this fatal disease ; I have tried the

mildew applications, but without effect : it is more

rife in shallow, dry, or old exhausted soils, than

in deep clays with deep culture. Annual removal,

deep culture, and rotation will prevent its coming.

Among roses of the old school, such as some of

the Hybrid Bourbons and others,
(

green-eyed
'

roses

were very common : with our improved popular

sorts, this green centre is rarely seen. When it

used to be common in our rose gardens, it caused

much discussion, some imputing it to over-manur-

ing and over-luxuriance, and, as a matter of course,

some to the converse. I only remember being
much amused with the controversy, for in the heat

of it I discovered a group of old varieties of Eosa

gallica growing under some old elm trees literally

stawed to death.
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HOW TO HAVE KOSES IN NOVEMBER.*

'Dec. 8th, 1848. On this day I gathered a

fine bouquet of fragrant roses from plants grow-

ing in the open air.' Such is the entry in my
journal of remarkable horticultural events for the

year above mentioned.

My attention was now, however, more parti-

cularly directed to the bed of roses from which I

gathered my bouquet. The plants were full of

green leaves and bright flowers ; but other plants

of the same kind were nearly leafless and flower-

less. How was this brought about? and why
should they be thus verdant in so proverbially

dreary a month ? were questions that immediately

pressed upon my mind. I soon, however, recol-

lected that these plants had been removed late in

springj had been planted in a richly-manured soil,

and had been cut-in very closely* This accident

in culture reminded me of ' The Florist/ and its

readers ; and I resolved to make a little article on

the subject, so that all lovers of roses may, if they

please^ prolong the enjoyment of their beauties.

The roses which I gathered were all Hybrid

Perpetuals, and of the following varieties : Ba-

ronne Prevost, Mrs,. Elliott, Robin Hood, Greant

des Batailles, La Reine, Dr. Marx, Duchess of

* From an article in The Florist, by the Author.
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Sutherland, Madame Laffay, Countess Duchatel,

and some others. Now, working out a system

from the above accident, I

should recommend that a

bed in every rose-garden be

appropriated to these winter

roses, proceeding thus :

Presuming that plants one,

two, or three years old are

convenient, or that a bed of

Hybrid Perpetuals can be

appropriated, the plants

should be taken up in Fe-

bruary, their long roots

shortened to about half their

length, the fibrous roots left untouched, and their

heads left unpruned. They should then be planted

thickly under a north wall, or fence, and remain

there till the end of April They may then be

taken up ;
their heads closely pruned, as in the

annexed figure,which is that of a dwarfed Standard

Kose pruned for late flowering.

A bed must be prepared for them, which can-

not be manured too bountifully. A coat, four or

six inches thick, of any kind of manure in a half-

decomposed state, well mixed with the soil, to a

depth of eighteen inches or two feet, will give

them all the necessary vigour. If the weather be

dry and warm, the roots of the plants may be
f

puddled/ i. e. dipped in a thick mixture of loam
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or clay and water, with much advantage; and

water should be poured into each hole on the mould

as it is filled in, and the loose surface-mould placed

on it, giving it a very gentle pressure with the foot.

Rose-trees treated in this manner will last for

several years, and their annual treatment may be

exactly as above given ; i. e. they should be taken

up annually early in February, and replanted in

April. In confined gardens, if the site for the

winter rose-border or clump cannot be changed,

it should be excavated to a depth of eighteen inches,

and fresh loamy soil brought in. They will, how-

'ever, prosper very well if planted in the same

border for several years, but then each plant must

have two shovelfuls of fresh compost of loam and

manure. Hybrid Perpetual Roses thus treated

will give their first blooms towards the end of

July; there are then plenty of roses of every

degree. Have mercy, therefore, on your winter

roses. Do not suffer them to exhaust themselves

with their liberal efforts to give you pleasure.

Pinch off one-half, or two-thirds, of their flower-

buds as soon as they are perceptible, and your

reward will be roses in November.

In the following article in f The Florist
'

for

December 1860, I have given another method of

inducing roses to bloom freely in the autumn,

headed
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'LATE-BLOOMING ROSES.'
I

MY attention all this month of November, and the

preceding one of October, has been drawn to a bed

of roses, consisting of a score or two of dwarf

plants, which have had an unceasing succession of

beautiful flowers, far beyond anything I have ever

seen in autumn-blooming roses. On looking into

them I found them to be a new variety of Hybrid

Perpetual Rose called L'Etoile du Nord, which

was one of the new roses of 1860, condemned as

not being up to my standard, its petals being thin,

and the rose, although very large and of a brilliant

crimson, seeming an inferior variety of General

Jacqueminot, from which one would judge it had

been raised. As the treatment of these roses

may be of interest, and lead to a new and simple
mode of cultivating roses for blooming very late

in the season, I will, in a few words, give it.

The original plants were received from France

in December 1859, with other new roses, and

their shoots taken off in January and grafted on

Manetti stocks in the grafting-house, where, of

course, artificial heat is employed. They grew
well, and bloomed abundantly, in a cool house, in

April and May, but, as I have said, their flowers

not being thought first-rate, the plants were suf-

fered to remain in small 4-inch pots till the middle

of June, and then planted out, not being thought
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worthy of further pot cultivation. The ground

they were planted in was heavily manured, so that

they grew very freely, but were not noticed till

the beginning of October, when the bed was ob-

served to be a mass of buds and blossoms, the latter

quite globular and of extraordinary beauty, and so

they have continued to be till this day, the 24th

of November. Now this simple fact seems to tell

us, that what has resulted from accident may be

carried out by rose cultivators, and lead to a

method by which our rose gardens may be made

more beautiful in autumn than they have yet

been.

The rationale of the matter seems to be this.

The plants, from being cramped in their growth
in early summer, when all their energies are in full

play, hasten in autumn to make up for lost time,

and thus grow and bloom in the greatest vigour.

In the 'Gardeners' Chronicle,' No. 47 (1860),

page 1042, I have described strawberries as bear-

ing freely in autumn fromhaving been accidentally

treated in the same way as my L'Etoile du Nord

Eoses. I should therefore counsel rose-lovers to

pot in 4 and 6-inch pots in the month of November

free-growing, thin-petalled roses, such as the

above, General Jacqueminot, Oriflamme de St.

Louis, Triomphe des Beaux Arts, and others of

the same nature, so as to give diversity in colour,

and allow them to grow and bloom in an orchard-

house or greenhouse till the middle of June, and
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then cut off their bloom-stalks and any flower-buds

that remain, and plant them out in a rich border.

The plants may be subjected to this treatment

year after year, increasing the size of the pots to

a small extent, so as always to stint their spring

growth, for the roots of the plants will of course

increase in bulk, and will in due course require

8-inch pots ; it must, however, be a point observed,

to give them as small pot-room as possible, that

the early summer energies of the plant may be

arrested.

I have, as it will be seen, pointed out thin-

petalled roses for this culture. I do this from

observation only, for at this moment I have a bed

of the very old Rose Gloire de Rosamene in full

bloom, and its flowers, instead of being flaccid and

poor, as they are in summer, are globular, from not

being expanded, and quite beautiful. I have also

observed that some of the condemned new roses

growing in the same bed as L'Etoile du Nord

have very double flowers and thick petals ; these

have bloomed very imperfectly.

CHRISTMAS ROSES

EVERY cultivator of the rose is well acquainted
with the difficulty of having roses in bloom in

the 'dark and dreary' month of December. I
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feel, therefore, much pleasure in giving the result

of some experiments ending in perfect success ;

so that, in future, a bouquet of roses on Christ-

mas-day may grace the festive board in company
with the holly, rivalling in brilliancy the colour

of its berries.

The Bourbon Eose, Grloire de Kosamene, is

now well known by every lover of this favourite

flower as a most brilliant and beautiful variety >

but, like many other roses remarkable for the

brilliancy of their tints, its flowers are deficient in

fullness; in fact> they are merely semi-double,

and, like all roses of this description, they fade

very quickly in hot weather : it is only in the

cool cloudy days of autumn, when their flowers

never fully expand, that they are seen in perfec-

tion. This quality induced me to turn my at-

tention to this variety, as well calculated to give

a crop of very late autumnal or winter flowers.

Nothing can be more simple than their manage-
ment. Towards the end of May, young plants

from small pots should be shifted into 6-inch

pots, in a good compost of two-thirds loam and

one-third rotten manure or decayed leaves, and

plunged in sawdust or old tan in the open ground,

fully exposed to sun and air. They may be

allowed to bloom freely all June and July, but

in August and September every blossom-bud

should be pinched off; this will make the plants

stout and very robust, and towards the end of
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October an abundant crop of incipient flower-buds

will be apparent; the plants may then be re-

moved to a light and airy glazed pit or green-

house, and placed as near the glass as possible.

No fire-heat, unless frost is very severe, should

be employed, and abundance of air they cannot

have too much should be given: it will also be

much better to place the pot on slates or on a

layer of sand, rather than on a dry wooden shelf.

I am induced to recommend sand from the perfect

success I have had with my plants, which, after

being taken from the bed in which they had been

plunged all the summer,, were placed on sand :

they put forth roots from the bottoms of the pots

into the sand, grew luxuriantly all November,
and commenced blooming in December. On

January 4 I cut a most beautiful bouquet of

flowers. I may add, that, if large plants can be

procured, they may be potted into 8-inch pots,

and in process of time, into 12-inch
; so that large

bushes covered with flowers may ornament the

drawing-room in that month above all others> in

which roses are ' rich and rare
'

December.

At present I know of only three or four other

varieties equal to the above as Christmas roses.

These are all varieties with thin petals which in

the warm rose-tide of June, soon fade. L'Etoile

du Nord is one of the most desirable. This is a

new variety, a seedling from General Jacqueminot,
which gives its large globular crimson flowers very

Q
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freely in November and December ; their fragrance

is then delightful. Triomphe des Beaux Arts and

Oriflamme de St. Louis, of the same parentages

are also charming winter roses, to which we may
add our old favourite General Jacqueminot, which,

under the same management, will bloom very

nicely. In addition to this valuable quality, I

had almost forgotten to add that the flowers of

these free-blooming and not very double roses,

although almost odourless under the bright sun

of June, in winter exhale a delicate and agreeable

perfume.

WILDEKNESS EOSES.

FOR this idea I am indebted to Professor Owen,

who, wishing to ornament a wild part of his

ground, full of thorns, grass, and weeds, adopted
the following plan, which, I am inclined to think,

is quite worthy of record.

Large sewer tubes, rejected on account of flaws

in the enamel-lining, were sunk vertically in the

pure gravelly soil to within an inch or so of the

surface, and filled in with loam and manure, and

a rose planted in the centre of each. The soil in

the tube was kept free from weeds, and the running

grass, and other weeds outside were prevented

making their way into such good quarters. To

give the roses extra vigour, some manure water was
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given to them occasionally in the summer. The

effect of roses growing in the highest state of

luxuriance in a^ wilderness was most charming.

The inside diameter of these tubes is 16 inches,

their length 30 inches, so that they go below the

roots of weeds, which would otherwise soon devour

the rich compost in which the roses delight.

Every alternate year in November the tubes

should be emptied, filled with fresh compost, and

the roses replanted in them.

EARLY SPRING ROSES.

THE Hybrid Perpetuals are the only roses adapted

for this mode of culture, which is very simple.

About the end of August select some plants in a

bed of roses, that you wish to bloom very early in

spring ; then cut all the weak shoots and shorten

all those that are strong and vigorous to within

five or six buds of their base. A moderate-sized

tree, whether dwarf or standard, will furnish from

five to seven of these vigorous shoots. They will,

soon after being pruned, put forth numerous young

blooming spurs ;
in October thin out these spurs

so that the tree is not crowded, and pinch off the

bloom buds, giving no other pruning^ and in

spring they will reward you with a crop of flowers

earlier by ten days than roses managed in the

Q2
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usual way. I have seen them from a fortnight to

three weeks earlier; in 1848 they were in full

bloom on May 14th.

A VEEY OLD ROSE-TREE.

WHEN at Cologne in July 1857, I heard from a

friend residing there, that a rose-tree existed at

Hildersheim, which was planted by Charlemagne.
I thought it a fable, and most unfortunately

passed by Hildersheim without calling to search

into the matter. Resting some time at Leipsic

with a literary friend, I made further enquiries,

and through him have just received the following

account from his friend at Hildersheim. The

present size and description of this remarkable

tree may be relied upon. I give in the following

narrative the words, as nearly as possible, of my
Hildersheim correspondent, the first part merely

legendary :
f When Charlemagne had conquered

the territory of the original Saxons, several foreign

potentates hastened to show him marks of esteem

and respect ; among others an ambassador from

the Caliph Haroun Alraschid, who, as a symbol
of his authority, carried a purple banner on which

were embroidered the arms of his sovereign six

roses on a golden field. Charlemagne, struck with

the homage, planted a rose-tree on the place of

reception, to commemorate the event. Louis the
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Pious, at* a later period, came to the district of

Hildersheim on a hunting excursion, and after his

sport, ordered mass to be said in the open air, at

which all his retinue were present. The officiating

priest, on returning to his habitation, and just as

the Court were commencing their repast, missed

the "
holy image

"
(it is presumed the cross), and

after searching in vain for it, proceeded on his way
back to the place where the open air mass had

been performed. It was becoming dark, and in

his hurry and fear he seems to have nearly lost

his way, when, lo ! his eyes lighted upon the cross

resting upon the branches of a wild rose-tree. He

immediately attempted to regain it, when, won-

derful to relate, the cross adhered to the tree,

and eluded his grasp. After several ineffectual

clutches, he felt sure that some high power had

interfered; he therefore ran to the Court and

apprised the pious Louis of the wonderful sight.

The whole Court rushed forth, and on approaching
the rose-tree fell on their knees in thankfulness

for the sight of such a miracle. Louis then

ordered the present cathedral of Hildersheim to

be built over the rose-tree.'

Such are the legends of this famous tree, often

referred to by German authors. Dr. Grashof, of

Hildersheim, gives the following description of

its present state :
( The roots are buried in a sort

of coffin-shaped vault, under the middle altar of

the crypt, which crypt is proved by known docu-
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ments to have been built in the year 818, and to

have survived the burning of the other parts of

the cathedral on the 21st of January, 1013, and

the 23rd of March, 1046.

'It is remarkable that the chronicles of the

town and Chapter make no mention of any harm

having befallen this famous tree, which for cen-

turies has been considered one of the lions of the

district.

( The vault in which it grows is open to the

rain, and this is put down as a proof that the

tree could not have been planted after the cathe-

dral was built.

( The trunk, eleven inches in diameter, is con-

ducted through an opening in the wall, which is

five feet thick, and then reaches outside some

inches above the surface of the ground, from

whence two old branches and three younger arms

spread out with their twigs and leaves, and cover

a space twenty feet in height and twenty-four
feet in breadth, being arranged on a sort of iron

railing on the eastern side of the vault.

' This tree has been an object of especial interest

to the Chapter from the building of the cathedral ;

and botanists attribute its present size to the fact

of its being sheltered from frosts and storms by
the different buildings and cloisters of the cathe-

dral, and from the touch of rude hands by trellis-

work.

'Bishop Hepilo (1054-1079) had it carefully
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spread out on the outer wall built by him, and

placed in the archives a record of this as also a

description of ftie massive vault built under the

high altar for the reception of its roots. The

opening in the wall was made about 1120; the

tree was in high esteem in the thirteenth century.'

Thus ends the history of this most remarkable

rose-tree. I have only to regret that its species

is not mentioned ;
but as it is in the legend called

a Wild Rose, it is probably Rosa canina or the

Dog Rose. This I hope ere long to ascertain.
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AN ABKIDGED LIST OF EOSES.

Adapted for Amateurs possessing small Grardens,

or for those beginning to form a collection ;

selected so as to give the leading Variations of

Colour.

Provence Roses.

Crested.

Dutch.

Unique.

Moss Roses.

Blush.

Celina.

Baron de Wassenaer.

White Bath.

Hybrid Provence Roses.

Blanchefleur.

Eose Devigne.
Princesse Clementine.

Hybrid China.

Blairii, No. 2.

Brennus.
Chenedole.

George the Fourth.

General Jacqueminot.

Hybrid Bourbon Roses.

Charles Duval.
Charles Lawson.

Coupe d'Hebe.

Paul Kicaut.

French Roses.

Boula de Nanteuil.

Kean.
Letitia.

Triomphe de Jaussens.

Rosa alba.

La Seduisante.

Princesse de Lambalie.

Sophie de Marsilly.

Damask Roses.

Madame Hardy.
Madame Zoutman.
Pulcherie.
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Sweet Briars.

Celestial.

Splendid.

Austrian Briars.

Copper.
Persian Yellow.

Ayrshire Roses.

Bennett's Seedling.
Dundee Kambler.

Ruga.

Evergreen Roses.

Felicite perpetuee.

Myrianthes.
Princesse Marie.

Rampant.

Boursault Roses.

Crimson.

Gracilis.

Banksian Roses.

White.

Jaune Serin.

Perpetual Roses.

Bernard.

Celina Dubos.
Crimson.

Hybrid Perpetual Roses.

Geant des Batailles.

Senateur Vaise.

Gloire de Santenay.
Jules Margottin.
Anna Alexieff.

Anna de Diesbach.

Charles Lefebre.

Professor Koch.

Madame Rivers.

Colonel de Rougemont.
Louise Peyronny.
Prince Leon.

William Griffiths.

Madame Vidot.

Comtesse de Chabrillan.

Bourbon Roses.

Acidalie.

Baron Gonella.

Bouquet de Flore.

Aurore du Guide.

Louise Odier.

Madame Margat.
Queen.
Souvenir de la Malmaison.

China Roses.

Archduke Charles.

Clara Sylvain.
Cramoisie superieure.
Madame Breon.

Mrs. Bosanquet.

Tea-scented Roses.

Adam.
Devoniensis.

Due de Magenta.
Gloire de Dijon.
Julie Mansais.

Louise de Savoie.
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Moire".

Madame Willermoz.
Souvenir d'un Ami.
Vicomtesse Decazes.

Noisette Roses.

Aime'e Vibert.

Cloth of Gold.

Fellenberg.

Ophirie.
Solfaterre.

Musk Roses.

Princesse de Nassau.

Rivers's Musk.

Macartney Rose.

Maria Leonida.
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Boursault Rose, 81

China Rose, 127

culture, 129
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China Rose, raising from seed,

130 4
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Christmas Roses, 223
Collodion for buds, 139

Copper Austrian Rose, 53
Crimson Perpetual Rose, 93

history of, 94

Damask Rose, 45

history of, 46

varieties described, 47 [79
Decorated dome-shaped Roses,

Pillar Roses, 80

Diseases, 215
Doubleapple-bearingTreeRose,

33
Sweet Briar Tree Rose, 34

yellow Rose, 57

culture, 58

Rea's culture of, 60

Dwarf Hybrid Perpetuals, 109

Early Spring Roses, 227
dan Roses, 89

ibition Roses, 193

Evergreen Roses, 68

culture of, 71

decorated, 75

dome-shaped, trees of, 73

raising from seed, 80
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FER

Fertilising the flowers, 161

Forcing Eoses, 182
French Koses, 18

culture and pruning, 24
dwarf of Burgundy, 23

-
history of, 19, 20

raising from seed, 25
varieties described, 22

variegated sorts of, 23

Greenhouse Eoses, 186
Guano water for Eoses, 184, n.

Hedge Budding, 205

Hybridising, 161

Hybrid Bourbon Eose, 39

pruning of, 41

raising from seed, 42
varieties described, 40

Hybrid China Eose, 28
culture of, 35

George the Fourth, 32, n.

history of, 29

pruning of, 37

raising from seed, 39
- varieties described, 31

Hybrid climbing Eose, 85

raising from seed, 86
varieties described, 85

Hybrid Perpetual Eose, 99
blush and white varieties

of, 107-108
carmine varieties of, 105
crimson varieties of, 102
culture and pruning of, 110
dark crimson varieties of
101

raising from seed, 117
rose-coloured varieties of,

106

Hybrid Provence Eose, 25
varieties described, 26

Insects, 211

PRO

Late-Blooming Eoses, 221

Manetti Eose, 202

Macartney Eose, 155
culture of, 156

-
raising from seed, 156

Mildew, how to destroy, 215
Miniature Eose, 144
Moss Eose, 8

culture and pruning, 16

history of, 9

raising from seed, 17
- varieties of, 10-16
Musk Eose, 152
-

history of, 153
varieties described. 154

Noisette Eose, 146
- cloth of gold, 148

culture, 150
Isabella Gray, 150

raising from seed, 151
varieties described, 149

November Eoses, 218

Perpetual Damask Eose, 92
culture and pruning, 95
varieties described, 94

Psestum Eose, 89

Perpetual Moss Eose, 90
- varieties described, 91

Pillar Eoses, 36

Planting, 206
Persian Yellow Eose, 54

Pots, size of, 185, n
Prairie Eoses, 86

Propagation of Autumnal
Eoses, 177

Propagation by Budding, 169

Propagation of Summer Eoses,
165

Propagation by Grafting, 172-
175
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Provence Hose, 3

culture and pruning, 7

dwarf or de Meaux, 6

varieties described, 4-6

Pyramidal Hybrid Perpetuals,
112-117

Removal system for Roses, 111

Roasted turf for potting, 188

Rose Multiflora, 65

varieties described, 66

Rosa Hicrophylla, 158

Scotch Rose, 48

raising from seed, 49
varieties described, 49

Soils for Roses, 208

Spring and Summer Grafting,
179

Stack of Roses, 153, n.

Stocks for Roses, 201

Surface-Dressing, 210
Summer Roses in pots, 189

WIL

Sweet Briar, 51

Sweet Briar, raising from seed,

62

varieties described, 52

Tea-scented China Rose, 131

culture, 136

pot culture, 140

raising from seed, 143
stocks for, 138

tiffany protection for, 134

varieties described, 130-
132

Tiffany for protection, 137
Treatment of seed, sowing, &c.

159

Unique Rose, history of, 5, n.

Varieties for exhibition, 195,
196

White Rose, 43
Wilderness Roses, 226
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A DICTIONARY OF ROMAN AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES,
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THE VOYAGE AND SHIPWRECK OF ST. PAUL: With
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LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE, delivered at the

Royal Institution of Great Britain. By MAX MULLER, M.A., Fellow of
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THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By K. a. LATHAM, M.A., M.D.,
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HANDBOOK OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, for the Use of
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MANUAL OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, HISTORICAL AND
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MOUNTAINEERING IN 1861; a Vacation Tour. By JOHN
TYNDALL, F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Royal Institu-
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A SUMMER TOUR IN THE GRISONS AND ITALIAN VALLEYS
OF THE BERNINA. By Mrs. HENRY FRESHFIELD. With 2coloured
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By the same Author.

ALPINE BYWAYS
; or, Light Leaves gathered in 1859 and 1860.
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A LADY'S TOUR ROUND MONTE ROSA
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Italian Valleys of Anzasca, Mastalone, Camasco, Sesia, Lys, Challant,
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THE ALPS
; or, Sketches of Life and Nature in the Mountains.

Hy Baron H. VON BERLEPSCH. Translated by the Rev. LESLIE
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Modern

; including a Record of Excavations in the Necropolis. By
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Royal 8vo 18*
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LETTERS FROM ITALY AND SWITZERLAND. By FELIX
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CANADA AND THE CRIMEA
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Portrait, price 7s 6d
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EXPLORATIONS IN LABRADOR, the Country of the Montagnais
and Nasquapee Indians. By HENRY YOULE HIND, M.A., F.R.G.S.,
Professor of Chemistry and Geology in the University of Trinity College,
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By the same Author.

NARRATIVE OF THE CANADIAN RED RIVER EXPLORING
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phic Engravings. 2 vols. 8vo 42*

HAWAII
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the Past, Present, and Future of its Island-kingdom :

An Historical Account of the Sandwich Islands (Polynesia). By MANLEY
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WILD LIFE ON THE FJELDS OF NORWAY. By FBANCIS M.
WYNDHAM. With Maps and Woodcuts. Post Svo 10* 6d

THE LAKE REGIONS OF CENTRAL AFRICA: A Picture of
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2 vols. 8vo, Map and Illustrations, 31* 6d
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FIRST FOOTSTEPS IN EAST AFRICA
; or, An Exploration of
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PERSONAL NARRATIVE OF A PILGRIMAGE TO EL MEDINAH
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crown Svo 24*

THE CITY OF THE SAINTS
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California. Second Edition; with Maps and Illustrations. Svo 18*
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LOWER BRITTANY AND THE BIBLE; its Priests and People:
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VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES: Old Halls, Battle-Fields,
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By the same Author.
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Woodcuts by Bewick and Williams. Medium 8vo 12* Gd

ESSAYS ON SCIENTIFIC AND OTHER SUBJECTS, contributed
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Edition. 8vo 14*

By the same Author.

MEDICAL NOTES AND REFLECTIONS. Third Edition, revised,
with some Additions. 8vo 18*

CHAPTERS ON MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY
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Post 8vo 8* 6d

PSYCHOLOGICAL INQUIRIES: in a Series of Essays intended
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Faculties. By Sir BENJAMIN C. BRODIE, Hart., &c. Fcp 8vo 5*
PART II. Essays intended to illustrate fiome Points in the Physical and
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AN INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL PHILOSOPHY, on the Induc-
tive Method. By J. D. MORELL, M.A., LL.D. 8vo 12*

By the same Author.

ELEMENTS OF PSYCHOLOGY: Part I., containing the Analysis
of the Intellectual Powers. Post Svo 7* 6rf

OUTLINE OF THE NECESSARY LAWS OF THOUGHT: A Trea-
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THE CYCLOPEDIA OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. Edited
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A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE : Comprising General

Pathology, the iNature and Treatment of Diseases, Morbid Structures,
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HEAT CONSIDERED AS A MODE OF MOTION: A Course of
Lectures delivered at the Royal Institution of Great Britain. By JOHN
TYNDALL, F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Royal Institu-
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THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE
VERTEBRATE ANIMALS. By RICHARD OWEN, F.R.S., D C.L.,
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VAN DER HOEVEN'S HANDBOOK OF ZOOLOGY. Translated
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THE EARTH AND ITS MECHANISM
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an Account of the various

Proofs of the Rotation of the Earth
; with a Description of the Instru-
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Foucault's Pendulum and Gyroscope. By HENRY WORMS, F.R.A.S.,
F.G.S. Svo with 31 Woodcuts, price 10* 6rf

VOLCANOS, the Character of their Phenomena
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their Share in the

Structure and Composition of the Surface of the Globe ; and their Re-
lation to its Internal Forces; including a Descriptive Catalogue of
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F.R.S., F.G.S. Second Edition, with Map and Illustrations. Svo 15*

A MANUAL OF CHEMISTRY, Descriptive and Theoretical. By
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A DICTIONAKY OF CHEMISTRY, founded on that of the late

Dr. URE. By HENRY WATTS, B.A., F.C.S., Editor of the Quarterly
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HANDBOOK OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, adapted to the Unitary
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CONINGTON'S TABLES OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS, to accom-
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A HANDBOOK OF VOLUMETRICAL ANALYSIS. By EGBERT H.
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A TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY, in Theory and Practice. By
A. DE LA RIVK, Professor in the Academy of Geneva. Translated for
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AN ESSAY ON CLASSIFICATION [The Mutual Eelation of
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A DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AND ART: Com-
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Branch of Human Knowledge. Edited by W. T. BRANDE, F.R.S.L. and

. The Fourth Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo [In the press.

THE CORRELATION OF PHYSICAL FORCES. By W. E. GEOYE,
Q.C., M. A., V.P.R.S., Corresponding Member of the Academies of Rome,
Turin, &c. Fourth Edition. Svo 7* 6d

THE ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS. By C. F. PESCHEL, Principal of
the Roval Military College, Dresden. Translated from the German, with
Notes, by E. WEST. 3 vols. fcp Svo 21*

PHILLIPS' S ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO MINERALOGY.
A New Edition, with extensive Alterations and Additions by H. J.

BROOKE, F.R.S. , F.G S.
; and W. H. MILLER, M.A., F.G.S. With

numerous Woodcuts. Post Svo IS*

A GLOSSARY OF MINERALOGY. By HENRY WILLIAM BRISTOW,
F.G.S., of the Geological Survey of Great Britain. With 486 Figures on
Wood. Crown Svo 12*

ELEMENTS OF MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS. By
JONATHAN PEREIKA, M.D. F.R.S. Third Edition, enlarged and im-
proved from the Author's Materials. By A. S. TAYLOR, M.D., and G. O.
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OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY. By Sir J. F. W. HEHSCHKL, Bart.,
M.A. Fifth Edition, revised and corrected. With Plates and Woodcuts.
8VO 18*

By the same Author.

ESSAYS FROM THE EDINBURGH AND QUARTERLY REVIEWS,
with Addresses and other Pieces. 8vo 18*

CELESTIAL OBJECTS FOR COMMON TELESCOPES. By the Rev.
T. W. WEBB, M.A., F.R.A.S. With Woodcuts and Map of the Moon.
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A GUIDE TO GEOLOGY. By JOHN PHILLIPS, M.A., F.R.S.,
F.G.S., &c. Fourth Edition. With 4 Plates. Fcp 8vo 5*

THE LAW OF STORMS considered in connexion with the ordi-

nary Movements of the Atmosphere. By H. W. DOVE, F.R.S., Member
of the Academies of Moscow, Munich, St. Petersburg, &c. Second
Edition, translated, with the Author's sanction, by R. H. SCOTT, M.A.,
Trin. Coll. Dublin. With Diagiams and Charts. Svo 10* 6d

THE WEATHER-BOOK; A Manual of Practical Meteorology. By
Rear-Admiral ROBERT FirzRoy, R.N. With 16 Diagrams on Wood.
Svo 15*

ON THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS; Containing various
original and useful Formulae, specially applied to Tubular Bridges,
Wrought- Iron and Cast-Iron Beams, &c. By THOMAS TATB, F.R.A.S.
Svo 5* 6d

MANUAL OF THE SUB-KINGDOM CCELENTERATA. By J. KEAY
GREENE, B.A., M.R.I. A. Being the SECOND of a New Series of MANUALS
of the Experimental and Natural Sciences; edited by the Rev. J. A.
GALBRAITH, M.A., and the Rev. S. HAUGHTON, M.A.", F.R.S., Fellows
of Trinity College, Dublin. With 39 Woodcuts. Fcp Svo 5*

By the same Author and Editors.

MANUAL OF PROTOZOA; With a General Introduction on the
Principles of Zoology, and 1G Woodcuts : Being the First Manual of the
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THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS. By Dr. GEORGE
HARTWIG. Translated by the Author from the Fourth German Edition
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and embellished with numerous Illustrations irom Original Designs
Svo 18*

By the same Author.

THE TROPICAL WORLD: a Popular Scientific Account of the
Natural History of the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms in the Equa-
torial Regions. With 8 Chromoxylographs and 172 Woodcut Illus-
trations. Svo 21*

FOREST CREATURES. By CHABLES BONEB, Author of ' Chamois
j

Hunting in the Mountains of Bavaria,' &c. With 18 Illustrations from
Drawings by GUIDO HAMMER. Post Svo 10* 6rf
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SKETCHES OF THE NATURAL HISTOEY OF CEYLON: With
Narratives and Anecdotes illustrative of the Habits and Instincts of the
Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles, Fishes, Insects, &c., including a Monograph of
the Elephant. By Sir J. EMERSON TENNENT, K.C.S., LL.D., &c. With !

82 Illustrations on Wood. Post 8vo 12* 6d

By the same Author.

CEYLON
;
An Account of the Island, Physical, Historical, and \

Topographical ;
with Notices of its Natural History, Antiquities, and

Productions. Fifth Edition ; with Maps, Plans, and Charts, and 90 Wood
Engravings. 2 vols. 8vo .'2 10*

MARVELS AND MYSTERIES OF INSTINCT; or, Curiosities
of Animal Life. By G. GARRATT. Third Edition, revised and enlarged.
Fcp. 8vo 7* ,

KIRBY AND SPENCE'S INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
or, Elements of the Natural History of Insects : Comprising an Account of
Noxious and Useful Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems,
Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises, Hybernation, Instinct, &c.
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo 5*

YOUATT'S WORK ON THE HORSE
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on Draught. With numerous Woodcut Illustrations, chiefly from Designs
by W. Harvey. New Edition, revised and enlarged by E. N. GABRIEL,
M.R.C.S., C.V.S. 8vo 10* 6d

By the same Author.

THE DOG. A New Edition
; with numerous Engravings, from

Designs by W. Harvey. 8vo 6*

THE DOG IN HEALTH AND DISEASE : Comprising the Natural
History, Zoological Classification, and Varieties of the Dog, as well as
the various modes of J3reaking and Using him. By STONEHENGE. With
70 Wood Engravings. Square crown 8vo 15*

By the same Author.

THE GREYHOUND : A Treatise on the Art of Breeding, Eearing,
and Training Greyhounds for Public Running. With many Illustrations.
Square crown 8vo 21*

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RURAL SPORTS; A Complete
Account, Historical, Practical, and Descriptive, of Hunting Shootin-
Fishing, Racing, &c. By D. P. BLAINE. With above 600 Woodcut
Illustrations, including 20 from Designs by JOHN LEECH. 8vo 42*

COL. HAWKER'S INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN in
all that relates to Guns and Shooting, llth Edition, revised by the
Author's SON. With Portrait and Illustrations. Square crown 8vo 18*

THE DEAD SHOT, or Sportsman's Complete Guide
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a Treatise
on the Use of the Gun, with I essons in the Art of Shooting Game of all
kinds; Doer- break ing, Pigeon-shooting, &c. By MARKSMAN. Third
Edition ; with 6 Plates. Fcp Svo 5*
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THE FLY-FISHER'S ENTOMOLOGY. By ALFRED RONALDS.
With coloured Representations of the Natural and Artificial Insect.

Siith Edition, revised by an experienced Fly-Fisher ;
with 20 new

coloured Plates. 8vo 14*

THE CHASE OF THE WILD RED DEER in the Counties of

Devon and Somerset. With an APPENDIX descriptive of Remarkable
Runs and Incidents connected with the Chase, from the year 1780 to the

year 1860. By C. P. COLLYNS, Esq. With a Map and numerous Illus-

trations. Square crown Svo 16*

THE HORSE'S FOOT, AND HOW TO KEEP IT SOUND.
Eighth Edition ;

with an Appendix on Shoeing: and Hunters. 12 Plates

and 12 Woodcuts. By W. MILES, Esq. Imperial 8vo 12* 6<7

Two Casts or Models of Off Fore Feet No. 1, Shod for All Purposes; No. 2,

Shod Kith Leather, on Mr. Miies's plan- may be had, price 3 each.

By the same Author.

A PLAIN TREATISE ON HORSE-SHOEING. With Plates and
Woodcuts. AVic Edition. Post 8vo 2*

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY;
With a Glance at Bad Habits. New Edition, revised (with Additions).

By a LADY of RANK. Fcp 8vo 2* Gd

SHORT WHIST
;

its Rise, Progress, and Laws : with Observations
to make anyone a Whist-plaver. Containing also the Laws of Picquet,
Cassino, Ecarte', Cribbage, Backgammon. By Major A. Fcp 8vo 3*

TALPA
; or, the Chronicles of a Clay Farm : an Agricultural

Fragment. By C. W. HOSKYNS, Esq. With 24 Woodcuts from Designs
by G. CRUIKSHANK. I6mo 5* 6d

THE SAILING-BOAT : A Treatise on English and Foreign Boats,
with Historical Descriptions; also Practical Directions for the Rigging,
Sailing, and Management of Boats, and other Nautical Information.

By H. C. FOLKAKD, Author of The Wildfowl, &c. Third Edition,
enlarged ;

with numerous Illustrations. [Just ready.

ATHLETIC AND GYMNASTIC EXERCISES: Comprising 114
Exercises and Feats of Agility. With a Description of the requisite
Apparatus, and 64 Woodcuts. By JOHN H. HOWARD. 16mo 7* 6<f

THE LABORATORY OF CHEMICAL WONDERS : A Scientific

Melange for the Instruction and Entertainment of Young People. By
G. W. S. PIESSE, Analytical Chemist. Crown Svo 5* 6d

By the same Author.

CHEMICAL, NATURAL, AND PHYSICAL MAGIC, for the
Instruction and Entertainment of Juveniles during the Holiday Vacation.
With 30 Woodcuts and an Invisible Portrait. Fcp Svo 3* 6f

THE ART OF PERFUMERY
; being the History and Theory of

Odours, and the Methods of Extracting the Aromas of Plants, &c.
Third Edition; with numerous additional Recipes and Analyses, and
53 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo 1C* 6d
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THE CRICKET FIELD ; or, the History and the Science of the
Game of Cricket. By the Rev. J. PYCROFT, B.A., Trin. Coll. Oxon.
Fourth Edition ; with 2 Plates. Fcp 8vo 5*

By the same Author.

THE CRICKET TUTOR
;
a Treatise exclusively Practical, dedicated

to the Captains of Elevens in Public Schools. 18mo 1*

THE WARDEN : a Novel. By ANTHONY TEOLLOPB. New and
cheaper Edition. Crown Svo 3* 6d

By the same Author.

BARCHESTER TOWERS : A Sequel to the Warden. New and
cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo 5*

ELLICE : A Tale. By L. N. COMYN. Post Svo 9s Qd

THE LAST OF THE OLD SQUIRES : A Sketch. By the Kev.
J. W. WARTER, B.D., Vicar of West Tarring, Sussex. Second Edition.

Fcp. 8vo 4s f>d

THE ROMANCE OF A DULL LIFE. Second Edition, revised.
Post Svo 9* 6d

By the same sluthor.

MORNING CLOUDS. Second and cheaper Edition, revised

throughout. Fcp Svo 5*

THE AFTERNOON OF LIFE. Second and cheaper Edition,
revised throughout. Fcp Svo 5*

PROBLEMS IN HUMAN NATURE. Post Svo 5*

THE TALES AND STORIES OF THE AUTHOR OF AMY
HERBERT. New and cheaper Edition, in 10 vols. crown Svo price

\ 14* 6d boards ; or each work separately, complete in a single volume.

AMY HERBERT 2s6d
.,

IVORS 3s6d
GERTRUDE 26rf

! KATHERINE ASHTON .. 3*6rf

The EARL'S DAUGHTER. 2*6<J MARGARET PERCIVAL.. 5*0rf

EXPERIENCE of LIFE.... 2* 6d \ LAN ETON PARSONAGE.. 4* 6d
CLEVE HALL 3*6f URSULA 4s6d

*#* Each work may be had separately in cloth, with gilt edges, at

One Shilling per volume extra.

SUNSETS AND SUNSHINE; or, Varied Aspects of Life. By
ERSKINK NEALE, M. A., Vicar of Exning, and Chaplain to the Earl of

Huntingdon. Post Svo 8* Gd

MY LIFE, AND WHAT SHALL I DO WITH IT? A Question
for Young Gentlewomen. By an OLD MAID. Fourth Edition. Fcp
Svo 6*

DEACONESSES: An Essay on the Official Help of Women in
Parochial Work and in Charitable Institutions. By the Rev. J. S.

HOWSON, D.D., Principal of the Collegiate Institution, Liverpool. Fcp
Svo 5.v
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ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL BIOGRAPHY. By the Right Hon.
Sir JAM KS STEPHEN, LL.D. Fourth Edition, with a Biographical Notice
of the Author, by his Son. 8vo 14*

By the same Author.

LECTTJEES ON THE HISTORY OF FRANCE. Third Edition.
2 vols. 8vo 24*

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS contributed to The Edin-
burgh Review. By the Right Hon. Lord MACAULAY. Four Editions,
as follows :

1. A LIBRARY EDITION (the Tenth], 3 vols. 8vo 36
2. Complete in ONE VOLUME, with Portrait and Vignette. Square crown 8vo 21s
3. Another NEW EDITION, in 3 vols. fcp 8vo 21s
4. The PEOPLE'S EDITION, in 2 vols. crown 8vo 8

LORD MACAULAY'S MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS : comprising
his Contributions to Knight's Quarterly Magazine, Articles contributed
to the Edinburgh Review not included in his Critical and Historical

Essays, Biographies written for the Encyclopedia Britannica. Miscel-
laneous Poems and Inscriptions. 2 vols. 8vo with Portrait, 21*

THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH'S MISCELLANEOUS WORKS: In-

cluding his Contributions to the Edinbargh Review. Four Editions,
viz.

1. A LIBRARY EDITION (the Fourth), in 3 vols. 8vo with Portrait, 36s
'i. Complete in ONE VOLUME, with Portrait and Vignette. Square crown 8vo 21*
3. Another NEW EDITION, in 3 vols. fop 8vo 21s
4. The PEOPLE'S EDITION, in 2 vols. crown 8vo 8s

By the same Author.

ELEMENTARY SKETCHES OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY, delivered
at the Royal Institution. Fcp 8vo 7*

THE WIT AND WISDOM OF THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH: A
Selection of the most memorable Passages in his Writings and Con-
versation. 16mo Is Gd

ESSAYS SELECTED FROM CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE Edinburgh
Review. By HENRY ROQEKS. Second Edition. 3 vols. fcp 8vo 21s

By the same Author.

THE ECLIPSE OF FAITH; or, A Visit to a Keligious Sceptic.
Tenth Edition. Fcp 8vo 5s

DEFENCE OF THE ECLIPSE OF FAITH, by its Author : Being
a Rejoinder to Professor Newman's Reply. Fcp 8vo 3* 6d

SELECTIONS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE OF R. E. H.
GRKYSDN, Esq. Edited by the Author of The Eclipse of Faith. Crown
Svo 7* 6d
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ESSAYS AND KEVIEWS. By the Rev. W. TEMPLE, D.D., Kev.
R. WILLIAMS, B.I.)., Rev. B. POWELL, M.A., the Rev. H. B. WILSON,
B.D., C. W. GOODWIN, M.A., Rev. M. PATTISON, B.D., and Rev. B.

JOWETT, M.A. Fcp 8vo 5*

ESSAYS AND KEVIEWS. Ninth Edition, in Svo price 10y Qd

EEVELATION AND SCIENCE, in respect to Bunsen's Sillical

Researches, the Evidences of Christianity, and the Mosaic Cosmogony.
With an Examination of certain Statements put forth by the remaining
Authors of Essays and Reviews. By the Rev. B. W. SAVILE, M.A. 8vo
price 10* 6d

THE HISTORY OF THE SUPERNATURAL IN ALL AGES AND
NATIONS, IN ALL CHURCHES, CHRISTIAN AND PAGAN : Demon-
strating a Universal Faith. By WILLIAM HOWITT, Author of Colonisa-
tion and Christianity. 2 vols. post Svo [Nearly ready.

THE MISSION AND EXTENSION OF THE CHURCH AT HOME,
considered in Eight Lectures, preached before the University of Oxford
in the year 1861, at the Lecture founded by the late Rev. J. Bampton,
M.A. By J. SANDFORD, B.D., Archdeacon of Coventry. 8vo price 12*

PHYSICO PROPHETICAL ESSAYS ON THE LOCALITY OF THE
ETERN7AL INHEKITANCE: Its Nature and Character; the Resur-
rection Body ; the Mutual Recognition of Glorified Saints. By the Rev.
W. LISTER, F.G.S. Crown 8vo 6* Gd

BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR'S ENTIRE WORKS: With Life by
BISHOP HEBER. Revised and corrected by the Rev. C. P. EDEN, Fellow
of Oriel College, Oxford. 10 vols. 8vo 5 5*

MOSHEIM'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY. The Eev. Dr-
MURDOCH'S Literal Translation from the Latin, as edited, with Addi-
tional Notes, by HENRY SOAMBS, M.A. Third Revised Edition, carelully
re-edited and brought down to the Present Time by the Rev. WILLIAM
STUBBS, M.A., Vicar of Navestock, and Librarian to the Archbishop of

Canterbury. 3 vols. Svo [In the press.

PASSING THOUGHTS ON RELIGION. By the Author of Amy
Herbert. New Edition. Fcp Svo 5*

By the same Author.

SELF-EXAMINATION BEFORE CONFIRMATION: With Devo-
tions and Directions for Confirmation-Day. 32mo 1* Gd

READINGS FOR A MONTH PREPARATORY TO CONFIRMA-
TION j Compiled from the Works of Writers of the Early and of the

English Church. Fcp Svo 4*

READINGS FOR EVERY DAY IN LENT; Compiled from the

Writings of BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR. Fcp Svo 5s
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!

A COURSE OF ENGLISH HEADING, adapted to every taste
and rapacity ; or, How and What to Read : With Literary Auecdotes.

By the Kev. J. PYCROFT, B.A., Trin. Coll. Oxon. Fcp 8vo 5*

LEGENDS OF THE SAINTS AND MARTYES, as represented in
Christian Art. By Mrs. JAMESON. Third Edition, revised; with 17

Etchings and 180 Woodcuts. 2 vols. square crown 8vo 31* 6d

By the same Author.

LEGENDS OF THE MONASTIC ORDERS, as represented in

Christian Art. New and improved Edition, being the Third ; with

many Etchings and Woodcuts. Square crown 8vo [Xearly ready.

LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA, as represented in Christian Art.
Second Edition, enlarged : with 27 Etchings and 165 Woodcuts. Square
crown 8vo 28*

THE HISTORY OF OUR LORD AND OF HIS PRECURSOR JOHN
THE BAPTIST; with the Personages and Typical Subjects of the Old
Testament as represented in Christian Art. Square crown 8vo with

many Etchings and Woodcuts [In the press.

CATS' AND FARLIE'S BOOK OF EMBLEMS: Moral Emblems,
with Aphorisms, Adages, and Proverbs of all Nations: Comprising 60
circular Vignettes, 60 Tail pieces, and a Frontispiece cote posed trom their

works by J. LEIGH-TON, F.S.A., and engraved on Wood. The Text
translated and edited, with Additions, by R. PIGOT. Imperial 8vo 31* 6rf

BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS : With 126 Illustrations on
Steel and Wood, from original Designs by C. Bennett ; and a Preface by
the Rev. C. KINGSLEY. Fcp 4to 21*

THEOLOGIA GERMANICA: Translated by SUSANNA WINKWOBTH.
With a Preface by the Rev. C. KINGSLEY; and a Letter by Baron
BUNSEN. Fcp 8vo 5*

LYRA GERMANICA.. Translated from the German by CATHERINE
WINKWORTH FIRST SERIES, Hymns for the Sundays and Chief
Festivals of the Christian Year. SECOND SERIBS, the Christian Life.

Fcp 8vo price 5* each series.

HYMNS FROM LYRA GERMANICA. 18mo If

LYRA GERMANICA. FIRST SEKTES, as above, translated by
('. WINKWORTH. With Illustrations from Original Designs by John
Leighton, F.S.A., engraved on Wood under his superintendence. Fcp
4tO 21*

THE CHORALE-BOOK FOR ENGLAND
;
A Complete Hymn-Book

for Public and Private Worship, in accordance with the Services and
Festivals of the Church of En.'Iand : The Hymns from the Lyra Germanica
and other Sources, translated trom the (German by C. WIXKWORTH

;

the Tunes, from the Sacred Music of the Lutheran, Latin, and other
Cliurches, for Four Voices, with Historical Notes, &c., compiled and
edited by W. S. BENNETT, Professor of Music in the University of
Cambridge, and by OTTO GOLBSCHMIDT. Fcp 4to price 10*6c? cloth, or
18* half-bound in morocco.
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HYMNOLOGIA CHRISTIANA: Pealms and Hymns for the Chris-
tian Seasons. Selected and Contributed by Philhymnic Friends; at>d
Edited by BENJAMIN HALL KENNEDY, D.D., Prebendary of Lichfield.

\Just ready ,

LYRA SACRA; Being a Collection of Hymns, Ancient and Modern
Odes, and Fragments of Sacred Poetry ; compiled and edited, with a
Preface, by the Rev. B. W. SAVILE, M.A. Fcp 8vo 5*

LYRA DOMESTICA: Christian Songs for Domestic Edification.
Translated from the Psaltery and Harp of C. J. P. SPITTA. By RICHARD
MASSIE. Fcp 8vo 4s 6d

THE WIFE'S MANUAL
; or, Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on

Several Occasions of a Matron's Life. By the Rev. W. CALVERT, M.A.
Ornamented in the style of Queen Elizabeth's Prayer^Book. Crown 8vo
price 10* C>d

HORNE'S INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL STUDY AND
KNOWLEDGE OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. Eleventh Edition,
revised throughout, and brought up to the existing state of Biblical
Knowledge. Edited by the Rev. T. H. HORNE, B.D., the Author, the
Rev. JOHN AYRK, M.A., and S. P. TREQELLES, LL.D. ; or with the
Second Volume, on the Old Testament, edited by S. DAVIDSON, D.I).
and LL.D. With 4 Maps and 22 Woodcuts and Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8vo
price j3 13* &d

HORNE'S COMPENDIOUS INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
THE BIBLE. Tenth Edition, carefully re-edited by the Rev. JOHN
AY RE, M.A., of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. With 3 Maps
arid 6 Illustrations. Post Svo 9s

THE TREASURY OF BIBLE KNOWLEDGE : Comprising a Sum-
mary of the Evidences of Christianity; the Principles of Biblical
Criticism

; the History, Chronology, and Geography of the Scriptures ;

an Account of the Formation of the Canon ; separate Introductions to
the several Books of the Bible, &c. By the Rev. JOHN AYRE, M.A.
Fcp Svo with Maps, Engravings on Steel, and numerous Woodcuts

;

uniform with founder's Treasuries. [Nearly ready.

INSTRUCTIONS IN THE DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE OF CHRIS-
TIANITY. Intended chiefly as an Introduction to Confirmation. By
the Right Rev. G. E. L. COTTON, D.D., BISHOP of CALCUTTA. 18mb
price 2* Gd

BOWDLER'S FAMILY SHAKSPEARE
;
in which nothing is added

to the Original Text, but those words and expressions are omitted which
cannot with propriety be read aloud. Cheaper Genuine Edition, complete
in 1 vol. large type, with 36 Woodcut Illustrations, price 14* Or, with
the same ILLUSTRATIONS, in 6 volumes for the pocket, price 5* each.

GOLDSMITH'S POETICAL WORKS. Edited by BOLTON COBNEY,
Esq. Illustrated with numerous Wood Engravings, from Designs by
Members of the Etching Club. Square crown Svo 21*
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MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES. With 161 Designs on Steel by
DANIEL MACLisE,R.A.,and the whole of the Text of the Songs engraved
by BECKER. Super-royal 8vo 31* 6d

TENNLEL'S EDITION OF MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH. "With 68
Woodcut Illustrations, from Original Drawings, and 5 Initial Pages of
Persian Designs by T. Sulman, Jun. Fcp 4to 21i

MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS. People's Edition, complete in One
Volume, large type, with Portrait after Phillips. Square crown 8vo
price 12* 6rf

POETICAL WORKS OF LETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON (L.E.L.)
Comprising the Improvitatrice, the Venetian Bracelet, the Golden Violet,
the Troubadour, and Poetical Remains. .New Edition

;
with 2 Vignettes.

2 vols. 16mo 10*

LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME
; with Ivry and the Armada. By the

Right Hon. Lord MACAULAY. 16mo 4* 6d

LORD MACATJLAY'S LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME. With Illustra-

tions, Original and from the Antique, drawn on Wood by G. Scharf. Fcp
4tO 21*

POEMS. By MATTHEW ARNOLD. FIBST SEBIES, Third Edition.

Fcp 8vo 5* 6d SECOND SERIES, 5*

By the same Author.

MEROPE : A Tragedy. With a Preface and an Historical Intro-
duction. Fcp 8vo 5*

SOUTHEYS POETICAL WORKS
;
with all the Author's last Intro-

ductions and Notes. Library Edition, with Portrait and Vignette.
Medium 8vo 21*

;
in 10 vols. fcp 8vo with Portrait and 19 Vignettes, 35*

By the same Author.

THE DOCTOR, &c. Complete in One Volume. Edited by the
Rev. J. \V. WARTER, B.D. With Portrait, Vignette, Bust, and coloured
Plate. Square crown 8vo 12* 6d

CALDERON'S THREE DRAMAS : Love the Greatest Enchantment^
The Sorceries of Sin, and The Devotion of the Cross, attempted in English
Asonante and other Imitative Verse, by D. F. MACCARTHY, M.R.I.A.,
with Notes, and the Spanish Text. Fcp 4to 15*

A SURVEY OF HUMAN PROGRESS TOWARDS HIGHER CIVI-
LISATION: a Progress as little perceived by the multitude in any age,
as is the growing of a tree by the children who sport under its shade. By
NKIL ARNOTT, M.D., F.R.S., &c. 8vo price 6* 6d

COLONISATION AND COLONIES: Being a Series of Lectures
delivered before the University of Oxford in 1839, '40, and '41. By
HERMAN MERIVALE, M.A., Professor of Political Economy. Second
Edition, with Notes and Additions. 8vo 18*
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C. M. WILLICH'S POPULAR TABLES for Ascertaining the Value
of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Churcii Property, Renewal Fines, &c. ; the
Public Funds; Annual Average Price and Interest on Consols from 1731
to 1861

; Chemical, Geographical, Astronomical, Trigonometrical Tables,
&c. &c. Fifth Edition, enlarged. Post 8vo 10*

THOMSON'S TABLES OF INTEREST, at Three, Four, Four and
a-Half, and Five per Cent., from One Pound to Ten Thousand, and from
1 to 365 Days. 12mo 3s 6d

A DICTIONARY, PRACTICAL, THEORETICAL, AND HISTORICAL,
of Commerce and Commercial Navigation. By J. R. M'CuLLOCH, Esq.
Illustrated with Maps and Plans. New Edition, containing much
additional Information. 8vo 50*

By the same Author.

A DICTIONARY, GEOGRAPHICAL, STATISTICAL, AND HISTORI-
CAL, of the various Countries, Places, and principal Natural Objects in

the World. New Edition, revised
; with 6 Maps. 2 vols. 8vo 63*

A MANUAL OF GEOGRAPHY, Physical, Industrial, and Political.

By WILLIAM HUGHES, F.R.G.S.,&c., Professor of Geography in Queen's
College, London. New and thoroughly revised Edition : with 6 coloured

Maps. Fcp Svo 7* 6d

Or, in Two Parts : PART I. Europe, 3s &d\ PART II. Asia,
Africa, America, Australasia, and Polynesia, 4*

By the same Author.

THE GEOGRAPHY OF BRITISH HISTORY,; a Geographical
Description of the British Islands at successive Periods, from the Earliest

Times to the Present Day ;
with a Sketch of the commencement of

Colonisation on the part of the English Nation. With 6 full-coloured

Maps. Fcp Svo 8* 6d

A NEW BRITISH GAZETTEER; or, Topographical Dictionary of
the British Islands and Narrow Seas : Comprising concise Descriptions
of about 60,000 Places, Seats, Natural Features, and Objects of Note,
founded on the best Authorities. By J. A. SHARP. 2 vols. Svo 1 16*

A NEW DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY, Descriptive, Physical,
Statistical, and Historical : Forming

1 a complete General Gazetteer of

the World. By A. K. JOHNSTON, F.R.S.E., &c. Second Edition, revised.
In One Volume of 1,360 pages, comprising about 50,000 Names of Places.
Svo 30*

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF CIVIL ENGINEERING, Historical,
Theoretical, and Practical. Illustrated by upwards of 3,000 Woodcuts.
By E. CRESY, C.E. Second Edition, revised and extended. 8vo 42*

THE ENGINEER'S HANDBOOK ; explaining the Principles which
should guide the Young Kngineer in the Construction of Machinery, with
the necessary Kules, Proportions, and Tables. By C. S. LOWNDES,
Engineer. Post Svo 5s
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USEFUL INFORMATION FOR ENGINEERS ; Being a FIRST
SERIES of Lectures delivered before the Working Engineers of Yorkshire
and Lancashire. By W. FAIRBAIRN, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.3. With
Plates and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo 10* Gd

SECOND SERIES: Containing: Experimental Researches on the Collapse of
Boiler Flues and the Strength of Materials, and Lectures on subjects
connected with Mechanical Engineering, &c. With Plates and Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo 10*6rf

By the same Author.

A TREATISE ON MILLS AND MILLWORK. VOL. I. on the

principles of Mechanism and on Prime Movers. With Plates and Woodcuts.
8vol6*

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ARCHITECTURE, Historical, Theo-
retical, and Practical. By JOSEPH GWILT. With more than 1,000 Wood
Engravings, from Designs by J. S. Gwilt. 8vo 42s

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Archi-
tecture and Furniture. New Edition, edited by Mrs. LOUDON; with
more than 2,000 Woodcuts. 8vo 63*

THE ELEMENTS OF MECHANISM, designed for Students of

Applied Mechanics. By T. M. GOODEVE, M.A., Professor of Natural
Philosophy in King's College, London. With 206 Figures on Wood.
Post 8vo 6* 6d

URFS DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND MINES.
Fifth Edition, re-written and enlarged; with nearly 2,OCO Wood Engrav-
ings. Edited by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S., F.S.S., Keeper of Mining
Records, &c., assisted by numerous gentlemen eminent in Science and
connected with the Arts and Manufactures. 3 vols. 8vo \.

AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY: Comprising such
subjects as are most immediately connected with Housekeeping. By
'J'Hos. WEBSTER ; assisted by Mrs. PARKES. With nearly 1,000 Wood-
cuts. 8vo 31* 6d

MODERN COOKERY FOR PRIVATE FAMILIES, reduced to a
System of Easy Practice in a Series of carefully-tested Receipts, in which
the Principles of baron Liebig and other eminent Writers have been as
much as possible applied and explained. By ELIZA. ACTON. Newly re-
vised and enlarged Edition ; with 8 Plates, comprising 27 Figures, and
150 Woodcuts. Fcp 8vo 7* 6rf

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING, based on Chemical and
Economical Principles : With Formulae for Public Brewers, and Instruc-
tions for Private Families. By W. BLACK. 8vo price 10* Sd

ON FOOD AND ITS DIGESTION: Being an Introduction to
Dietetics. By W. BRINTON, M.D., Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital,
&c. With 48 Woodcuts. Post 8vo 12*
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HINTS TO MOTHERS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF THEIR
HEALTH DURING THK PERIOD OF PREGNANCY AND IN THE
LYING-IN ROOM. By T. BULL, M.D. Fcp 8vo 5*

THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN IN HEALTH
AND DISEASE. Fcp 8vo 5s

LECTURES ON THE DISEASES OF INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.
By CHARLES WEST, M.D., &c. Fourth Edition, carefully revised

throughout; with numerous additional Cases, and a copious INDEX.
8vo Us

THE PATENTEE'S MANUAL : A Treatise on the Law and Prac-
tice of Letters Patent, especially intended for the use of Patentees and
Inventors. By J. JOHNSON and J. H. JOHNSON, Esqrs. Post 8vo 7s 6d

THE PRACTICAL DRAUGHTSMAN'S BOOK OF INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN. By W. JOHNSON, Assoc. Inst. C.E. Second Edition, enlarged;
comprising 200 Pages of Letterpress, 210 Quarto Plates, and numerous
\Voodcuts. 4to 28* 6d

THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC'S JOURNAL : An Illustrated Record
of Mechanical and Engineering Science, and Epitome of Patent Inven-
tions. 4to price 1* monthly. VOLS. I. to XV. price 14* each, in cloth.

THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC'S JOURNAL RECORD OF THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1862. A full and elaborate
Illustrated Account of the Exhibition, contributed by 42 Writers of
eminence in the Departments of Science and Art. In One Volume, com-
prising 630 Pages of Letterpress, illustrated by 20 Plate Engravings and
900 Woodcuts. 4to price 2b* 6rf cloth.

COLLIERIES AND COLLIERS; A Handbook of the Law and
leading Cases relating thereto. By J. C. FOWLER, Barrister-at-Law

;

Stipendiary Magistrate for the District of Merthyr Tydfil and Aberdare.

Fcp 8vo 6*

THE THEORY OF WAR ILLUSTRATED by numerous Examples
from History. By Lieut.-Col. MACDOUOALL, late Superintendent of the
Staff College. Third Edition, with 10 Plans. Post 8vo price 10* 6d

PROJECTILE WEAPONS OF WAR AND EXPLOSIVE COM-
POUNDS. By J. SCOFFERN, M.B. Lond. late Professor of Chemistry in

the Aldersgate School of Medicine. Fourth Edition. Post 8vo with

Woodcuts, 9* Gd

SUPPLEMENT, containing New Resources of Warfare, price 2*

A MANUAL FOR NAVAL CADETS. By JOHN M'NEIL BOYD,
late Captain R.N. Published with the Sanction and Approval of the
Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. Second Edition

;
with 240

Woodcuts, 2 coloured Plates of Signals, &c., and 11 coloured Plates of

Flags. Post 8vo 12* 6d
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PROJECTION AND CALCULATION' OF THE SPHERE. For
Young Sea Officers ; being a complete Initiation into Nautical Astronomy.
By S. M. SAXBY, K.N., Principal Instructor of Naval Engineers, H.M.
Steam Reserve. "With 77 Diagrams. Post 8vo 5s

By the same Author.

THE STUDY OF STEAM AND THE MARINE ENGINE. For
Young Sea Officers in H.M. Navy, the Merchant Navy, &c.; being a

complete Initiation into a knowledge of Principles and their Application
to Practice. Post 8vo with 87 Diagrams, 5* 6d

A TREATISE ON THE STEAM ENGINE, in its various Applica-
tions to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agriculture.
With Theoretical Investigations rpspectingtbe Motive Power of Heat and
the Proportions of Steam Engines; Tables of the Right Dimensions of

every Part; and Practical Instructions for the Manufacture and
Management of every species of Engine in actual use. By JOHN BOURNE,
C.E. Fifth Edition; with 37 Plates and 546 Woodcuts (200 new in this

Edition). 4to 42*

By the same Author.

A CATECHISM OF THE STEAM ENGINE, in its various Applica-
tions to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agriculture;
with Practical Instructions for the Manufacture and Management of

Engines of every class. New Edition, with 80 Woodcuts. Fcp 8vo 6*

HANDBOOK OF FARM LABOUR : Comprising Labour Statistics ;

Steam, Water, Wind ; Horse Power; Hand Power ; Cost of Farm Opera-
tions; Monthly Calendar; APPENDIX on Boarding Agricultural
Labourers, &c. ; and INDEX. By JOHN CHALMERS MORTON, Editor of
the Agricultural Gazette, &c. 16mo 1* 6d

By the same Author.

HANDBOOK OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY: Comprising Dairy Sta-

tistics; Food of the Cow; Choice and Treatment of the Cow; Milk;
Butter; Cheese; General Management of a Dairy Farm; Monthly
Calendar of Daily Operations; APPENDIX of Statistics; and INDEX.
16mo 1* Gd

CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, in which the
Elements of that Science are familiarly explained. By JANE MARCET.
Uth Edition

; with 34 Plates. Fcp 8vo 10* 6rf

By the game Author.

CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY, in which the Elements of that
Science are familiarly explained and illustrated. A thoroughly revised
Edition. 2 vols. fcp 8vo 14*

CONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER. Eevised Edition, with
a Coloured Map, showing the comparative Altitude of Mountains. Fcp
8vo 5* 6d

CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY. Fcp 8vo 7* 6d

BAYLDON'S ART OF VALUING RENTS AND TILLAGES, and
Claims of Tenants upon Quitting Farms, at both Michaelmas and Lady-
Day. Seventh Edition, enlarged. Svo 10* 6d
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AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF AGRICULTURE : Comprising the Theory
and Practice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improvement, and
Management of Landed Property, and of the Cultivation and Economy
of the Animal and Vegetable Productions of Agriculture. By J. C.
LOUDON. With 1,100 Woodcuts. 8vo 31* 6d

By the same Author.

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF GARDENING: Comprising the Theory
and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Landscape
Gardening. Corrected and improved by Mrs. LOUDON. With 1,000
Woodcuts. 8vo 31* Qd

AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS : Containing the

Hardy Trees and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and Foreign, Scientifi-

cally and Popularly Described. With 2,000 Woodcuts. 8vo 50*

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PLANTS : Comprising the Specific
Character, Description, Culture, History, Application in the'Arte, and
every other desirable Particular respecting all the Plants found in Great
Britain. Corrected by Mrs. LOUDON. With upwards of 12,000 Wood-
cuts. 8vo *e& 3* 6d

THE CABINET LAWYER: A Popular Digest of the Laws of

England, Civil and Criminal : Comprising arso a Dictionary of Law
Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and much other useful Legal Information.
\9th Edition, extended by the Author ; with the Statutes and Legal Deci-
sions to Michaelmas Term, 24 and 25 Victoria. Fcp 8vo 10* &d

THE^EXECUTOR'S GUIDE. By J. C. HUDSON. New and enlarged
Edition, revised by the Author. Fcp 8vo 6*

By the same Author.

PLAIN" DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING WILLS IN CONFORMITY
WITH THE LAW. New Edition, corrected and revised by the Author.

Fcp 8vo 2* 6d

THE BRITISH FLORA : Comprising the Phsenogamous or Flower-

ing Plants, and the Ferns. 8th Edition, with Additions and Corrections
;

and numerous Figures engraved on 12 Plates. By Sir W. J. HOOKER,
K.H., &c.; and G. A. WALKER-ARNOTT, LL.D., F.L.S. 12mo 14*;
with the Plates coloured, 21*

BRYOLOGIA BRITANNICA: Containing the Mosses of Great
Britain and Ireland systematically arranged and described according to

the method of Bruch and Schimper ; with 61 illustrative Plates. By
WILLIAM WILSON. 8vo 42*

;
or with the Plates coloured, price 4*

HISTORY OF THE BRITISH FRESH-WATER ALGJE : Including
Descriptions of the Desmideae and Diatomaceae. By A. H. HASSALL,
M.D. With 100 Plates of Figures. 2 vols. 8vo \ 15*

By the same Author.

ADULTERATIONS DETECTED; or. Plain Instructions for the

Discovery of Frauds in Food and Medicine. ByARTHUR HILLHASSALL,
M.D. Lond., Analyst of The Lancet Sanitary Commission. With 225
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo 17* 6d
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CORDON-TRAINING OF FKUIT TREES, Diagonal, Vertical,
Spiral, Horizontal, adapted to the Orchard-House andOpen-Air Culture.

By Kev. T. COLLINGS BREHAUT. Fcp 8vo with Woodcuts, 3* 6rf

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF HORTICULTURE; or, An
Attempt to Explain the Principal Operations of Gardening upon Physio-
logical Grounds. By J. LINDLEY, M.D., F.R.S.,F.L.S. With 98 Wood-
cuts. Svo 21*

By the tame Author.

AN INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. New Edition, revised and
enlarged ;

with 6 Plates and many Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo 24*

THE ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE : Containing ample Descriptions
of all tbefii.e leading: Varieties of Roses, rejularly classed in their respec-
tive Families their History aud Mode oi Culture. By THOMAS RIVERS.
Seventh Edition. Fcp 8vo 4*

THE GARDENERS' ANNUAL FOR 1863. Edited by the Kev. S.

REYNOLDS HOLE. \Vith a coloured Frontispiece by JOHN LEECH.
Fcp. 8vo 2* 6rf

THE TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY; or, Popular Dic-

tionary of Zoology : in which the Characteristics that distinguish the
different Classes, Genera, and Species are combined with a variety of

interesting information illustrative of the Habits, Instincts, and General
Economy of the Animal Kingdom. By SAMUEL MAUNDER. With
above 900 accurate Woodcuts. Fcp Svo JO*

By the same Author.

THE SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREASURY: A Popular
Encyclopaedia of Science and the Belles-Lettres

; including all branches
of Science, and every subject connected with Literature and Art. Fcp
Svo 10*

THE TREASURY OF GEOGRAPHY, Physical, Historical, Descrip-
tive, and Political ; containing a succinct Account of every Country in

the World. Completed by WILLIAM HUBHES, F.R.G.S. With 7 Maps
and 16 Plates. Fcp Svo 10*

THE HISTORICAL TREASURY : Comprising a General Introduc-
tory Outline of Universal History, Ancient and Modern, and a Series of

Separate Histories of every principal Nation. Fcp Svo 10*

THE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY: Consisting of Memoirs,
Sketches, and Brief Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons of All Ages
and Nations. 12th Edition. Fcp Svo 10*

THE TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE AND LIBRARY OF REFE-
RHNCK : Comprising an English Dictionary and Grammar, a Universal

Gazetteer, a Classical Dictionary, a Chronology, a Law Dictionary, a

Synopsis of the Peerage, useful Tables, &c. Fcp Svo 10*

Uniform with the above.

THE TREASURY OF BOTANY. By Dr. J. LiNDLET. [In the press.

THE TREASURY OF BIBLE KNOWLEDGE. By Kev. J. ATEE,
M.A. [/ thepres*.



GRADUATED SERIES OF ENGLISH READING-BOOKS.

In 5 vols. fcp 8vo price 10 cloth, each of which .Volumes may be had

separately as below,

THE GRADUATED SERIES

FIVE READING-LESSON BOOKS
WITH EXPLANATORY NOTES

;

Adapted, as a Progressive Course of Beading, for all Classes of

English Schools and Families.

Edited by J. S. LAURIE,
Editor of the Skitting Entertaining Library, &c.

*. d.

FIRST BOOK, 102 Pages, Sixth Edition 1

SECOND BOOK, 256 Pages, Fifth Edition 1 6

THIRD BOOK, S12 Pages, Sixth Edition 2

FOURTH BOOK, 440 Pages, Sixth Edition 2 6

FIFTH BOOK, 496 Pages, Second Edition 3

THIS is an entirely new series of Read-
ing-Books, carefully adapted throughout
to the requirements of modern education.
The Five Books are arranged each in cor-

responding sections, on a serial and uni-
form scheme of progressive, yet constantly
varied selections. BOOK I. consists of

rhymes and fireside stories, fables and
parables, and short simple tales, all within
the comprehension of children who have
mastered the first steps in reading. BOOK
II. contains miscellanies, tales of adven-

ture, imaginative and real, anecdotes in

natural history, and ballad poetry all

preliminary to the Third Book. BOOK III.

comprises literary selections in prose
and verse, descriptive travel, natural
history (with reference to the previous
section), and narratives of English his-

tory. HOOK IV. to which the Third Book
is introductory, is a further extension of
the same general plan, with the addition
of a division on the more popular branches
of Natural Science and Physics, sequen-
tially arranged. BOOK V., which com-
pletes the course, forms a further advance
and a completion of the general plan, and
aims at answering the practical purposes
of a Class-book of later English Litera-
ture.

By the same Author.

FIBST STEPS to BEADING: being an Introduction
to the Graduated Series of English Reading-Books. Fcp 8vo PART I.

price 3d, PART II. price 6d sewed; or complete, price \0d cloth. Or
the whole conspicuously printed in bold type for Class Teaching, on a

Set of Broadside Sheets, price 4* 6d, or price?* the Set of BROADSIDES
mounted as 15 Cardboards, or 9* 6d with convenient IRON FRAME; the

IRON FRAME, separately, price 2* &d



LAURIE'S ENTERTAINING LIBRARY.

In course of publication, in Quarterly Volumes, from January 1 863, each
volume in square ISmo, with Six full-page Illustrations,

price One Shilling clotli,or Ninepence sewed,

THE

SHILLING ENTERTAINING LIBEA.EY,
Adapted to the requirements of School Libraries, Families, and

Working Men.

By J. S. LAURIE,
Editor of the Graduated Series of Reading-Leston Books, c.

The First Three Volumes are now ready, viz.

ROBINSON CRUSOE.
|
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS.

CHRISTMAS TALES.

THE object of the ENTERTAINING
LIBRARY is to provide the young and.

generally speaking, the less educated

portion of the community with books
which they will find readable. Many
similar projects have been started, and
have failed. The Proprietors of the pre-
sent LIBRARY believe that those failures

are to be ascribed to a fundamental defi-

ciency which, with proper attention and
care, may be fully supplied.
In undertakings of this kind too little

allowance has been made for what may
almost be termed the repulsiveness of a
book to the untutored mind. Children
freed from irksome ta-ks, and working
men wearied with a hard day's toil, can-
not possibly be induced to read until they
find out what a wealth of entertainment
is concealed under the hard, ungraceful
forms of typography. Nothing appears
more certain than that they will not read
at all, unless materials are placed before
them which are calculated to arouse their
interest and enchain their attention.
The practical problem to be solved

would seem to be to furnish a selection of
works which will appeal to that dominant
principle in the human breast, the love of

pleasure. The aim of the Editor of the
ENTERTAINING LIBRARY is to provide an
ample and varied repast for the gratifica-
tion of this instinct. The concentration
of his efforts upon this single point will

give the present series of books its dis-
tinctive character.

i A glance at the sources upon which
i he has already drawn will, it is believed,
i convince those who are acquainted with
i English literature, that such volumes as

I

the ENTERTAINING LIBRARY promise?
to contain will necessarily tend to enlarge
the intellectual views, and to direct and

; strengthen the moral sentiments of every
reader. But the prime end kept in view

|

will be to afford, in a wide and liberal

sense, pleasure and amusement; and to
this end whatever bears more directly
upon the practical utilities of life will in-

variably be held subordinate.
It is proper to state that the Editor as-

sumes the right of adapting the original
text so as to suit his purpose. Gramma-
tical constructions which are too involved
and difficult will be simplified; modern
words and idioms will be substituted for
such as have become obsolete or nearly ob-
solete ; and in all cases passages which are
unsuitable to the young will be expunged.
Care will be taken to adorn each of the

volumes with a number of striking illus-

trations. The illustrations to the three
volumes now ready are drawn by Mr.
Sandercock, a rising artist, whose merit
has been acknowledged by competent

i judges.
Special attention will be paid to the

i binding of the volumes. They will be pre-
pared for being well thumbed. The type,
also, in which they will be printed will be
of the clearest and distinctest kind that
can be procured.

Volumes preparing for Publication Quarterly} uniform with the above three:

SANDFORD and MERTON HISTORY of the PLAGUE
[On March 31. The VICAR ofWAKEFIELD

The PILGRIM'S PROGRESS CITIZEN of the WORLD
EVENINGS AT HOME SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON

AND OTHER WORKS.
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